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Kennedy v Gibbons: Straight to the 
Point(s)

Gary Hayes BL 

The recent decision of  Hogan J. in the case of  Kennedy v 
Gibbons1 may have brought an end to the practice of  ‘poor 
box’ donations for fixed charge penalties. The High Court 
decision appears to expressly disallow a District Court 
Judge from accepting applications for donations to the 
poor box in lieu of  a conviction or penalty points. This is 
in circumstances where imposition of  penalty points is a 
mandatory requirement pursuant to the Road Traffic Act 
2010 and further where section 55 of  the Road Traffic Act 
2010 has dis-applied the Probation of  Offenders Act 1907 
to such offences. 

The Kennedy case arose out of  the refusal of  an application 
by the defendant in which the court was invited to accept a 
donation in lieu of  a formal conviction. The defendant had 
pleaded guilty to the offence of  speeding, contrary to section 
47 of  the Road Traffic Act 1961 (as inserted by section 11 
of  the Road Traffic Act 2004). Under section 103(13) of  the 
1961 Act (as inserted by section 14(g) of  the Road Traffic Act 
2006), a person found guilty under that section:

“[I]s guilty of  an offence and is liable on summary 
conviction to a fine not exceeding €1000” 

The defendant, a pensioner with no previous convictions, 
pleaded guilty in the belief  that in doing so he would 
escape conviction. The appeal to the High Court principally 
concerned the defendant’s complaint that the District Court 
Judge had convicted him after refusing to consider the possible 
application of  the poor box as a legitimate sentencing option. 
Hogan J., on appeal, held that the circumstances presented 
the more fundamental question as to whether that District 
Court Judge had any other option in the circumstances and 
in considering the matter initially concluded:

“For the reasons I will now set out, I find myself  
obliged to conclude that he had no such option”

Referring to the Law Reform Commission consultation 
paper ‘The Court Poor Box’, Hogan J. referred to the generally 
accepted sources of  origin of  the poor box, namely from 
the Church in feudal times, to Elizabethan statute providing 
for relief  of  the poor in 1601. He pointed out that despite 
there being no statutory basis for the poor box and a paucity 
of  case law on the topic, the system was so widespread and 
inveterate throughout the State both prior to and after 1922 
that it should be regarded as part of  the common law which 
was carried over into the modern legal system by Article 50.1 
of  the Constitution.

1 [2014] IEHC 67

With reference to the case of  Mogul of  Ireland Ltd. v 
Tipperary (N.R) County Council2, Hogan J. dealt with the issue 
of  overruling long standing decisions of  the courts and 
the reluctance with which Judges should upset established 
practice without good reason as held in the judgment of  
Henchy J. where he stated:

“Even if  the later Court is clearly of  the opinion that 
the earlier decision was wrong, it may decide in the 
interests of  justice not to overrule it if  it has become 
inveterate and if, in a widespread or fundamental way, 
people have acted on the basis of  its correctness to 
such an extent that greater harm would result from 
overruling it than from allowing it to stand.”

In accepting that the matter was part of  the common law, 
Hogan J. stated that if  the poor box was to be accepted 
as it currently stood, then the only manner in which that 
acceptance could be abrogated, qualified or even abolished 
remained entirely a matter for the Oireachtas.

Hogan J. pointed out that the critical point was that 
the Oireachtas had, in creating the penalty point regime, 
imposed a statutory scheme of  mandatory penalties following 
conviction for certain road traffic offences which had 
supplanted the common law and consequently restricted the 
District Court’s sentencing options. The Court referred to 
the case of  DPP v Maughan3 which concerned judicial review 
proceedings in circumstances whereby a donation to the poor 
box had been accepted in lieu of  convicting the accused of  
the offence of  drunk driving. The accused had been roused in 
the night and informed that his father was seriously ill. While 
driving to hospital in response to the urgent summons, he had 
been arrested for drunk driving and it subsequently transpired 
that his blood alcohol level exceeded the statutory minimum. 
O’Caoimh J. held that in allowing the accused the option of  
the poor box, the District Court Judge had acted ultra vires, 
despite the human and perfectly understandable course he 
had taken. He stated that the District Court Judge was:

“... obliged at the time to determine the case before 
him and to proceed in accordance with law to enter 
a conviction and to impose a penalty as required 
by law. He was not entitled to strike out the charge, 
notwithstanding the circumstances outlined to him 
by the notice party’s solicitor at the time. While these 
indicate that the notice party might not have driven 
but for the fact that he was requested to visit his father 

2 [1976] IR 260, 273
3 [2003] IEHC 117
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the affluent from the proper strictures of  the criminal justice 
system. Hogan J. concluded that in such cases:

“In the case of  those traffic offences where the 
imposition of  penalty points has been made 
mandatory by the Oireachtas...the District Court’s 
common law poor box jurisdiction must be taken to 
have been superseded by these statutory provisions. 
It must accordingly be concluded that the District 
Court enjoys no jurisdiction to impose an informal 
sanction short of  actual conviction such as accepting a 
donation to the poor box, as this would amount to an 
indirect circumvention of  these statutory provisions”

The judgment appears to have ruled out in its entirety the 
use of  the poor box in lieu of  convictions and penalty points 
for mandatory road traffic offences. While Kennedy only deals 
with circumstances where an individual holds their hands 
up and states that they are guilty, it remains to be seen on 
what grounds a District Court Judge may dismiss a claim 
in other circumstances. If  for example a defendant entered 
a plea of  not guilty and made an application to the poor 
box on condition that the matter would be dismissed, then 
it appears that a District Court Judge might possibly have 
discretion to accept the application. It would of  course be 
open to the Director of  Public Prosecutions to judicially 
review the matter. 

The recent decision of  Judge Michael Coghlan in relation 
to philanthropist Niall Mellon shows that applications in 
relation to the poor box may still be accepted. Mr Mellon 
contended that he did not receive the summons in relation to a 
speeding offence and despite such a contention not normally 
being accepted by the Court, it was held that a payment of  
€250 to the poor box was sufficient to allow him to escape 
a conviction. The reasoning upon which the decision was 
based was not elaborated, however as yet the matter has not 
been subject of  judicial review proceedings. ■

in hospital, it is clear such circumstances do not and 
cannot afford a defence to the offence as charged 
against the notice party...”

Hogan J. held that the critical feature of  that case is that 
section 49(7) of  the Road Traffic Act 1961 (as inserted by 
section 10 of  the Road Traffic Act 1994) expressly provided 
that section 1(1) of  the Probation of  Offenders Act does 
not apply to such an offence and in the circumstances, 
it is implicit in the judgment of  O’Caoimh J. that in the 
latter disapplication of  the Probation of  Offenders Act 
1907 to the offence, that the District Court Judge must of  
necessity proceed to conviction where the facts of  the case 
so warranted. This, he held was a principle indistinguishable 
from the case before him in circumstances where section 
55 of  the Road Traffic Act 2010 also provides for the 
disapplication of  the Probation of  Offenders Act 1907 to 
speeding fines and other traffic offences.

Further clarifying the logic for the decision, Hogan J. 
referred to the decision of  Kearns P. in the case of DPP v 
Ryan4 where the High Court held that the District Court Judge 
was entitled to accept a poor box donation in lieu of  a formal 
conviction for sexual assault. Hogan J. held that the essential 
difference between the offence of  sexual assault, as in Ryan 
has not been the subject of  a mandatory provision by the 
Oireachtas such as those relevant offences under the Road 
Traffic Acts. Therefore in those circumstances the District 
Court’s common law power to accept a charitable donation 
from an accused in lieu of  non-mandatory convictions 
continues in principle to hold full sway. 

Hogan J. considered that the poor box might be thought 
of  by some to be a system which either operated as a 
salutary and humane check on the possible harshness of  
the sentencing system, a source of  revenue for needy and 
deserving charities, or that the continued existence of  the 
practice is unsatisfactory in that it provides an escape for 

4 [2011] IEHC 280

Correction
‘The Right of  a Social Welfare Claimant to seek a Revision of  Decision’ (Bar Review, Volume 19, Issue 1, February 2014) by Derek 
Shortall BL

Footnote 20 should read ‘Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005, s 311’.
Footnote 36 Should read ‘Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005, s 311’
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As indicated in the Murray case, there are three main 
justifications for this rule:

i) Defamation law protects a person’s reputation in 
the community and is, therefore, a personal tort. 
A libel or slander on the memory of  a deceased 
person is not deemed to inflict on the deceased 
person’s survivors any legal damage;

ii) A change to the rule would act as a hindrance 
upon freedom of  expression and create major 
difficulties for journalists and historians writing 
about and speculating upon past events if  they 
could potentially be sued many years after the 
death of  a defamed person; and

iii) A defendant in a defamation trial may be unable 
to mount a full and fair defence as they would 
be denied the opportunity to cross-examine the 
deceased person who has allegedly been defamed.

Section 39 of  the Defamation Act 2009 does provide that a 
defamation action shall survive the death of  the person who 
is the subject of  the alleged defamation, and vest in his or 
her estate, but only in circumstances where proceedings for 
defamation had already commenced prior to his or her death. 
Even in that case, the only remedies available to a court are 
a declaratory judgment, an injunction or special damages.

Reform proposals
Notwithstanding the arguments noted above, relatives of  
deceased persons may potentially be exposed to great hurt 
and distress as a result of  false statements made about 
the deceased, and the common law rule has been called 
into question in a number of  jurisdictions. Of  particular 
controversy in recent years has been the practice of  waiting 
until after the subject has died before publishing celebrity 
“tell-alls,” thus leaving the surviving families with no legal 
recourse. 

The Irish Law Reform Commission, in a 1991 Report 
on the Civil Law of  Defamation2, recommended that “there 
should be a new cause of  action in respect of  defamatory 
statements made about a person who is dead at the time 
of  publication ... the right to institute such proceedings 
should be vested solely in the personal representative of  
the deceased who should, however, be under a statutory 
obligation to consult the immediate family of  the deceased, 
.i.e. spouse, children, parents, brothers and sisters, before the 
proceedings are instituted ... the period of  limitation within 

2 Paras 12.7-12.13. See http://www.lawreform.ie/_fileupload/
Reports/rDefamation.htm.

Protecting the Reputations of the 
Deceased: a Step Too Far?

Damian Byrne BL 

Introduction
In a November 2013 lecture on “The Limits of  the Law,”1 
Lord Sumption, Justice of  the Supreme Court, was strongly 
critical of  the jurisprudence of  the European Court of  
Human Rights (hereafter the “ECtHR”). Through expansive 
interpretation, he argued, the Strasbourg Court had moved 
way beyond truly fundamental rights and begun to develop 
Convention rights to “reflect its own view of  what rights 
are required in a modern democracy.” A good example of  
this type of  judicial law making was the Court’s decision 
in Putitstin v Ukraine, no.16882/03, 21 November 2013, in 
which the applicant complained of  an article which, he 
said, defamed his dead father. Whilst the case failed on the 
facts, the Court accepted that the reputation of  a deceased 
member of  a person’s family may come within the scope of  
Article 8 of  the Convention. In light of  this decision, the 
received wisdom of  journalists, historians and biographers 
that the dead cannot be defamed may no longer hold true 
in all circumstances.

This article considers the issues of  defamation and 
privacy law as they apply to deceased persons, outlining first 
the traditional position in Ireland and other jurisdictions, 
and various suggestions for reform, before moving on to 
discuss the ECtHR’s ruling in Putitstin. It shall be argued that 
the decision in Putitstin has potentially troubling implications 
for freedom of  expression, in particular by expanding the 
protection of  “reputation” afforded by Article 8 in a manner 
not envisaged by the drafters of  the Convention. It shall be 
further argued that any move to extend legal protection to 
the good names and reputations of  deceased persons should 
be resisted as a disproportionate interference with the right 
of  freedom of  expression.

The Irish position
The traditional rule in common law jurisdictions, including 
Ireland, is that legal proceedings for defamation cannot be 
taken on behalf  of  the deceased. There is no right to defend 
the reputation of  the deceased person and hence no such 
right can be exercised by anyone on behalf  of  a deceased 
person. This has been confirmed in several decisions, 
including Murray & Gibson v Commission to Inquire into Child 
Abuse & Ors [2004] 2 I.R. at 222, where it was stated (at 272) 
that “because the deceased are neither alive nor citizens, 
they have no personal rights,” and that this was “justified by 
reference to good policy reasons, presumably relating to the 
difficulties which will be caused to the writing and recording 
of  a recent history.”

1 See http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/?p=3643.
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Match” between FC Start – a team made up mostly of  
professional footballers of  Dynamo Kiev who were working 
in a local bakery at the time – and “Flakfelf ” - composed of  
German military personnel and airport technicians. Four of  
the victorious home team were subsequently executed at a 
local concentration camp. On 3 April 2001, the newspaper 
Komsomolska Pravda published an article titled “The Truth 
About the Death Match”. The article contained an interview 
with D.K., the future director and producer of  a film based on 
the events surrounding the Death Match. In one paragraph 
of  the article, D.K. stated that, according to his sources:

“ ... Actually, there were only four Dynamo players 
in the Start team created by the director of  the local 
bread factory. And these [were the players who] were 
executed. And other [football] players worked in the 
police, collaborated with the Gestapo.”5

The article was accompanied by a picture of  the match poster 
from 1942 which included the names of  all the players. 
However, the applicant’s father was not mentioned in the 
article, and his name was not legible on the picture of  the 
match poster.

The applicant instituted proceedings against Komsomolska 
Pravda on the grounds, inter alia, that the article suggested 
that his father had collaborated with the occupying police 
force and with the Gestapo in 1942. Having shown that his 
father had also been sent to a concentration camp, though 
not executed, he sought rectification of  the article and 
damages. The first instance court in Kiev rejected his claim, 
however, on the basis that he was not directly affected by the 
publication and that the article contained neither the name 
of  the applicant nor his father and made no allegation of  the 
applicant’s father having been a collaborator. The ruling was 
upheld on appeal to two higher domestic courts in Ukraine.

Alleged violation of Article 8
Although invoking Articles 6 and 10 of  the European 
Convention on Human Rights (hereafter “the Convention”), 
the essence of  the applicant’s claim before the ECtHR was 
that the refusal of  the domestic courts to order rectification 
of  the allegedly defamatory comments about his father in 
the Komsomolska Pravda article amounted to a breach of  the 
right to protection of  his and his family’s reputation. The 
Fifth Section of  the Court deemed the complaint to fall for 
consideration under Article 8, which states:

“1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private 
and family life, his home and his correspondence.

2. There shall be no interference by a public authority 
with the exercise of  this right except such as is 
in accordance with the law and is necessary in 
a democratic society in the interests of  national 
security, public safety or the economic well-being 
of  the country, for the prevention of  disorder or 
crime, for the protection of  health or morals, or 
for the protection of  the rights and freedoms of  
others.”

5 Putitstin v Ukraine, no. 16882/03, 21 November 2013 at [9].

which proceedings must be instituted should be three years 
from the date of  death of  the allegedly defamed person ... 
the only remedy available should be a declaratory order and, 
where appropriate, an injunction.”

Reforms have at various stages been recommended 
or even included in draft legislation in other common law 
countries, including Canada, Australia and New Zealand 
as well as a number of  U.S. States – usually including 
similar qualifications to the Irish Law Reform Commission 
recommendation, i.e. that a limitation period of  around 
three years after death be applied; and that the remedies 
available be limited to corrections, declaratory orders or 
injunctions. However, it appears thus far that none of  these 
jurisdictions have actually passed a law protecting the dead 
from defamatory statements.

The Scottish Government published a 2011 consultation 
paper on whether the law should extend to the relatives of  
a deceased person the right to sue for defamation on their 
behalf  and, if  so, how any new provisions might work in 
practice.3 This was prompted in part by a long-running 
campaign by the parents of  Diane Watson. Their daughter 
was stabbed to death in a school playground row two decades 
ago. Their 16-year-old son then took his own life after reading 
a claim in a newspaper that his sister had been a bully. 

The paper asked, inter alia, whether any proposed remedy 
should be limited to those whose relatives were victims of  
murder, culpable homicide, dangerous driving, warfare or 
suicide and where the defamer has been convicted of  causing 
the death. Respondents were asked to consider whether an 
action should be compensated by damages or whether in 
this instance an apology and legal prevention of  further 
publication of  the defamatory article would be more suitable. 

A further question raised in the Scottish report was 
whether the issue could be better addressed through a non-
legislative approach, i.e. by increasing the awareness and use 
of  existing regulatory codes governing media conduct. It 
noted that the deceased are already protected by a number of  
clauses of  the Code of  Practice overseen by Britain’s Press 
Complaints Commission. Having considered the responses 
of  interested parties, the Minister for Community Safety and 
Legal Affairs, Roseanna Cunningham, concluded that “...our 
view is that it is right to support the objective of  ensuring 
that the reputation of  a recently deceased person cannot be 
defamed with impunity, but that an extension of  the law may 
not be the most appropriate way of  delivering the requisite 
protection.”

In June 2012, Westminster MPs rejected a proposal to 
amend the Defamation Act 2013 to enable dead person’s 
spouse or partner, relatives, siblings or offspring to sue a 
publisher for defamation up to twelve months after the 
death.4

Putitstin v Ukraine
Background

The applicant in Putitstin was the son of  a former footballer 
who, on 9 August 1942, took part in a legendary “Death 

3 “Defamation and the Deceased”, http://www.scotland.gov.uk/
Resource/Doc/337251/0110660.pdf.

4 See http://www.pressgazette.co.uk/node/49522.
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The Court noted that the notion of  “private life” within the 
meaning of  Article 8 is a broad concept that includes, inter 
alia, elements relating to a person’s identity and physical and 
psychological integrity; and that, as a person’s reputation 
forms part of  his or her personal identity, it thus falls within 
the scope of  his or her “private life”.6 Crucially, the Court 
then went further in accepting that “... the reputation of  
the deceased member of  a person’s family may, in certain 
circumstances, affect the person’s private life and identity, 
and thus come within the scope of  Article 8”.7 Furthermore, 
the Article goes beyond merely protecting citizens from 
State interference and imposes a positive obligation on State 
authorities to take necessary steps to protect an individual’s 
right to a private and family life:

“... what is in issue is not an act by the State but the 
alleged inadequacy of  the protection afforded by 
the domestic courts of  the applicant’s private life. 
While the essential object of  Article 8 is to protect 
the individual against arbitrary interference by the 
public authorities, it does not merely compel the 
State to abstain from such interference: in addition 
to this negative undertaking, there may be positive 
obligations inherent in effective respect for private 
or family life. These obligations may involve the 
adoption of  measures designed to secure respect 
for private life even in the sphere of  the relations 
of  individuals between themselves ... The question 
of  whether an action is brought by the defamed 
person himself  or by his heir may also be relevant 
for assessing the proportionality of  an interference.”8 

The Court then went on to consider the fair balance to be 
struck between the applicant’s right to respect for his private 
life and the right of  the media to freedom of  expression 
pursuant to Article10 of  the Convention. On the facts, 
the applicant’s case failed on the grounds that the article in 
question did not refer to his father or suggest that he had 
collaborated with the Gestapo; that his father’s name was not 
identifiable from the article; that although the applicant was 
affected by the article, he was so only in an indirect manner 
and the level of  impact was quite remote; that the article 
was neither provocative nor sensationalist and informed 
the public of  a proposed film on a historic subject; and 
that the Ukrainian courts had therefore not failed to strike 
an appropriate balance between the applicant’s rights and 
those of  the newspaper and the journalist: “Against the 
newspaper’s right to freedom of  expression, the remoteness 
of  the interference with the applicant’s Article 8 rights had 
to be weighed.”9

Expansion of right to reputation 
Notwithstanding that the applicant in Putitstin was ultimately 
unsuccessful in his case, this is a troubling decision in several 
respects in terms of  its potential implications for freedom of  
expression. Not only is it clear from the Court’s reasoning 

6 At [32].
7 At [33].
8 At [34].
9 At [40].

that there is no obstacle to an heir to a defamed person taking 
an action, but there is little attempt to set any boundaries to 
this right. There is no express limitation period on the right 
to bring an action, nor is it restricted to immediate family 
or specific categories of  relatives. In theory, it is open to 
any blood relative at any time to bring an action and seek to 
establish that damage to the reputation of  a deceased family 
member has affected his or her private life and identity. The 
only real qualifications introduced by the Court is that a 
rather vague test of  “remoteness” will be applied; and that 
whether an action is brought by the defamed person himself  
or an heir may be “relevant for assessing the proportionality 
of  an interference.”

More significantly, the decision represents a further 
evolution of  a trend whereby by the ECtHR has expanded 
the right of  reputation in the context of  Article 8 in a 
manner which goes well beyond what was intended when 
the Convention was originally drafted and, arguably, threatens 
to blur the distinction between defamation and privacy law. 
As seen above, there is no explicit reference to “reputation” 
in Article 8 – an omission at the time of  the drafting of  the 
Convention which, as Heather Rogers QC has observed, was 
deliberate.10 The Convention refers expressly to “reputation” 
only in the context of  Article 10(2), which identifies 
protection of  reputation as one of  a number of  legitimate 
aims which may warrant a proportionate restriction upon 
the exercise of  the general right to freedom of  expression 
guaranteed in Article 10(1). Nevertheless, and somewhat 
controversially, the Court began, in a series of  decisions from 
about 2003, to treat a person’s reputation as being capable 
of  protection by Article 8 as part of  the right to respect for 
private life.11 The new line of  reasoning and interpretation was 
encapsulated in Pfeifer v Austria (2009) 48 EHRR 8 at [35]:

“The Court considers that a person’s reputation, even 
if  that person is criticised in the context of  a public 
debate, forms part of  his or her personal identity 
and psychological integrity and therefore also falls 
within the scope of  his or her “private life”. Article 
8 therefore applies.”

The decision in Putitstin extends this development even 
further as it is now no longer only in circumstances of  harm 
to one’s own reputation that Article 8 can be invoked - the 
reputation of  the deceased member of  a person’s family may, 
in certain circumstances, also affect the person’s private life 
and identity, and thus come within the scope of  Article 8. 
The potential ramifications of  this trend have been expressed 
by Hugh Tomlinson QC thus:

“The recognition of  reputation as a Convention right 
means that, when it considers defamation cases, the 
Court needs to balance freedom of  expression and 
reputation from a starting point that neither takes 
precedence. This is a similar exercise to that carried 

10 See http://inforrm.wordpress.com/2010/10/26/is-there-a-right-
to-reputation-part-1-heather-rogers-qc/.

11 See, for example, Cumpana v Romania (2004) 41 EHRR 200 at 
[91], Chauvy v France (2004) 41 EHRR 610 at [70] and White v 
Sweden [2007] EMLR 1 at [21].
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out in privacy cases and there is a clear risk of  the 
boundary between privacy and defamation becoming 
blurred.”12

Conclusion
Journalists and historians could traditionally take comfort 
in the assumption that the dead could not be defamed. 
There is no doubt, however, in light of  the ECtHR decision 
in Putitstin, that a defamatory allegation against a relatively 
recently deceased person could now provide a close relative 
with a very strong basis for bringing an action invoking Article 
8 of  the Convention, on the grounds of  interference with 
his or her right to a private and family life. This represents 
a major departure from the traditional view held in Ireland 
and other common law jurisdictions that no right of  action 
lay in respect of  defamation of  deceased persons. Indeed, 
there may now be a positive obligation on State authorities 
to ensure respect for private or family life by protecting 
individuals from attacks upon the reputations of  deceased 
family members. 

Some may see this as a welcome development. After all, 
why shouldn’t relatives be entitled to seek redress through 
the legal system where a person’s reputation has been 
destroyed by defamatory falsehoods as soon as they have 

12 http://inforrm.wordpress.com/2014/01/23/privacy-and-
defamation-strasbourg-blurs-the-boundaries-hugh-tomlinson-qc/.

died? However, the traditional rule that the dead could not be 
defamed has offered the media and academics some respite 
from otherwise draconian defamation laws (at least in Ireland 
and the United Kingdom) and provided a vital space for full 
scrutiny of  public figures and the establishment of  historical 
truths and narratives. One need only think of  the recent case 
of  Jimmy Savile to appreciate how this can free the media to 
play a hugely important public role in revealing stories and 
conducting investigations in a manner impossible whilst the 
individual in question was still alive and able to rely upon 
the shield of  defamation law. The grievances of  relatives 
with media coverage of  a loved one, however justified in 
some cases, should not be allowed to get in the way of  vital 
investigative reporting, historical assessment and potential 
uncovering of  unwelcome facts and uncomfortable truths. 

Moreover, there are redress mechanisms presently 
available to relatives of  deceased persons, in Ireland at least, 
in the form of  the media Code of  Practice overseen by the 
Press Council and Press Ombudsman. The principles set out 
in the Code are not confined to media coverage of  the living, 
and increasing awareness and use of  existing regulatory codes 
governing media conduct would be a better way to proceed 
than altering the current law.

In summary, the decision of  the ECtHR in the Putitstin 
case is bad for freedom of  expression and a regrettable 
example of  the kind of  judicial law making through expansive 
interpretation which has attracted criticism of  the Strasbourg 
Court from Lord Sumption and others. ■
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The OIP will only represent a person who contends absolute 
innocence of  the crime they’ve been convicted of; cases 
claiming lesser degrees of  guilt, the use of  invalid warrants, a 
lack of  mens rea, etc. are not pursued. The most common and 
often the only way to prove actual innocence is through DNA 
testing. Every state in the U.S. now has legislation governing 
an accused person’s right to post-conviction DNA testing6.

While testing had been available in Ohio since 2004, 
the location of  crime-scene samples remained a problem7. 
Following intensive lobbying from the OIP, in 2010 the Ohio 
legislature, passed legislation8, which created a requirement 
for DNA evidence to be retained and properly preserved in 
all cases of  serious crime for the duration of  the convicted 
person’s sentence. 

My time at the OIP made me acutely aware of  the lack 
of  similar protections in Ireland. Whilst there are provisions 
under Section 2 of  the Criminal Procedure Act 1993 for a 
convicted person, after appeal, to apply for an order quashing 
their conviction; this can only be done where it is alleged 
that a new or newly discovered fact shows there has been a 
miscarriage of  justice9. It does not provide for post-conviction 
DNA testing. Furthermore, there are no legislative provisions 
in Ireland requiring the retention of  biological crime-scene 
evidence beyond the initial conviction and appeal. While 
the vast tranche of  case law relating to evidence retention 
focuses on the duty on the Garda Siochana leading up to 
the trial, there has been little discussion of  the importance 
of  retention in the aftermath of  conviction. The indefinite 
retention of  crime scene samples was recommended by the 
Law Reform Commission’s Report on The Establishment of  
a DNA Database in 200510, however, this recommendation 
appears to have been ignored in the Criminal Justice (Forensic 
Evidence and DNA Database System) Bill 2013 which is 
currently before the Oireachtas.

In light of  the fact that 312 exonerations have occurred 
in the US as a result of  DNA testing, the failure by the Irish 
system to provide a similar mechanism debars a wrongfully 
convicted person from pursuing the most potentially 
persuasive and conclusive evidence available. 

During my time in Ohio, I came to question more 
than merely the lack of  recourse for wrongfully convicted 
persons. I also became more aware of  the dangers of  some 

6 Oklahoma, under HB 1068, was the last state to adopt such 
legislation when signed into law on 24th May 2013.

7 A review by the Innocence Project found that between 2004 and 
2010, 22% of  cases were closed due to the necessary evidence 
having been lost or destroyed.

8 Senate Bill 77 (The Innocence Protection Act) was drafted primarily 
by Professor Godsey and his students.

9 Evidence recognised as new or newly discovered by the Court of  
Criminal Appeal includes guidance counsellor notes describing the 
perpetrator, People (D.P.P.) v. Gannon [1997] 1 I.R. 40, a fingerprint 
found on the inside of  the front passenger seat People (D.P.P) v. 
Meleady & Grogan (20 March 2001, unreported) and a complainant’s 
retraction of  her allegation, People (D.P.P.) v. Hannon [2009] 2 
I.L.R.M. 235.

10 LRC 78-2005, pp. 305

Innocence Project 2013
Introduction
The Bar Council awarded three barristers funding to 
participate in the Innocence Project in the USA last year. 

The Innocence Project is a non-profit legal organization 
that is committed to exonerating wrongly convicted people 
through the use of  DNA testing, and to reforming the 
criminal justice system to prevent future injustice. The 
Innocence Project was founded in 1992 and its work has led 
to the freeing of  312 wrongfully convicted people, including 
18 who spent time on death row. 

Sponsored by the Bar Council for the last four years and 
administered by Susan Lennox BL and Inga Ryan, this project 
has proven to be a life changing experience for all those who 
participated. Each of  the three barristers who were selected 
for the 2013 project recount the experience. 

Ohio Innocence Project: Lessons Learnt
Aisling Dunne BL 

I was lucky to be chosen to join the team at the Ohio 
Innocence Project (OIP) in Cincinnati. Since its inception 
in 2003, 17 people have been freed, having served a total of  
300 years of  incarceration for crimes they did not commit. 
The Director of  the OIP, Professor Godsey is joined in his 
endeavours by his passionate staff; lawyers Jennifer Paschen 
Bergeron and Donald Caster, the administrative director, Jodi 
Shorr and every year, 20 enthusiastic law students.

I arrived in the U.S. with a certain sense of  superiority; I 
believed the failings of  the American criminal justice system 
were in stark contrast to our own. However, what I have 
learnt from my time in Ohio has caused me to question the 
safeguards, or lack thereof, available to wrongfully convicted 
persons here.

The main causes of  wrongful convictions include;

• Eye witness misidentification1,
• Unvalidated2 or improper forensic science3,
• False confessions4,
• Government misconduct,
• Informants5 and
• Poor legal representation.

1 Eyewitness misidentification was found to have played a role in 
73% of  convictions which were later overturned through DNA 
testing.

2 “Unvalidated”, a word frequently used in Innocence Project 
material referencing forensic disciplines, which have never been 
subjected to rigorous scientific evaluation.

3 Unvalidated or improper forensic science was found to have 
contributed to 50% of  wrongful convictions, which were later 
overturned through DNA testing.

4 False incriminating statements were made by approximately 25% 
of  innocent defenders who were later exonerated by DNA testing.

5 False statements were made by informants in 15% of  convictions 
which were later overturned through DNA testing. Incentives 
for testimony include; payments, early release from prison, avoid 
prosecution.
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excitement. People generally listened with interest when I told 
them where I was going, however, asking about the project, 
the university and the scholarship. It’s the kind of  experience 
most people will never encounter and an opportunity for 
which I was very grateful. Falling asleep to James Taylor on 
my Ipod and chapter three of  Brandon Garret’s “Convicting 
the Innocent”, I was soon to awake on the northern side of  
the southern corridor, at Raleigh airport, North Carolina. A 
different world awaited - a learning curve, a new challenge 
and the experience of  a lifetime. 

I was met by glorious sunshine, a stunning university 
campus and a team of  America’s finest lawyers, ready for 
action. I was quickly introduced to all of  the team’s cases and 
fully briefed on the most urgent matter, the case of  Charles 
Ray Finch. This motion for post-conviction relief  was listed 
for hearing on the 12th September, 2013. Finch, a black man, 
had been convicted of  the murder of  a white shop owner in 
Wilson County, North Carolina in 1976. When I met him, 
he had already served 37 years in prison and at every stage 
had asserted his innocence. Finch alleges that he fell victim 
to a corrupt police investigation and that the crime had 
been pinned on him from the very beginning of  a blatantly 
flawed investigation. An unfair trial by jury ensued where 
little, if  any, evidence of  Finch’s guilt was produced by the 
prosecution. The ineffective assistance of  a young and likely 
underprepared legal aid lawyer, assigned by the Court at the 
eleventh hour didn’t help matters. 

The first task for our team when I arrived was to carry 
out an in-depth pre-trial investigation. This involved speaking 
to members of  the community who had given evidence at 
trial, interviewing them in relation to their feelings on the 
case. Some people would talk, others were notably cagey 
and nervous about speaking to lawyers. However, one thing 
was clear; the stories people told supported the theory that 
there had been widespread corruption in Wilson County, 
North Carolina at the time and that it had likely affected the 
investigation into Finch’s case. This allegation was supported 
by the fact that only two years after his conviction, the 
Sherriff  who was in office at the time had been convicted of  
corruption related offences and the chief  investigating police 
officer had been convicted of  fraud offences. 

A number of  issues with the investigation were obvious 
from the outset. The only identification evidence was a line-
up that had been conducted by the chief  investigating police 
officer on the night of  the murder. At trial, the prosecutions 
case put much weight on the fact that the only eye-witness 
identified Finch in three line-ups. However, the line-ups 
were fundamentally flawed; they contained the same five 
men each time and only one of  those men fit the description 
given by the witness: Charles Ray Finch. Finch was a black 
man wearing a black three quarter length coat – the exact 
description given by the witness at the crime scene. Each of  
the three line-ups were made up of  the same five men, dressed 
in the same clothing, with the exception of  the third line-up, 
in which two of  the other men wore hats. By todays standard 
of  double blind line-ups, these were a farce – and they were 
the mainstay of  the prosecutions case. There was no murder 
weapon produced and the only material evidence linking 
Finch to the crime was the fact that the shell of  a shotgun 
bullet had been found in his car. That shell was produced 
before the jury at trial and much was made of  the fact that 

“sciences” which have been debunked in the U.S. yet continue 
to be used in Ireland. These include blood spatter analysis, 
bite mark comparisons, GSR (gunshot residue) testing and 
the study of  shoe prints and arson fire patterns. In 2009, 
the National Academy of  Sciences raised serious concerns 
regarding the extent to which particular forensic disciplines 
are founded on reliable scientific methodologies and whether 
the disciplines possess the capacity to accurately analyse 
evidence and report findings without the threat of  bias due 
to human interpretation. 

The infallibility of  forensic science was never more 
apparent than when I met former police captain, Doug 
Prade, whilst in Ohio. The OIP successfully fought for his 
exoneration last year, having served 14 years in prison for 
a murder he did not commit. In 1998, he was convicted 
of  murdering his ex-wife when a forensic dentist wrongly 
concluded that only his teeth could have caused bite marks 
found on her arm, having been bitten through her lab coat 
by her attacker. In 2012, on foot of  post-conviction DNA 
testing of  the bite mark area of  the lab coat, male D.N.A. was 
identified but categorically excluded Mr. Prade as the source; 
his exoneration soon followed. Bite mark analysis, once 
considered cutting edge, has latterly been widely discredited 
as unreliable and unscientific. So far, at least 11 American 
prisoners, who had been convicted of  rape or murder based 
largely on bite mark comparisons, have been exonerated. 

With a prison population across America of  approximately 
1,500,000 people11, 10% of  whom are serving a life sentence, 
it is clear there is a great need for safeguards against wrongful 
convictions there. Despite the relatively smaller pool of  
imprisoned people in Ireland, it remains an important 
area of  our criminal justice system in need of  reform. The 
legislation12 introduced late last year to establish a new 
Irish DNA database will hopefully assist in establishing 
the innocence of  those wrongly convicted. However, the 
legislation, in its current format does not deal specifically with 
this issue, nor does it deal with the inability of  a convicted 
person to make a post-conviction DNA application. 

While Doug Prade’s wrongful conviction and incarceration 
caused immeasurable heartbreak, nonetheless, there was in 
place a system that eventually reversed the injustice. Sadly 
the same cannot be said for someone in a similar position 
in Ireland and it is to be hoped that the necessary legislation 
will soon be introduced. 

The Innocence Project USA – Duke University, 
Durham, North Carolina
Helen-Louise Caffrey BL 

When I first heard about the Innocence Project placement, it 
immediately appealed to my idealistic notions of  what being 
a lawyer represents; from the Atticus Finch prototype that I 
admired as a child, to John Grisham’s modern heroes, right 
through to my current addiction, The Good Wife. The dream 
of  the Innocence Project became a reality when I found 
myself  airborne on my way to North Carolina, telling the 
unfortunate passenger seated beside me on the plane of  my 

11 Bureau of  Justice Statistics, www.bjs.gov.
12 The Criminal Justice (Forensic evidence and DNA database System) 

Bill 2013
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the shotgun shell was of  the same type as that removed from 
the deceased’s body. However, there was no evidence that the 
shell had been used in the murder weapon itself  or that it 
was the exact shell containing one of  the bullets that killed 
the deceased. There were discrepancies in the medical report 
too – as to whether the cause of  death had been by a shotgun 
or a pistol. These discrepancies were crucial to Finch’s case 
and went unchallenged at trial. 

Our next task was to organise interviews with the 
former Sheriff  and police officers who had been working 
in the Sherriff ’s department at the time. I was personally 
responsible for arranging the interviews. After considerable 
difficulty in obtaining appointments, haggling with secretaries 
at every turn, we eventually travelled to Wilson County for 
a second occasion, this time to interview some of  those 
linked to the Sheriff ’s office at the time, including the 
lawyer for the prosecution and the former Sheriff. On this 
occasion, it was unfortunate that those we interviewed had 
significantly impaired memory of  the events surrounding 
Finches conviction. However, it did become clear that there 
had been an in depth FBI investigation into the corruption 
in Wilson County at the time. The team decided that it would 
be necessary to get discovery of  the FBI’s file. Instead of  
going on with the case on the 12th September, the Court 
granted an order for discovery. The matter was then listed 
for hearing in November. 

The discovery files obtained unearthed significant details 
of  corruption in Wilson County, North Carolina at the time 
of  Finch’s Conviction. In particular, it became clear that the 
FBI had undertaken significant investigations in relation to 
the investigating officers in Finch’s case. When the matter 
came to hearing in November, the presiding Judge heard 
submissions in relation to that corruption. Unfortunately, 
after one day of  hearing, the Judge decided it was necessary 
to recuse himself  on the basis that he had been involved in 
some cases of  corruption at the time, 37 years ago. Finch 
remains incarcerated in North Carolina and awaits a further 
date for hearing. At that stage, his team will fight for his 
release on the basis of  his actual innocence. 

The Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project, Washington 
DC 
Sorcha Cristin Whelan BL

I am so grateful to the Bar Council for the wonderful 
opportunity and I can only say it was one of  the most 
enjoyable, fulfilling and rewarding experiences of  my life 
thus far.

I was working in Washington DC, with the Mid-Atlantic 
Innocence project (MAIP) based there (see www.exonerate.
org). The project covers Virginia and Maryland as well as the 
District of  Columbia, with an office based in the centre of  
DC. I was working with a small team of  attorneys, clerks and 
an investigator. The investigator was a particularly colourful 
character and could have stepped out of  an American 
crime novel; an ex-policeman and Vietnam veteran, with 
a propensity for wearing Hawaiian shirts and an insatiable 
desire to “feed me up”. I would occasionally go out “in the 
field” with him to interview witnesses for the cases etc. As 
a barrister, it was a novel and invaluable experience to see a 
case from an investigative point of  view. 

My primary work involved analysing and examining cold 
cases, in which persons had been, apparently, wrongfully 
convicted. I would read and process the case before 
forming an opinion on whether or not it merited being 
investigated and pursued with a view to potentially securing 
an exoneration. These opinions would be presented to 
the team in written form and discussed and presented at 
meetings, with my suggestions on what areas in particular 
need to be investigated, or further explored. Obviously this 
was an onerous responsibility; if  I made a wrong decision, 
an innocent person could remain languishing in an American 
prison for the rest of  their natural life. 

The process of  seeing whether a person deserved to 
have their case re-visited involved reading through the entire 
transcript, along with the original investigative police work. 
I found this work particularly insightful in relation to the 
huge impact trial counsel can have on the determination 
of  the accused’s guilt or innocence. This sounds obvious 
but looking back at a trial in such a clinical and detached 
way really highlighted how one ill-judged question posed by 
the defence; one statement too many; or one answer from 
a witness that was not expected could completely destroy a 
case and swing the case against a client in the eyes of  a jury. 
Simply ignoring or forgetting instructions, getting confused 
in respect of  certain details, and not noticing a discrepancy 
in a prosecution witness’s account, were also factors that 
could prove fatal. Like a tiny crack in a dam, one small, 
seemingly insignificant event in a trial can irrevocably change 
the whole result of  that case. Also, it confirmed just how 
influential a trial judge can be. It was shocking how clearly it 
came through on a transcript if  a judge clearly favoured, or 
disliked a particular counsel from comments in the presence 
or absence of  the jury. 

Ultimately, the existence of  wrongful convictions is 
due to intermittent systemic failures involving all of  the 
related disciplines of  the criminal justice system- the police, 
the prosecution, the defence bar, judges and even juries. 
These issues are obviously far-reaching and this article is 
not intended to be an all-encompassing discussion of  those 
issues, rather a conceptual overview. I have to say that one 
of  the greatest factors that led to wrongful convictions 
(and there are a number of  factors, particularly, inter alia, 
prosecutorial and investigative misconduct) and one that I 
believe has the greatest resonance for this jurisdiction, is that 
of  identification evidence. Certainly Casey13 has canvassed 
this issue and along with subsequent case law has attempted 
to safeguard the intrinsic failings involved in this type of  
evidence. But in real life, one can actually see how damaging 
and inherently unsafe it can be. 

I was lucky that 2013 was a blockbuster year for the 
Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project in relation to successful 
exonerations. Jerry Lee Jenkins was one of  these exonerees 
I was privileged enough to meet. Mr. Jenkins was convicted 
of  a 1986 rape in Maryland, based on eyewitness testimony 
that he “looked like” the perpetrator and scientific testimony 
that he fell within the population of  people who could 
have committed the crime. Mr. Jenkins always proclaimed 
his innocence and began seeking post-conviction DNA 
testing as soon as he heard it was available – as early as 1989. 

13 The People (Attorney General) v Dominic Casey (No.. 2) [1962] IR 33
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Unfortunately, the physical evidence could not be located 
to test. In 2004, a serial rapist who had been convicted of  
crimes in nearby Virginia, was convicted of  a rape that was 
incredibly similar to the rape for which Mr. Jenkins had 
been convicted – they both involved victims who were real 
estate agents working in model homes, a tall, stocky, blond 
perpetrator who wore a plaid shirt and a stocking mask, and 
eerily similar offences. Based on that evidence, MAIP agreed 
to take the case as a non-DNA case in 2007, conducting an 
investigation of  the alternative suspect. The attorneys decided 
to attempt one last search for physical evidence. This time, 
the State was able to locate a box of  evidence that could 
be tested, and semen located on one of  the victim’s hairs 
belonged to the individual that Mr. Jenkins and his lawyers 
had long believed to be the real perpetrator. In June 2013, 

Mr. Jenkins was exonerated and is now seeking a pardon from 
the Maryland governor to fully clear his name. 

The Innocence project afforded me an invaluable 
opportunity to observe the criminal justice system of  
another jurisdiction and the ability to contrast the failings 
and successes of  that system, as well as an opportunity to 
observe the Supreme Court in Washington DC in action. I 
am forever indebted and grateful for such a wonderful and 
positive experience. 

Each of  the participants have expressed their sincere thanks to the Bar 
Council, all the staff  and students at the respective Innocence Projects, 
Inga Ryan and Susan Lennox BL. ■
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• Liability for Stress and Psychological Injury in the Workplace – Marguerite Bolger SC
• The Impact of Recessionary Times on the Changing Contract of Employment – Cliona Kimber 

BL
• Restrictive Covenants – Dermot Casserly, Solicitor
• The Employment Relationship – Frances Meenan BL
• Whistle Blowing – Tom Mallon BL

When: Saturday, 21 June 2014 (9am to 1.30pm)
Venue: Royal College of Physicians of Ireland, No.6 Kildare Street, Dublin 2
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VAS is operated by the Bar Council of  Ireland and accepts requests 
for legal assistance from NGOs, civic society organisations and charities 
acting on behalf  of  individuals who are having difficulty accessing justice. 
Please contact us for further details or see the Law Library website under 
‘Bar Council and You’.

VAS have had a very busy start to 2014 with a number of  
important cases ongoing. We also have a number of  new 
organisations on board who we look forward to being of  
assistance to in the future. These include Ana Liffey Drug 
Project, Merchants Quay Ireland Homeless and Drug 
Services and Irish Mortgage Holders Association. 

Recent cases
Late last year, AdVic (who assist familes who have lost 
loved ones due to homicide) approached VAS seeking our 
assistance in advising a family whose daughter had tragically 
been murdered. In January, Libby Charleton BL met with 
the family and talked them through what to expect from the 
forthcoming Central Criminal Court trial and helped them to 
understand the processes around criminal justice proceedings. 

On 13 March, Ronan Lupton BL delivered an informative 
presentation on data protection to members of  charitable 
organisations in the Carmichael Centre, a support organisation 
for voluntary and charitable organisations. The Carmichael 
Centre is an exceptional resource for volunteering groups 
and VAS are delighted to be associated with them. 

We have had a number of  requests for assistance from 
National Advocacy Services providing legal opinions to 
vulnerable adults at the request of  their advocate. David 
Dodd BL and Mema Byrne BL are acting in two such cases 
at present. 

VAS and Travellers
We have had a number of  cases in recent months in relation to 
travellers and discrimination. The Irish Traveller Movement 

requested VAS involvement in a case in Kerry. In January, 
Aoife Lynch BL represented two traveller women who 
brought proceedings against a Killarney nightclub. The ladies 
had purchased tickets for an Aware fundraiser, having lost a 
number of  family members to suicide, but were refused entry. 
They were awarded €1,000 each in compensation.

On 19 February, Eoghan Foley BL and Keith Walsh 
Solicitors successfully brought discrimination proceedings 
on behalf  of  two travellers against a Dublin 7 pub. The men 
were awarded €500 each.

In November 2010, the Irish Traveller Movement sought 
assistance from VAS in a case before the Equality Tribunal 
claiming that the admission procedures of  a school in 
Clonmel were discriminatory. The complaint was upheld, 
but has since been appealed and has ultimately made its way 
to the Supreme Court where the appeal was part heard in 
January. Vivian Meacham BL and Cormac O’Dulachain SC 
are acting for the claimants, Mary Stokes and her son John. It 
is hoped there will be a judgment in the matter later this year.

Debt Proceedings
VAS are providing assistance to clients of  MABS in numerous 
cases where proceedings are ongoing in relation to debt 
and repossession orders. We have also taken on a number 
of  debt related proceedings from Irish Mortgage Holders 
Organisation, in cases where unique legal issues arise. 

Get Involved
VAS are hugely enthused by the numbers of  barristers who 
have made contact to offer their services to VAS in recent 
months. VAS continue to provide help to NGOs and their 
clients on an advisory basis. If  you would like to get involved, 
please get in touch with us by contacting either Diane 
Duggan at dduggan@lawlibrary.ie or Jeanne McDonagh at 
jmcdonagh@lawlibrary.ie. ■
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AGRICULTURE
Statutory Instruments
Agriculture appeals act 2001 (amendment 
of  schedule) regulations 2013
SI 10/2014

Bovine viral diarrhoea (amendment) order 
2014
SI 13/2014

ARBITRATION
Arbitrator
Application for removal of  arbitrator on 
grounds of  misconduct – Application to set 
aside award – Claim on foot of  insurance 
policy – Dampness – Refusal to cover 
comprehensive drying out and remedial 
works – Course of  arbitration process – 
Award – Correspondence in relation to 
award – Alleged failure to provide reasoned 
decision – Costs award – Whether order 
extending time for application should be 
made – Whether award should be set aside 
on grounds of  misconduct – Extension 
of  time – Factors to be considered – 
Importance of  time limits – Likelihood 
of  prejudice – Length of  delay – Whether 
unreasonable or culpable delay – Whether 
good arguable case on merits – Weight to be 
given to factors – Whether adequate reasons 
in award – Alleged bias – Bord na Móna 
v John Sisk & Son Ltd (Unrep, Blayney J, 
31/5/1990); Kelcar Developments Ltd v 
MF Irish Golf  Design Ltd [2007] IEHC 
468, [2008] 1 IR 407; Oil Basins Ltd v 
BHP Billiton Ltd (2007) 18 VR 346; BHP 
v Oil Basins Ltd [2006] VSC 402; Limerick 
City Council v Uniform Construction Ltd 
[2005] IEHC 347, [2007] 1 IR 30; Stillorgan 
Orchard Limited v McLoughlin [1978] ILRM 
128; Whitworth v Hulse (1886) LR 1 Exch 
251 and Dublin & County Broadcasting Ltd 
v Independent Radio and TV Commission 
(Unrep, Murphy J, 12/5/1989) considered 
– Arbitration Act 1954 (No 26), ss 24, 37, 
38 and 40 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 56, r 4 – Rules of  
the Superior Courts (Arbitration) 2012 (SI 
150/2012) – Application for extension of  
time refused (2012/102MCA – Laffoy J – 
18/12/2012) [2011] IEHC 551
McIntyre v Allianz plc

Award
Application for judgment on foot of  
arbitration award – Order enforcing award 
made without express order that judgment 
also be entered – Application for judgment 
in terms of  award – Applicable time limit 
for application – Delay in seeking to amend 
order – Jurisdiction to amend order – 
Express jurisdiction – Inherent jurisdiction 
– Intention of  court when making original 
order – Whether amendment could be 
made without injustice – Whether plaintiff  
entitled to interest – McMullen v Clancy 
[2002] 3 IR 493; Belville Holdings Ltd v 
Revenue Commissioners [1994] 1 ILRM 29; 
Ainsworth v Wilding [1896] 1 Ch 673; Re 
Greendale Developments Ltd (No 2) [2000] 
2 IR 514; McCaughey v Stringer [1914] 1 IR 
73 considered – Arbitration Act 1954 (No 
26), s 41 – Statute of  Limitations Act 1957 
(No 6), s 11 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 28, r 11 – Order 
amended by adding order for recovery of  
sum (2002/95SP – Laffoy J – 3/12/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 522
Simon J Kelly & Partners v Dixon

Library Acquisitions
Ostrove, Michael
Salomon, Claudia
Shifman, Bette
Choice of  venue in international arbitration
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N398.8

Woss, Herfried
San Roman Rivera, Adriana
Spiller, Pablo
Damages in international arbitration under 
complex long-term contracts
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N398.8 

Articles
Incorporating arbitration clauses
Devoy, Hannah
2014 (21) 2 Commercial law practitioner 38

BANKING
Contract
Estoppel – Fiduciary duties – Jurisdiction 
of  court – Liquidator powers – Preliminary 
issues – New pleading – Loan agreement – 

Demand to repay loan – Terms – Implied 
terms – Whether terms of  agreement 
prevented demand being made – Whether 
subsisting arrangement not to make demand 
–Whether plaintiff  estopped from making 
demand – Whether express representation 
made not to make demand – Whether 
fiduciary relationship between plaintiff  
and defendant – Whether proceedings 
stayed on basis plaintiff  being liquidated – 
Whether liquidator had power to continue 
proceedings – Whether appropriate to 
determine issues – Whether unfair procedure 
to permit new pleading – Igote Ltd v Badsey 
Ltd [2001] 4 IR 511; Tradax (Ir) Ltd v Irish 
Grain Board [1984] IR 1; Sweeney v Duggan 
[1997] 2 IR 531; Doran v Thompson Ltd 
[1978] IR 223; McMullen v Clancy (No 2) 
[2005] IESC 10, [2005] 2 IR 445 and Analog 
Devices BV v Zurich Insurance Company 
[2005] IESC 12, [2005] 1 IR 274 applied 
– ICS Ltd. v West Bromwich BS [1998] 1 
WLR 896; Irish Life and Permanent Plc 
v Financial Services Ombudsman [2012] 
IEHC 367, (Unrep, Hogan J, 3/8/2012); 
Bristol and West Building Society v Mothew 
[1998] Ch 1; Hospital Products Ltd v United 
States Surgical Corporation (1984) 156 CLR 
41 and In re Greendale Developments Ltd 
(in liquidation) (No 1) [1997] 3 IR 540 
approved – Galambos v Perez [2009] SCC 
48, [2009] 3 SCR 247; Lac Minerals Ltd v 
International Corona Resources Ltd [1989] 
2 SCR 574; Hodgkinson v Simms [1994] 
3 SCR 377; Irish Life and Permanent Plc 
v Financial Services Ombudsman [2011] 
IEHC 439, (Unrep, White J, 16/11/2011); 
Bank of  Ireland v Smyth [1995] 2 IR 459 
and Re NIB Ltd: Director of  Corporate 
Enforcement v D ‘Arcy [2005] IEHC 333, 
[2006] 2 IR 163 considered – Companies Act 
1963 (No 33), s 231 and Sch – Irish Bank 
Resolution Corporation Act 2013 (No 2), ss 
4, 6 and 10 – Issues determined in favour 
of  plaintiff  (2011/1548S & 2011/86COM 
– Finlay Geoghegan J – 14/05/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 208
Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd (In Special 
Liquidation

Statutory Instruments
Credit reporting act 2013 (commencement) 
order 2014
SI 19/2014
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BUILDING LAW
Statutory Instruments
Building regulations (part J amendment) 
regulations 2014
SI 133/2014

BUSINESS
Acts
County Enterprise Boards (dissolution) 
Act 2014 
Act No.4 of  2014
Signed on the 12th March 2014

CARRIAGE OF GOODS
Library Acquisitions
Clarke, Malcolm Alister
International carriage of  goods by road: 
CMR
6th ed
London : Informa Law, 2014
N328.5

CHILDREN
Articles
Mac Mahon, Meg
Can anybody hear me? the duty to promote 
the voice, wishes and interests of  children
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 4

Statutory Instruments
Child and Family Agency Act 2013 
(commencement) order 2013
SI 502/2013

Child and Family Agency act 2013 
(establishment day) order 2013
SI 503/2013

COMMERCIAL LAW
Library Acquisitions
McGrath, Paul
Commercial fraud in civil practice
2nd ed
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N250

COMMUNICATIONS
Library Acquisitions
Fosbrook, Deborah
Laing, Adrian, C
The media and business contracts handbook
5th ed
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Professional, 
2014
N343

COMPANY LAW
Liquidation
Application to declare appointment 

of  liquidator invalid – Application for 
appointment of  liquidator – Locus standi 
– Liquidation of  company – Whether 
company in liquidation – Meeting of  
creditors – Absence of  ordinary resolutions 
of  members – Position of  Revenue 
Commissioners – Whether company 
being wound up – Process for winding 
up – Obligation to pass ordinary resolution 
declaring insolvent status – Obligation to 
give notice of  resolution – Behaviour of  
directors – Re Duomatic Ltd [1969] 2 Ch 
365 and Buchanan Ltd v McVey [1954] IR 89 
considered – Companies Act 1963 (No 33), 
ss 251, 277 and 280– Application refused 
(2012/570COS – Laffoy J – 18/12/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 552
Bergin v Lost Weekend Limited

Liquidation
Application for order directing meeting of  
creditors – Appeals to Supreme Court by 
companies – Application for order directing 
meeting to ascertain wishes of  creditors 
– Whether defendants in competition 
proceedings creditors of  companies with 
entitlement to vote –– Whether defendants 
merely contingent creditors – Summoning 
of  meeting in advance of  application 
– Directions sought by liquidator as to 
conduct of  meeting – Whether creditors 
of  companies could include defendants to 
competition proceedings – Clear conflict 
of  interest – Inherent jurisdiction of  court 
– Whether vote to be taken at meeting – 
Comhlucht Páipéar Ríomhaireachta Teo v 
Údarás na Gaeltachta [1990] 1 IR 320 and 
Re Genport Limited (Unrep, McCracken 
J, 21/11/1996) considered – Companies 
Act 1963 (No 33), s 309 – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 
74 – Directions made regarding conduct 
of  meeting (2012/696COS – Laffoy J – 
22/1/2013) [2013] IEHC 21
Re Amantiss Enterprises Limited

Receivership
Application for declaration that joint 
receivers and managers not validly appointed 
– Claim that company not in arrears at time 
of  appointment – Claim in alternative that 
arrears due to wrongful actions of  bank 
– Whether company in arrears at time of  
appointment – Whether bank entitled to 
set off  monies from company accounts 
against loans – Terms and conditions of  
loans – Whether deed of  appointment 
valid – Authorisation under Scottish law to 
make appointment of  receiver – Whether 
deed executed – Whether receivers validly 
appointed – R (On the Application of  
Mercury Tax Group) v Revenue and 
Customs Commissioners [2009] STC 
743 and Windsor Refrigerator Co Ltd v 
Branch Nominees Ltd [1961] 1 All ER 
277 considered – Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Act 2009 (No 27), s 64(2) – 
Application refused (2012/408COS – Laffoy 
J – 5/12/2012) [2012] IEHC 515

Jennings v Bank of  Scotland Plc

Receivership
Receiver not appointed by court – Source 
of  authority of  receiver – Requirement to 
adhere to terms of  appointing instrument – 
Consequences of  failure to adhere – Whether 
first respondent authority to appoint receiver 
– Whether failure to appoint under seal 
rendered appointment void – Estoppel – 
Delay in challenging appointment of  receiver 
– Test to be applied – Whether estopped 
from challenging appointment – Wrights 
Hardware Pty Ltd v Evans (1988) 13 ACLR 
631; R Jaffe Ltd (in liquidation) v Jaffe (No2) 
[1932] NZLR 195; Windsor Refrigerator Co 
Ltd v Branch Nominees Ltd [1961] Ch 375 
and Bank of  Baroda v Panessar [1987] Ch 
335 approved – Jennings v Bank of  Scotland 
plc [2012] IEHC 515, (Unrep, McGovern J, 
5/12/2012); Lindsay Petroleum Company v 
Hurd [1874] LR 5 PC 221; R (Mercury Tax 
Group Ltd) v R & C Comrs [2008] EWHC 
2721 (Admin), [2009] STC 743; Archbold v 
Scully (1861) 9 HLC 360; Byblos Bank SAL 
v Al-Khudhairy [1987] BCLC 232; Guthrie v 
Armstrong (1822) 106 ER 1320; Habib Bank 
Ltd v Habib Bank AG [1981] 1 WLR 1265; 
Harold Meggitt Ltd v Discount and Finance 
Ltd (1938) 56 WN (NSW) 23 and Taylors 
Fashions Ltd v Liverpool Trustees Co 
[1982] QB 133 considered – Conveyancing 
and Law of  Property Act 1881 (44 & 45 
Vict c 41), s 24 – Companies Act 1963 (No 
33), s 316 – Land and Conveyancing Law 
Reform Act 2009 (No 27), s 64 – Declaration 
appointment void granted (2012/695COS – 
Gilligan J – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 130; 
[2013] ILRM 388 
The Merrow Limited v Bank of  Scotland Plc

Winding up
Petition to wind up company – Alleged 
inability to pay debt – Locus standi of  
petitioner disputed – Proceedings pending in 
relation to conduct of  directors in separate 
jurisdiction – Alleged lack of  confidence 
in ability of  directors to act – Whether 
company unable to pay debts – Whether 
just and equitable to wind up company – 
Contributory as petitioner – Definition of  
contributory – Absence of  compliance with 
rules for petition – Petition not advertised 
in accordance with rules – Re Irish Tourist 
Promotions Limited (Unrep, Kenny J, 
22/4/1974); Re La Plagne Limited [2011] 
IEHC 91, [2012] 1 ILRM 203 and Re 
Forrest Lennon Business Support Services 
Limited [2011] IEHC 523, (Unrep, Laffoy 
J, 24/8/2011) considered – Companies Act 
1963 (No 33), ss 208, 213, 214 and 215 – 
Rules of  the Superior Courts (SI 15/1986), 
O 74, r 10 – New return date fixed to allow 
advertisement of  petition (2013/30COS – 
Laffoy J – 25/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 123
Re Connemara Mining Company Plc

Winding up
Petition to wind up company – Alleged 
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inability to pay debt – Deemed insolvency 
alleged – Whether bona fide dispute in 
relation to debt – Evidence in relation to 
deemed insolvency – Whether demand 
properly served – Whether address 
registered office of  company at relevant 
time – Whether bona fide debt – Whether 
liability disputed on substantial grounds – 
Contemporaneous documentary evidence – 
Insolvency of  company in general – Attitude 
of  creditors – Re Millhouse Taverns Limited 
(Unrep, Finnegan J, 3/4/2000) and Re 
WMG (Toughening) Limited (No 2) [2003] 1 
IR 389 considered Companies Act 1963 (No 
33), s 214 – Petition granted (2013/2COS 
– Laffoy J – 26/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 81
Re Ely Property Group Limited

Winding up
Petition to wind up company – Deemed 
insolvency – Formal proofs – Disputed 
debt – Alleged abuse of  process – Applicable 
test – Whether debt bona fide disputed 
– Positions of  parties – Inter partes 
correspondence – Whether evidential chasm 
between parties could be rationalised – Re 
WMG (Toughening) Ltd (No 2) [2003] 1 IR 
389; Stonegate Securities v Gregory [1980] 
Ch 576 and Re Pageboy Couriers Ltd [1983] 
ILRM 510 considered – Petition dismissed 
(2012/578COS – Laffoy J – 18/12/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 553
Re Kasam Investments Ireland Limited

Winding up
Right to litigate counterclaim – Bona fide 
dispute – Agreement between revenue 
and company regarding revenue debt – 
Agreement breached – Petition to wind 
up company – Whether company entered 
agreement under duress – Dispute as to 
debt – Counterclaim regarding failure to 
deduct expenses in calculating debt – No 
return including expenses claim filed within 
requisite time period – Whether right to 
litigate counterclaim – Whether bona fide 
dispute – Re WMG (Toughening) Ltd (No 
2) [2003] 1 IR 389 applied – Re Claybridge 
Shipping Co SA [1997] 1 BCLC 572 
approved – In re Bayoil SA [1999] 1 WLR 147 
approved – Stonegate Securities v Gregory 
[1980] Ch 576; Mann v Goldstein [1968] 1 
WLR 1091 and Re Silverhold Limited [2010] 
IEHC 111 (Unrep, Laffoy J, 12/4/2010) 
considered – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 122 – Income Tax 
(Relevant Contracts) Regulations 2000 (SI 
71/2000) – Companies Act 1963 (No 33), 
s 214 – Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 (No 
39), ss 204, 531, 865, 932, 933, 951, 1086 
and Sch D – Council Regulation (EC) No 
1346/2000, arts 2 and 3 – Application 
granted (2012/336COS – Murphy J – 
29/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 600
Re US Ltd 

Library Acquisitions
Keay, Andrew R
Directors’ duties

2nd ed
Bristol : Jordan Publishing Limited, 2014
N264

Articles
Company charges and the companies 
register: implications of  the companies
bill 2012 for secured lending
2014 (21) 1 Commercial law practitioner 3

COMPUTER LAW
Library Acquisitions
Millard, Christopher
Cloud computing law
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2013
N347

Shemtov, Noam
Walden, Ian
Free and open source software: policy, law 
and practice
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2013
N348.4

Bainbridge, David
Information technology and intellectual 
property law
6th ed
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Professional, 
2014
N348.4

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Legality of detention
Remand prisoner – Complaint regarding 
need to pay for attesting to swearing of  
affidavit – Whether sworn affidavit required 
– Procedures for complaints related to 
detention – Entitlement to write to High 
Court to seek to vindicate rights – Scope 
for abuse of  procedure – Complaints of  
prisoner – Actions of  correctional officers 
– Adjournments of  trial – Absence of  
evidence of  improper use of  listing power 
– Absence of  substantial complaint – 
Jurisdiction of  court – Turner v Safley (1987) 
482 US 78; State (McDonagh) v Frawley 
[1978] IR 131 and Foy v Governor of  
Cloverhill Prison [2010] IEHC 529, [2012] 1 
IR 37 considered – Constitution of  Ireland 
1937, Arts 40.1 and 40.4 – Application 
dismissed (2012/2229SS – Charleton J – 
10/12/2012) [2012] IEHC 511
Kane v Governor of  Midlands Prison

Library Acquisitions
Constitution of  Ireland: Bunreacht na 
hEireann
Dublin : Stationery Office, 2013
M31.C5

Onida, V
Balboni, Enzo
Cartabia, Marta
Constitutional law in Italy
The Netherlands : Kluwer Law International, 
2013
M31.I73

CONSUMER LAW
Banking
Compensation – Jurisdiction of  respondent 
to award compensation – Jurisdiction 
to deal with substantive personal injury 
claims – Right to oral hearing before 
respondent – Jurisdiction of  High Court 
on appeal – Test to be applied – Complaint 
by applicant to respondent – Compensation 
awarded – Appeal – Whether serious or 
significant error in findings of  respondent 
– Irish Life and Permanent Plc v Financial 
Services Ombudsman [2012] IEHC 367, 
(Unrep, Hogan J, 3/8/2012); Irish Life 
and Permanent plc v Financial Services 
Ombudsman [2011] IEHC 439, (Unrep, 
White J, 16/11/2011); J&E Davy t/a Davy 
v Financial Services Ombudsman [2010] 
IESC 30, [2010] 3 IR 324; Hyde v Financial 
Services Ombudsman [2011] IEHC 422,  
(Unrep, Cross J, 16/11/2011) and Molloy 
v Financial Services Ombudsman (Unrep, 
ex tempore, MacMenamin J, 15/4/2011); 
Ulster Bank Investment Funds Limited 
v Financial Services Ombudsman [2006] 
IEHC 323, (Unrep, Finnegan P, 1/11/2006); 
Walsh v Financial Services Ombudsman 
[2012] IEHC 258, (Unrep, Hedigan J, 
27/6/2012); Galvin v Chief  Appeals Officer 
[1997] 3 IR 240 and Stepstone Mortgage 
Funding Ltd v Fitzell [2012] IEHC 142, 
[2012] 2 IR 318 approved – Hayes v 
Financial Services Ombudsman (Unrep, 
ex tempore, MacMenamin J, 3/11/2008), 
de Paor v Financial Services Ombudsman 
[2011] IEHC 483, (Unrep, McGovern J, 
20/12/2011); Orange Communications v 
Director of  Telecommunications Regulation 
[2000] IESC 22,(Unrep, SC, 18/5/2000) and 
State (Keegan) v Stardust Compensation 
Tribunal [1986] IR 642 considered – 
Central Bank Act 1942 (Financial Services 
Ombudsman Council) Regulations 2005 (SI 
190/2005) – Central Bank Act 1942 (No 22), 
s 57, ch 5 and Part VIIB – Data Protection 
Act 1988 (No 25) – Central Bank Act 1989 
(No 16), s 117 – Consumer Protection 
Act 2007 (No 19) – Appeal dismissed 
(2012/132MCA – O’Malley J – 26/04/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 182
Carr v Financial Services Ombudsman

CONTRACT
Estoppel
Proceedings seeking declaration of  
ownership of  property – Proceedings 
seeking maintenance and lump sum 
payments in respect of  child – Dispute 
over legal ownership of  property – History 
of  relationship between parties – Facts 
regarding acquisition of  property – Contract 
– Building agreement – Deed of  transfer 
– Mortgage – Assertion by application of  
contract in favour of  applicant – Letter of  
gift – Whether essential elements of  contract 
present – Proprietary estoppel – Whether 
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applicant acted detrimentally on faith of  
belief  in transfer – Promissory estoppel 
– Whether promise made to gift property 
to applicant – Purpose of  transaction – 
Resulting trust – Ownership of  vehicle – 
Maintenance – Lump sum payments – Re 
JR, a Ward of  Court [1993] ILRM 656; In 
re Basham [1987] 1 All ER 405; Courtney v 
McCarthy [2007] IESC 58, [2008] 2 IR 376 
and Amalgamated Property Co v Texas Bank 
[1982] 1 QB 84 considered – Declaration of  
ownership of  house refused; Declaration 
of  ownership of  vehicle granted; Orders 
made regarding maintenance and lump sum 
payments (2009/2624P– White J – 30/7/12) 
[2012] IEHC 583
D(S) v L(M)

Library Acquisitions
Anderson, Mark
Warner, Victor
Drafting and negotiating commercial 
contracts
3rd ed
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Publishing, 
2012
N10

Fosbrook, Deborah
Laing, Adrian C.
The A-Z of  contract clauses
6th edition
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2013
N10

Treitel, Guenter Heinz
Frustration and force majeure
3rd ed
London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2014
N16.4

COURTS 
Jurisdiction
Application for direction as to jurisdiction 
of  Circuit Court – Preliminary issue – 
Prior claim before Equality Tribunal – 
Failure to appeal determination of  tribunal 
that complaint inadmissible – Whether 
plaintiff  barred from initiating Circuit Court 
proceedings – Statutory scheme for redress – 
Exclusive jurisdiction conferred on director 
of  tribunal – Ward v Kinahan Electrical 
Ltd [1984] IR 292; Tormey v Ireland [1985] 
IR 289; Grianán an Aileach Interpretative 
Centre Co Ltd v County Council of  County 
of  Donegal [2004] IEHC 41, [2004] 2 IR 625 
and Criminal Assets Bureau v Hunt [2003] 
2 ILRM 481 considered – Equal Status Act 
2000 (No 8), ss 21 and 28 – Finding that 
claim barred (2005/397CA – de Valera J – 
23/1/2013) [2013] IEHC 35
O’Callaghan v Dublin Bus

Library Acquisitions
Dixon, Rodney
Khan, Karim A A
Archbold international criminal courts: 
practice, procedure and evidence
4th ed

London : Sweet & Maxwell, 2013
C219

Articles
Elliott, Derek
Piling on the pressure? : changes to the 
jurisdiction of  the District and Circuit 
courts...
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 22

Warren, Marilyn
Courts must exploit social media’s democratic 
capital
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 22

Statutory Instruments
Courts and civil law (miscellaneous 
provisions) act 2013 (sections 3 to 12) 
(commencement) order 2014
SI 5/2014

CRIMINAL LAW
Bail
Appeal against severity of  sentence – 
Application for bail – Possession of  drugs 
– Plea of  guilt – Significant steps taken 
towards rehabilitation – Period of  time 
before hearing of  appeal against severity of  
sentence – Misuse of  Drugs Act 1977 (No 
12), s 15 – Bail granted (30/2012 – CCA – 
13/2/2012) [2012] IECCA 50
People (DPP) v Maunsell

Delay
Judicial review – Application for injunction 
restraining prosecution – Right to fair trial 
– Prosecutorial delay – Delay simpliciter 
– Actual prejudice – Unavailability of  
witnesses – Adverse pre-trial publicity – 
Devaluing of  forensic evidence due to delay 
– Refusal of  applications for repatriation 
to UK prison – Applicable law – Right to 
fair trial – Right of  public to have crimes 
prosecuted – Existence of  inculpatory 
admissions – Role of  trial judge – Z v DPP 
[1999] 2 IR 476; SH v DPP [2006] IESC 
55, [2006] 3 IR 575; English v DPP [2009] 
IEHC 27, (Unrep, O Neill J, 23/1/2009); 
Rattigan v DPP[2008] IESC 34, [2008] 4 IR 
639; Devoy v DPP [2008] IESC 13, [2008] 4 
IR 235; B v DPP [1997] 3 IR 140; SA v DPP 
[2007] IESC 43, (Unrep, SC, 17/10/2007); 
McFarlane v DPP [2008] IESC 7, [2008] 4 
IR 117; Barker v Wingo (1972) 407 US 514; 
Redmond v DPP [2002] 4 IR 133; Mustafa 
(Abu Kamza) (No 1) v United Kingdom 
(Case No 21411/07) [2011] ECHR 211; 
State (O’Connell) v Fawsitt [1986] IR 362 
and PG v DPP [2006] IESC 19, [2007] 3 
IR 39 considered – Juries Act 1976 (No 4), 
s 15(3) – Application refused (2010/35JR – 
Moriarty J – 10/8/2012) [2012] IEHC 359
Nash v Director of  Public Prosecutions

Judicial review
Application seeking to have conviction 
quashed – Conviction for offence of  
deception – Changing of  price tag on item – 

Accomplices facing similar charges – Guilty 
pleas by applicant and accomplices – Pleas 
in mitigation – Conviction of  applicant – 
Accomplices given benefit of  Probation 
Act – Employment of  applicant sole 
distinguishing factor – Whether trial judge 
erred in law and contrary to natural justice in 
applying different sentencing regime without 
material reason – Whether applicant unjustly 
penalised for working – Alleged failure to 
treat persons in similar position in similar 
manner – Whether appeal effective remedy – 
Whether basis for applying Probation Act to 
accomplices – McMahon v Leahy [1984] IR 
525; DPP v Duffy [2009] IEHC 208, [2009] 3 
IR 613; People (Attorney General) v Poyning 
[1972] IR 402; People (DPP) v Daly [2011] 
IECCA 104, [2012] 1 IR 476 and Gilroy v 
Flynn [1926] IR 482 considered – Criminal 
Justice (Theft and Fraud Offences) Act 
2001 (No 50), s 6 – Probation of  Offenders 
Act 1907 (1 Edw 7 c 20), s 1 – Conviction 
quashed (2012/IEHC 498 – Peart J – 
29/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 498
Brehuta v District Judge John Coughlan

Prohibition
Right to fair trial – Pre-trial publicity adverse 
to applicant – Purpose of  Juries Act 1976, 
s 15(3) – Whether real and substantial risk 
of  unfair trial – Savage v Director of  Public 
Prosecutions [2008] IESC 39, [2009] 1 IR 
185; DC v Director of  Public Prosecutions 
[2005] IESC 77, [2005] 4 IR 281; Rattigan 
v Director of  Public Prosecutions [2008] 
IESC 34, [2008] 4 IR 639 and D v Director 
of  Public Prosecutions [1994] 2 IR 465 
applied – Redmond v Director of  Public 
Prosecutions [2002] 4 IR 133 and Director 
of  Public Prosecutions v Haugh [2000] 1 
IR 184 approved – Z v Director of  Public 
Prosecutions [1994] 2 IR 476 considered 
– Juries Act 1976 (No 4), s 15 – Criminal 
Justice (Theft and Fraud Offences) Act 2001 
(No 50), ss 4 and 6 – Stay on proceedings 
given (2013/53JR – Kearns P – 16/5/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 222
O’Brien v DPP

Sentence
Application for appeal against severity 
of  sentence – Robbery – Whether error 
in principle committed by trial judge 
– Whether insufficient differentiation 
between applicant and other participant 
in crime – Whether error in treatment of  
mitigating circumstances – Early plea of  
guilt – Acceptance of  responsibility – First 
offence – Positive views expressed by gardaí 
– Additional year of  sentence suspended 
(82/2011 – CCA – 20/2/2012) [2012] 
IECCA 43
People (DPP) v Byrne

Sentence
Application for review of  sentence by DPP 
– Whether sentence unduly lenient – Rape 
– Fully contested charges – Offences at 
more serious end of  rape offences – Trauma 
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suffered by complainant – Post-traumatic 
stress disorder – Lenient view taken by trial 
judge – Opportunity to observe respondent 
throughout trial – Criminal Law (Rape) 
Act 1981 (No 10), s 2 – Criminal Law 
(Rape)(Amendment) Act 1990 (No 32), s 
4 – Criminal Justice Act 1993 (No 6), s 2 
– Application refused (114/2010 – CCA – 
16/1/2012) [2012] IECCA 27
People (DPP) v Esmits

Sentence
Application for appeal against severity of  
sentence – Possession of  drugs – Guilty plea 
– Co-operation – Personal circumstances 
– Problems with alcohol and gambling – 
Debts – Previous good character – Value of  
drugs – Sentence of  first applicant reduced; 
Additional year of  second applicant’s 
sentence suspended (239/2010 – CCA – 
18/1/2012) [2012] IECCA 21
People (DPP) v Lynch

Sentence
Application for leave to appeal against 
sentence – Possession of  stolen property – 
Driving without insurance – Driving while 
suspended from driving – Disqualification 
– Error regarding maximum sentence 
– Previous convict ions – Personal 
circumstances – Sole carer of  children – 
High risk of  re-offending – Drug abuse 
– Road Traffic Act 1961 (No 24), s 56 – 
Criminal Justice (Theft and Fraud Offences) 
Act 2001 (No 50), s 18 –Sentence substituted 
(64/2011 – CCA – 13/2/2012) [2012] 
IECCA 51
People (DPP) v Reid

Sentence
Application for review of  sentence by DPP 
– Whether sentence unduly lenient – Onus 
on DPP – Violent disorder – Plea of  guilty 
during trial for murder – Willingness to plead 
to offence of  violent disorder prior to trial 
– Credit for plea to be given – Background 
of  respondents – Whether offence placed in 
incorrect category by trial judge – Criminal 
Justice (Public Order) Act 1994 (No 2), s 
15 – Criminal Justice Act 1993 (No 6), s 2 
–Sentence increased (285/2010 & 286/2010 
– CCA – 25/1/2012) [2012] IECCA 5
People (DPP) v Wall

Library Acquisitions
School of  Law, Trinity College
O’Dwyer, David
Daly, Yvonne
Prendergast, David
O’Malley, Tom
Kilcommins, Shane
Criminal law practice and procedure update 
conference 2013 : conference papers
Dublin : School of  law Trinity College, 2013
M500.C5

Choo, Andrew L-T
The privilege against self-incrimination and 
criminal justice

Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2013
M500

Mauet, Thomas A.
Trial techniques and trials
9th ed
USA : Aspen Publishers, 2013
M592.U48

Knoops, Geert-Jan Alexander
Redressing miscarriages of  justice: practice 
and procedure in (international) criminal 
cases
The Netherlands : Martinus Nijhoff  
Publishers, 2013
M597

Articles
Robinson, Dara
Collared!
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 40

Statutory Instruments
European  Communi t i e s  ac t  1972 
(interpretation and translation in criminal 
proceedings) regulations 2013
SI 565/2013

DATA PROTECTION
Breach
Compensation – Interpretation of  Data 
Protection Act 1988, s 7 – Purpose 
of  compensation – Entit lement to 
compensation for breach – Proof  required – 
Whether damage suffered as result of  breach 
required proof  – Breach of  data protection 
legislation by defendant – Compensation 
awarded to plaintiff  for breach – Appeal – 
Whether plaintiff  entitled to compensation 
– Criminal proceedings against Lindqvist 
[2004] QB 1014 applied – Larkin v Dublin 
City Council [2007] IEHC 416, [2008] 1 IR 
391 approved – Safety, Health and Welfare 
at Work Act 2005 (No 10) – Data Protection 
Act 1988 (No 25), ss 2, 4, 7, 10 and 31 – 
Equal Status Acts 2000 to 2008 – Directive 
95/46/EC, arts 23, 24 and preamble 55 
– Appeal allowed (2012/52CA – Feeney 
J – 14/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 137
Collins v FBD Insurance Plc 

Library Acquisitions
Bygrave, Lee Andrew
Data privacy law: an international perspective
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
M209.D5

DEFAMATION
Library Acquisitions
Mitchell, Paul
The making of  the modern law of  
defamation
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2005
N38.2

DEFENCE FORCES
Discipline
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Decision to discharge following positive 
drugs test – Whether breach of  fair 
procedures for Appeals Officer to obtain 
technical advice without informing applicant 
– Whether breach of  fair procedures for 
Appeal Officer to obtain legal advice without 
informing applicant -Whether onus on 
applicant to seek disclosure of  any such 
material – Whether onus on Appeals Officer 
to make disclosure of  such material whether 
sought or not – Georgopoulus v Beaumont 
Hospital Board [1998] 3 IR 13 considered – 
Certiorari granted (2009/1241JR – Herbert 
J – 30/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 447 
Somers v Minister for Defence

EDUCATION
Statutory Instruments
Further education and training act 2013 
(property vesting day) order 2013
SI 540/2013

Further education and training act 2013 
(property vesting day) (no. 2) order 2013
SI 541/2013

Further education and training act 2013 
(property vesting day) (no. 3) order 2013
SI 542/2013

Further education and training act 2013 
(property vesting day) (no. 4) order 2013
SI 543/2013

Articles
Rodgers, Mark
Judicial review of  appeals committees
2013 (32) (3) Irish law times 38

ELDERLY PEOPLE
Library Acquisitions
Ashton, Gordon R
Bielanska, Caroline
Elderly people and the law
2nd ed
Bristol : Jordan Publishing Limited, 2014
N151.4

ELECTORAL
Statutory Instruments
City and county of  Limerick local electoral 
areas and municipal districts order 2014
SI 56/2014

City of  Dublin local electoral areas order 
2014
SI 45/2014

City of  Galway local electoral areas order 
2014
SI 49/2014

County Clare local electoral areas and 
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municipal districts order 2014
SI 42/2014

County of  Carlow local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 40/2014

County of  Cavan local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 41/2014

County of  Cork local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 43/2014

County of  Donegal local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 44/2014

County of  Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown local 
electoral areas order 2014
SI 46/2014

County of  Fingal local electoral areas order 
2014
SI 47/2014

County of  Galway local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 50/2014

County of  Kerry local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 51/2014

County of  Kildare local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 52/2014

County of  Kilkenny local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 53/2014

County of  Laois local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 54/2014

County of  Leitrim local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 55/2014

County of  Longford local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 57/2014

County of  Louth local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 58/2014

County of  Mayo local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 59/2014

County of  Meath local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 60/2014

County of  Monaghan local electoral areas 
and municipal districts order 2014
SI 61/2014

County of  Offaly local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 62/2014

County of  Roscommon local electoral areas 
and municipal districts order 2014
SI 63/2014

County of  Sligo local electoral areas and 

municipal districts order 2014
SI 64/2014

County of  South Dublin local electoral areas 
order 2014
SI 65/2014

County of  Tipperary local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 66/2014

County of  Waterford local electoral areas 
and municipal districts order 2014
SI 67/2014

County of  Westmeath local electoral areas 
and municipal districts order 2014
SI 68/2014

County of  Wexford local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 69/2014

County of  Wicklow local electoral areas and 
municipal districts order 2014
SI 70/2014

Electoral (amendment) regulations 2014
SI 35/2014

Electoral local government and planning and 
development act 2013 (commencement) (no. 
3) order 2013
SI 584/2013

European Parliament elections regulations 
2014
SI 39/2014

EMPLOYMENT LAW
Contract
Restraint of  trade – Application for 
interlocutory injunction by employee – 
Injunction restraining employer from 
preventing engagement in new employment 
contract – Whether non-competition 
clause void and unenforceable – Whether 
clause unreasonable restraint of  trade 
– Whether entitlement to interlocutory 
injunction – Whether fair issue to be tried 
– Whether plaintiff  wrongfully prevented 
from taking up employment – Whether 
damages adequate remedy – Balance of  
convenience – Murgitroyd & Co Ltd v Purdy 
[2005] IEHC 159, [2005] 3 IR 12 and Net 
Affinity Ltd v Conaghan [2012] 23 ELR 
1 considered – Injunctive relief  granted 
(2013/1496P- Laffoy J – 21/2/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 70
Hernandez v Vodafone Ireland Limited

Termination
Application for interlocutory injunction 
restraining termination of  employment 
– Contractual relationship – Contract 
for indefinite duration – Disciplinary 
procedure – Complaints of  bullying by 
plaintiff  – Investigation of  complaints – 
Inappropriate comments made by plaintiff  
– Initiation of  disciplinary action – Formal 
written warning – Initiating of  disciplinary 
process to establish whether relationship 

damaged beyond repair in light of  allegations 
made against colleagues – Disciplinary 
hearing – Refusal of  request to cross-
examine – Refusal of  request for legal 
representation – Refusal of  request for 
discovery – Application for mandatory 
relief  – Whether strong case for likely 
success at substantive hearing – Adequacy 
of  damages – Undertaking as to damages – 
Balance of  convenience – Defence of  delay 
or laches – Whether unreasonable delay in 
instituting proceedings – Whether prejudice 
to the defendant – Maha Lingam v Health 
Service Executive [2005] IESC 89, [2006] 
ELR 137; Carroll v Bus Atha Cliath [2005] 
IEHC 1 & [2005] IEHC 278, [2005] 4 IR 
184; Perkins v St George’s Healthcare NHS 
Trust [2005] IRLR 934; Bergin v Galway 
Clinic Doughiska Limited [2007] IEHC 386, 
[2008] 2 IR 205 and Fennelly v Assicurazioni 
Generali SpA (1985) ILTR 73 considered – 
Injunctive relief  granted (2013/507P- Laffoy 
J – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 126
Ryan v ESB International Limited

Library Acquisitions
Arthur Cox
Arthur Cox employment law yearbook 2013
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
N192.C5

Forlin, Gerard
Smail, Louise
Corporate liability: work related deaths and 
criminal prosecutions
3rd edition
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Professional, 
2014
N198.1 

Articles
O’Keeffe, Catherine-Ellen
Team moves
2014 (21) 2 Commercial law practitioner 27

Acts
Statutory Instruments
Contract Cleaning Joint Labour Committee 
establishment (amendment) order 2014
SI 25/2014

Hairdressing Joint Labour Committee 
Establishment (amendment) order 2014
SI 26/2014

H o t e l s  Jo i n t  L a b o u r  C o m m i t t e e 
establishment (amendment) order 2014
SI 28/2014

Hotels Joint Labour Committee (for areas 
known, until 1st January, 1994, as the County 
Borough of  Dublin and the Borough of  
Dun Laoghaire) (abolition) order 2014
SI 27/2014

Law Clerks Joint Labour Committee 
(abolition) order 2014
SI 29/2014

Security Industry Joint Labour Committee 
establishment (amendment) order 2014
SI 30/2014
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ENERGY
Acts
ESB (Electronic Communications Networks) 
Act 2014
Act 5 of  2014
Signed on 18th March 2014

Statutory Instruments
Bord Gáis Éireann subsidiary companies 
(dissolution) order 2014
SI 82/2014

Petroleum safety (petroleum incident) 
regulations 20104
SI 4/2014

Articles
Meehan, Aisling
Winds of  change
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 26

Murphy, Heather
Green light
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 36

EQUALITY
Articles
Dewhurst, Elaine
The development of  the Irish equality 
guarantee by the superior courts in 2013
19 (1) 2014 Bar review 18

EQUITY & TRUSTS
Constructive trust
Interpleader summons – Competing claims 
to portfolio account – Bank holding first 
fixed charge over account of  customer as 
condition of  loan facility – Letter of  pledge 
charging investments held in account – 
Stockbroker irrevocably authorised to 
hold secured property to sole order of  
bank – Letter of  authority to bank to 
encash account and apply proceeds in 
reduction of  loan facility – Formal request 
from bank – Claim by wife of  customer – 
Alleged entitlement to beneficial interest 
in funds – Documentation not signed by 
wife – Whether wife held interest in shares 
entitling her to half  share in proceeds – 
Agreement between customer and wife 
– Alleged proprietary interest first in time 
– Alleged constructive trust – Portfolio 
acquired by customer prior to marriage – 
Determination of  equities – Absence of  
actual or constructive notice on part of  
bank – Failure to assert entitlement when 
security provided – Lloyd’s Bank Plc v Rosset 
[1991] 1 AC 107 and Midland Bank v Cooke 
[1995] 4 All ER 265 considered – Claim of  
bank succeeded (2012/76SP – Birmingham 
J – 16/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 155
Goodbody Stockbrokers v Allied Irish Banks Plc

Library Acquisitions
Spry, I C F
The principles of  equitable remedies: specific 

performance, injunctions, rectification and 
equitable damages
9th ed
Australia : Thomson Reuters, 2014
N230

ESTOPPEL
Library Acquisitions
McFarlane, Ben
The law of  proprietary estoppel
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N384.4

EUROPEAN UNION
Library Acquisitions
Broberg, Morten
Fenger, Niels
Preliminary references to the European 
Court of  Justice
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
W93

Kokkoris, Ioannis
Shelanski, Howard
EU merger control: a legal and economic 
analysis
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
W110.2

Acts
European Parliament Elections (amendment) 
Act 2014
Act No. 2 of  2014
Signed on the 5th of  February 2014

Statutory Instruments
European Parliament elections regulations 
2014
SI 39/2014

European Communities (pesticide residues) 
(amendment) (no.2) regulations 2013
(REG/500-2013)  (REG/668-2013) 
(REG/772-2013)  (REG/777-2013) 
(REG/834-2013) (REG/1004-2013) 
(REG/1138-2013)
SI 581/2013

European Union (control of  major accident 
hazards involving dangerous substances) 
(amendment) regulations 2013
(DIR/2012-18)
SI 571/2013

EVIDENCE
Library Acquisitions
Heffernan, Liz
Ni Raifeartaigh, Una
Evidence in criminal trials
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
M600.C5

Keane, Adrian
McKeown, Paul
The modern law of  evidence
10th ed
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014

M600

Articles
O’Dwyer, David
DNA profiling and the criminal process: 
demystifying the silver bullet
2014 (32) (1) Irish law times 6 [part I]
2014 (32) (2) Irish law times 22 [part II]

EXTRADITION LAW
European arrest warrant
Application for surrender – Evidence – 
Applicable rules of  evidence – Whether 
rule against hearsay applied – Whether rules 
regarding documents applied – Surrender 
to Norway – Respondent alleged to have 
committed offence of  importing illegal 
drugs – Whether correspondence – Whether 
minimum gravity – Whether warrant issued 
for purpose of  prosecution – Territoriality 
of  offence – Whether offence alleged to 
have been committed in State – Whether 
surrender disproportionate – Whether rights 
of  respondent contravened by surrender 
– Whether issue of  proportionality arose 
– Relevance of  location of  respondent to 
alleged offence – Whether affidavit sworn 
by solicitor of  respondent appropriate – 
Whether Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 
contravened – Admissibility of  letter of  
Norwegian lawyer exhibited to affidavit of  
applicant and solicitor – Whether exhibited 
letter testimonial evidence – Whether 
surrender appropriate – Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform v Sliczynski [2008] 
IESC 73, (Unrep, SC, 19/12/2008) applied 
– Minister for Justice v Connolly [2012] 
IEHC 575 (Unrep, Edwards J., 6/12/2012) 
approved – Minister for Justice v Olsson 
[2011] IESC 1, [2011] 1 IR 384; Brien v 
King [1997] 1 ILRM 338; Minister for 
Justice v Bailey [2012] IESC 16, (Unrep, SC, 
1/3/2012); The People (Attorney General) 
v O’Callaghan [1966] IR 501; Assange 
v Swedish Prosecution Authority [2011] 
EWHC 2849 (Admin), [2012] 2 WLR 1275; 
Minister for Justice v McArdle [2005] IESC 
76, [2005] 4 IR 260; In re Ismail [1999] 1 AC 
320; Attorney General v Abimbola [2006] 
IEHC 325, [2008] 2 IR 302; Reg v Governor 
of  Brixton Prison, Ex parte Levin [1997] AC 
741 and Attorney General v Parke [2004] 
IESC 100, (Unrep, SC, 6/12/2004); Reg v 
Govr of  Ashford, Ex p Postlethwaite [1988] 
AC 924; Rey v Government of  Switzerland 
[1999] 1 AC 54; Ellis v O’Dea [1989] IR 530; 
R(NS) v Secretary of  State of  the Home 
Department [2010] EWCA Civ 990, (Unrep, 
Court of  Appeal, Civil Division, 12/7/2010) 
and General Public Prosecution Service v C 
[2010] Crim LR 474 considered – Rules of  
the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986) – 
Extradition Act 1965 (Application of  Part 
II) Order 2000 (SI 474/2000) – Extradition 
Act 1965 (No 17), ss 3, 8, 9, 10, 15, 23, 25, 
26, 27, 29, 47, Parts II and III – Misuse of  
Drugs Act 1977 (No 12), ss 3, 15 and 20 
– Criminal Justice Act 1984 (No 22), s 10 
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– Criminal Justice Act 1999 (No 10), s 42 – 
Extradition (European Union Conventions) 
Act 2001 (No 49), s 11 – European Arrest 
Warrant Act 2003 (No 45), ss 10, 20 and 21A 
– Constitution of  Ireland 1937 – European 
Convention on Extradition 1957, arts 1, 2 
and 12 – Treaty on European Union, art K3 
– Council Framework Decision 13/6/2002, 
art 11.2 – Surrender granted (2011/311EXT 
– Edwards J – 9/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 229
Attorney General v Pocevicius 

European arrest warrant
Statutory interpretation – Whether offence 
of  ‘cheating the revenue’ part of  Irish 
law – Whether offence of  ‘possessing false 
identity documents with intent’ made out 
and part of  Irish law – Whether conduct 
set out in warrant corresponded to offences 
particularised – Whether minimum gravity 
threshold met – Whether correspondence 
required to be demonstrated – Whether 
correspondence demonstrated – Whether 
driving licence included in definition of  
‘instrument’ in Criminal Justice (Theft and 
Fraud Offences) Act 2001 – EMS v Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2004] 
IESC 36, [2004] 1 IR 536 applied – Allen 
v Emmerson [1944] KB 362; Anderson v 
Anderson [1895] 1 QB 749; Cork County 
Council v Whillock [1993] 1 IR 231; Hanafin 
v Minister for the Environment [1996] 2 IR 
321; Inspector of  Taxes v Arida Limited 
[1992] 2 IR 155; McGrath v McDermott 
[1988] IR 258; FMcK v GWD (Proceeds 
of  crime outside State) [2004] IESC 31, 
[2004] 2 IR 470; M v D [1998] 3 IR 175; 
Maguire v DPP [2004] IESC 53, [2004] 3 IR 
241; Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform v Baron [2012] IEHC 180, (Unrep, 
Edwards J, 4/5/2012); Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform v Desjatnikovs 
[2008] IESC 53, [2009] 1 IR 618; Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform v Ferenca 
[2008] IESC 52, [2008] 4 IR 480; O’Connell 
v an tÁrd Chláraitheoir [1997] 1 IR 377; 
O’H v O’H [1990] 2 IR 558; Powys v Powys 
[1971] 3 WLR 154; Royal Dublin Society v 
Revenue Commissioners [2000] 1 IR 270; 
State (Minister for Lands and Fisheries) 
v Judge Sealy [1939] IR 21 and Wilson 
v Sheehan [1979] 1 IR 423 considered – 
Circuit Court Rules 2001 (SI 510/2001), O 
58 r 1 – European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 
(Designated Member States) (No 4) Order 
2004 (SI 400/2004), art 2, sch 2 – Births 
and Deaths Registration Act (Ireland) 1880 
(c 13), s 38 – Proceeds of  Crime Act 1996 
(No 30), s 9 – Bail Act 1997 (No 16), ss 
2, 3 – Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 
2000 (No 29), s 5 – Criminal Justice (Theft 
and Fraud Offences) Act 2001 (No 50), ss 
24, 29(2) and 30 and Pts 4, 5 – European 
Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (No 45), ss 11(1A)
(f), 13, 16, 16(1), 20(1), 21A, 22, 23, 24, 38(1)
(a)(i), 38(1)(b) and 45C – Criminal Justice 
(Terrorist Offences) Act 2005 (No 2), ss 79, 
80, 81 and 82 – Council Framework Decision 
2002/584/JHA, art 2(2) – Surrender ordered 

(2011/252EXT – Edwards J – 26/10/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 451
Minister for Justice and Equality v Doyle

European arrest warrant
Application for surrender for prosecution 
for offences – Drugs offences – Objections 
to surrender – Double jeopardy – Judgments 
issued in issuing State acquitting respondents 
of  offences and convicting respondents 
of  offences – Warrants seeking rendition 
for prosecution – Absence of  jurisdiction 
to surrender respondents for serving of  
sentences – Failure of  issuing authorities 
to advise executing judicial authority of  
trial and judgments – System depending 
on mutual trust and confidence – Power 
to direct informing of  issuing judicial 
authority and Eurojust as to reasons for 
refusal – European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 
(No 45), ss 13 and 16 – Surrender refused 
(2009/25EXT – Edwards J – 30/11/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 536
Minister for Justice and Equality v Gherine

European arrest warrant
Surrender – Mental health of  respondent – 
Availability of  treatment in requesting state 
– Nature of  inquiry to be made by court 
when considering application for surrender 
– Presumption that courts of  requesting 
member state will respect human rights 
and fundamental freedoms of  respondent 
– Evidential burden on respondent – Flight 
– Whether surrender of  respondent would 
be contrary to constitution – Whether 
surrender of  respondent would be contrary 
to European Convention on Human Rights 
1950 – Whether real risk on surrender 
of  breach of  right to life or to inhuman 
or degrading treatment or punishment – 
Conditions for persons with psychiatric 
illnesses detained or imprisoned in requesting 
state – Whether failure by requesting state 
to make best possible treatment available 
to respondent amounted to ill-treatment – 
Whether risk of  suicide of  respondent could 
engage of  European Convention on Human 
Rights 1950, arts 2 and 3 – Whether truly 
exceptional circumstances present such that 
interference with family life would breach 
European Convention on Human Rights 
1950, art 8 – Whether sufficient evidence 
of  flight risk – Whether warrant defective 
– Whether minimum gravity threshold met 
– Whether correspondence demonstrated 
– Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform v Rettinger [2010] IESC 45, [2010] 
3 IR 783 and Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform v Tobin [2007] IEHC 
15, [2008] IESC 3, [2008] 4 IR 42 applied 
– Miklis v Lithuania [2006] EWHC 1032 
(Admin), (Unrep, Latham LJ and Tugendhat 
J, 11/5/2006); Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform v Bednarczyk [2011] IEHC 
136, (Unreported, Edwards J, 5/4/2011) 
and Minister for Justice, Equality and 
Law Reform v Stapleton [2007] IESC 30, 
[2008] 1 IR 669 followed – Boudhiba v 

National Court of  Justice, Madrid [2006] 
EWHC 167 (Admin), [2007] 1 WLR 124; 
Brand v Netherlands (App No 49902/99), 
(Unreported, ECHR, 11/5/2005); Farrell v 
Criminal Courts of  Justice, Dublin [2012] 
EWHC 676 (Admin), (Unrep, Calvert-
Smith J, 8/3/2012); Howes v Her Majesty’s 
Advocate [2010] SCL 341; Jansons v Latvia 
[2009] EWCA 1845 (Admin); Kaprykowski 
v Poland (App No 23052/05) (Unrep, 
ECHR, 3/2/2009); Kudla v Poland (App No 
30210/96) (2002) 35 EHRR 11; Kumenda v 
Poland (App No 2369/09), (Unrep, ECHR, 
8/6/2010); Kupczak v Poland (App No 
2627/09), (Unrep, ECHR, 25/1/2011); 
Mazurkiewicz v Poland [2011] EWHC 659 
(Admin), (Unrep, Jackson LJ and Cranston 
J, 22/3/2011); Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform v Brady, (Unrep, ex 
tempore, SC, 14/1/2008); Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform v Gorman 
[2010] IEHC 210, [2010] 3 IR 583; Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform v 
Johnson [2008] IESC 11, (Unrep, SC, 
12/3/2008), Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform v Mazurek [2011] IEHC 
204, (Unrep, Edwards J, 13/5/2011); 
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform v SMR [2007] IESC 54, [2008] 2 
IR 242; Minister for Justice, Equality and 
Law Reform v Tokarski [2012] IEHC 148, 
(Unrep, Edwards J, 9/3/2012); Morsink v 
Netherlands (App No 48865/99), (Unrep, 
ECHR 11/5/2004), Musialek and Baczyński 
v Poland (App No 32798/02), (Unrep, 
ECHR, 26/7/2011), MSS v Belgium 
and Greece (App No 30696/09) (2011) 
53 EHRR 2; Nitecki v Poland (App No 
65653), (Unrep, ECHR, 21/3/2002), Norris 
v Government of  the United States of  
America (No 2) [2010] UKSC 9, [2010] 2 
AC 487; R (NS) (Afghanistan)) v Home 
Secretary (Cases 411/10 & 493/10), [2012] 
3 WLR 1374; Peers v Greece (App No 
28524/95) (2001) 33 EHRR 51; R v Qazi 
and Hussain [2010] EWCA Crim 2759; R 
(Prosser) v Secretary of  State for the Home 
Department [2010] EWHC 845 (Admin); R 
(Tajik) v United States [2008] EWHC 666 
(Admin); R (Warren) v Secretary of  State 
for the Home Department [2003] EWHC 
1177 (Admin); R (Rot) v District Court of  
Lublin, Poland [2010] EWHC 1820, (Unrep, 
HC, Mitting J, 23/6/2010); Ruiz v Central 
Court of  Criminal Proceedings, Madrid 
[2007] EWHC 2983, [2008] 1 WLR 2798; 
Saadi v Italy (App No 37201/06) (2009) 
49 EHRR 30; S v Court of  Bologna [2010] 
EWHC 1184 (Admin), (Unrep, Foskett J, 
25/5/2010); Spanovic v Government of  
Croatia [2009] EWHC 723 (Admin), (Unrep, 
Laws LJ and Openshaw J, 15/5/2009), 
United States v Tollman [2008] EWHC 184 
(Admin), [2008] 3 All ER 150; Vilvarajah v 
United Kingdom (App No 13163/87) (1992) 
14 EHRR 248 and Wrobel v Poland [2011] 
EWHC 374 (Admin) considered – Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform v 
Kasprowicz [2010] IEHC 207, (Unrep, Peart 
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J, 13/5/2010) distinguished – European 
Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (Designated 
Member States) (No 3) Order 2004 (SI 
206/2004), art 2, schedule – Criminal Justice 
(Theft and Fraud) Offences Act 2001 (No 
50), ss 26, 29(1) and 29(2) – European Arrest 
Warrant Act 2003 (No 45), ss 3(1), 11(1A)(f), 
13, 16, 21A, 22, 23, 37(1), 37(1)(a), 37(1)(b), 
38(1)(a)(i), 38(1)(b) and 45 – Criminal Justice 
(Terrorist Offences) Act 2005 (No 2), ss 79, 
81, 81 and 82 – Constitution of  Ireland 1937, 
arts 40.3 and 40.4.1º – Council Framework 
Decision 2002/584/JHA, art 2(2) – Council 
Regulation (EC) 343/2003, arts 3(1), 
3(2) – Charter of  Fundamental Rights of  
the European Union, art 4 – European 
Convention on Human Rights 1950, arts 2, 
3, 5(1), 5(3), 6, 8 and 8(2) – Surrender refused 
(2010/22EXT, 2010/23EXT & 2010/180/
EXT – Edwards J – 12/10/2012) [2012] 
IEHC 434
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform v 
Machaczka

European arrest warrant
Application for surrender to serve balance of  
life sentences – Punitive element of  sentence 
served – Release on licence – Judicial 
authority in United Kingdom – Points of  
objection – Imposition of  lengthy period 
of  imprisonment for offence committed 
in jurisdiction since arrival – Inevitable 
postponement of  order for surrender for 
lengthy period – Contention that impossible 
to challenge revocation of  release on licence 
upon return – Possibility of  challenging 
revocation order from within jurisdiction – 
Necessity for court to deal with application 
on present facts and circumstances – 
Contention that surrender unconstitutional 
as only preventative element of  life sentence 
remained – Absence of  preventative element 
to life sentence under Irish law – Whether in 
breach of  constitutional rights to surrender 
for serving of  preventative phase of  
sentence only – Differences between penal 
systems of  member states – Obligation 
to give due respect to penal system in 
United Kingdom – Whether impossible for 
applicant to have fled since only preventative 
element of  sentence remained – Minister for 
Justice v Brennan [2007] IESC 21, [2007] 
3 IR 732; Minister for Justice v Stapleton 
[2007] IESC 30, [2008] 1 IR 669; Stafford 
v United Kingdom [2002] 35 EHRR 32 
and The People (Attorney General) v 
O’Callaghan [1966] IR 501 considered – 
European Arrest Warrant Act (No 45), ss 13, 
18 and 37 – Extradition Act 1965 (No 17), s 
27(1) – Surrender ordered (2007/118EXT 
– Peart J – 22/1/2009) [2009] IEHC 630
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform 
v Wharrie

FAMILY LAW
Child abduction
Application for directions as to service and 
notification of  respondents – Judgment of  

non-return given by Italian court – Decision 
of  father not to proceed with complaint 
–Attaining of  16 years by child -Whether 
further steps needed to be taken by central 
authority – Steps to be taken on receipt of  
order of  non-return – Council Regulation 
EC_ 2201/2003, article 11 – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 133, 
r 11 – Direction that no steps needed to be 
taken; motion struck out (2013/13HLC – 
Finlay Geoghegan J – 20/3/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 114
Minister for Justice and Equality v D (C)

Child abduction
Application for return of  child – US 
applicant – Whether applicant enjoyed rights 
of  custody – Whether applicant exercising 
rights of  custody at time of  removal – 
Whether applicant acquired legal right to 
determine where child should live or right 
to object to change of  country – Defences 
– Whether respondent discharged burden of  
proof  – Discretion of  court – Whether views 
of  child to be taken into consideration – Age 
and maturity of  child – Psychological reports 
– Onus on respondent to show views of  
child independently formed – Grave risk for 
respondent – Risk of  arrest of  respondent 
on return to US – Re D (Abduction: Rights 
of  Custody) [2007] 1 FLR 961; Re H (A 
Minor)(Abduction: Rights of  Custody) 
[2000] 2 AC 291; Abbott v Abbott 560 US _ 
(2010); Nottingham County Council v B(K) 
[2010] IEHC 9, (Unrep, Finlay Geoghegan J, 
26/1/2010); Hunter v Murrow (Abduction: 
Rights of  Custody) [2005] EWCA Civ 976, 
[2005] 2 FLR 1119; HI v MG [2001] IR 
110; Re B (A Minor)(Abduction) [1994] 2 
FLR 249; MSH v LH (Child Abduction: 
Custody) [2003] IR 390; UA v UTN [2011] 
IESC 39, (Unrep, SC, 13/10/2011); RM 
(Abduction: Zimbabwe) 1 AC 1288; Re 
M [2008] 1 AC 1288; G v R [2012] IEHC 
16, (Unrep, Peart J, 12/1/2012); TMM v 
MD [2002] 1 IR 149; P(I) v P(T) [2012] 
IEHC 31, (Unrep, Finlay Geoghegan J, 
7/2/2012); Re D [2007] 1 AC 619; Re E 
(Child Abduction: Custody Appeals) [2011] 
UKSC 27 considered – Hague Convention 
on the Civil Aspects of  International Child 
Abduction 1980, art 3 – Child Abduction 
and Enforcement of  Custody Orders Act 
1991 (No 6) – Order refused (2010/27HLC 
– Dunne J – 15/2/2012) [2012] IEHC 213
W(G) v R(E)

Children
Family law – Judicial separation – Children 
– Education – Choice of  school – Dispute 
– Welfare of  child – Best interests – Not 
final order – Allowance for change in 
circumstances – Whether private school 
more appropriate choice of  school for 
parties’ son – In re Meades, Minors (1871) 
IR 5 Eq 98 and In the Matter of  Tilson, 
Infants [1951] IR 1 considered – State 
(Doyle) v. Minister for Education (1955) 
[1989] ILRM 277 applied – Guardianship of  

Infants Act 1964 (No 7), ss 3(1) and 11(1) – 
Constitution of  Ireland 1937, Arts 41 and 
42 – Appeal allowed (2013/76CAF – Hogan 
J – 21/8/2013) [2013] IEHC 394 
B(B) v A(A)

Costs
Appeal against High Court ruling making no 
order as to costs in matrimonial proceedings 
– Setting aside of  leave to make application 
for ancillary relief  – Material non-disclosure 
– Absence of  mal fides – Refusal of  
application for costs – Whether judge 
misdirected himself  – Whether unreasonable 
exercise of  discretion – Whether failure 
to give reasons for decision – Family law 
matter – Evidence before court – Discretion 
– Allegations of  duress and undue influence 
prima facie supported by evidence – Whether 
discretion exercised within jurisdiction – 
Adam v Minister for Justice [2001] 3 IR 53; 
Kerwin v Aughinish Alumina Ltd (Unrep, 
SC, 20/2/2003); Dunne v Minister for the 
Environment [2007] IESC 60, [2008] 2 IR 
775; Roche v Roche [2010] IESC 10, [2010 
] 2 IR 321 and MK v JPK (No 3) (Divorce: 
Currency) [2006] IESC, [2006] 1 IR 283 
considered – Family Law Act 1995 (No 26), 
ss 23 and 27 – Appeal dismissed (59/2008 – 
SC – 28/2/13) [2013] IEHC 12
P(W) v P(C)

Articles
Duggan, Diane
Capacity law in Ireland: assisted decision-
making bill 2013
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 28

McRoberts, Lucy
Relocation and family law
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 7

Buckley, James
The 2010 act and post-nullity ancillary 
reliefs: lacunae and inconsistencies in the law: 
Has the 2010 act disincentivised marriage for 
dependent partners?
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 20

Leahy, Susan
Acknowledging the role of  the criminal 
justice system in combatting domestic 
violence: assessing the recent Law Reform 
Commission recommendations
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 16

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Articles
Murphy, Finbarr
The administrative sanctions regime for 
regulated financial services providers
2013 (20) 11 Commercial law practitioner 
253 [part I]
2014 (21) 1 Commercial law practitioner 
11 [part II]

Statutory Instruments
Finance act 2004 (section 91) (deferred 
surrender to central fund) order 2014
SI 98/2014
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FISHERIES
Statutory Instruments
European Union (common fisheries policy) 
(point system) regulations 2014
(REG/1224-2009 Art 92, REG/404-2011 
Title VII)
SI 3/2014

Control of  fishing for Salmon order 2014
SI 132/2014

FOOD
Statutory Instruments
European Communities (infant formulae 
and follow-on formulae) (amendment) 
regulations 2014
SI 92/2014

European Communities (official controls on 
the import of  food of  non-animal origin for 
pesticide residues) (amendment) regulations 
2014
SI 12/2014

European Communities (official controls on 
the import of  food of  non-animal origin) 
(amendment) regulations 2014
SI 14/2014

European Union (microbiological criteria for 
foodstuffs) (amendment) regulations 2014
(REG/1019-2013)
SI 15/2014

European Union (nutrition and health claims 
made on foods) regulations 2014
(REG/1924-2006,  DEC/2009-980, 
REG/983-2009 ,  REG/1024-2009 , 
REG/432-2012)
SI 11/2014

FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION 
Statutory Instruments
Freedom of  Information Act 1997 
(prescribed bodies) regulations 2014
SI 140/2014

GARDA SÍOCHÁNA
Compensation
Requirement for prior ministerial consent 
to bring claim – Refusal of  application as 
Minister of  opinion injuries minor and 
sustained in course of  duty not involving 
special risk – Statutory interpretation – 
Whether decision factually sustainable 
and not unreasonable – Personal injuries 
– Ramming of  patrol car by jeep – Physical 
injuries – Psychological injuries – Whether 
Minister could properly conclude that 
injuries of  minor character – Injury actually 
suffered – Correspondence giving implicit 
assurance that activity accepted to be of  
special risk – Breach of  fair procedures 
– Macauley v Minister for Posts and 
Telegraphs [1966] IR 345; Blehein v Minister 

for Health [2008] IESC 40, [2009] 1 IR 275; 
Flynn v Medical Council [2012] IEHC 477, 
(Unrep, Hogan J, 22/11/2012); The State 
(Lynch) v Cooney [1982] IR 337; Kiberd 
v Hamilton [1992] 2 IR 257 and McGee 
v Minister for Finance [1996] 3 IR 234 
considered – Merrigan v Minister for Justice 
(Unrep, Geoghegan J, 28/1/1998) applied – 
Garda Síochána (Compensation) Act 1941, 
s 6 – Decision quashed on issue of  special 
risk; remitted to enable applicant to make 
submission on issue (2012/264JR – Hogan 
J – 26/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 519
McGuill v Minister for Justice and Equality

Library Acquisitions
Coen, Rebecca
McDermott, Paul Anthony
Garda powers : law and practice
Dublin : Clarus Press, 2014
M615.C5

Orange, Garnet
Police powers in Ireland
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
M615.C5

GOVERNMENT
Library Acquisitions
Horne, Alexander
Drewry, Gavin
Oliver, Dawn
Parliament and the law
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2013
M42

Statutory Instruments
National treasury management agency (state 
authorities) order 2014
SI 138/2014

HEALTH
Library Acquisitions
Harrop-Griffiths, Tony
Cowen, Jonathan
Cooper, Christine
Hadden, Rhys
Hodes, Angela
Flowers, Victoria
Fuller, Steven
Dementia and the law
Bristol : Jordan Publishing, 2014
N155.3

Statutory Instruments
Health act 1970 (fifth and sixth schedules) 
regulations 2014
SI 75/2014

Health (amendent) act 2013 (section 11(a)) 
(commencement) order 2014
SI 74/2014

HUMAN RIGHTS
Library Acquisitions
Grabenwarter, Christoph

European Convention on Human Rights – 
commentary
Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2014
C200

Haider, Dominik
The pilot-judgment procedure of  the 
European Court of  Human Rights
The Netherlands : Martinus Nijhoff  
Publishers, 2013
C200

Articles
Kehoe, Helen
Suffer little children
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 30

IMMIGRATION
Asylum
Appeal of  dismissal of  proceedings on 
grounds that bound to fail – Proceedings 
seeking to quash decision that no well-
founded fear of  persecution existed – 
Application for order dismissing appeal 
for failure to comply with legislative 
requirements – Whether certificate to 
appeal decision required – Whether order 
dismissing proceedings determination of  
High Court of  application to leave to apply 
for judicial review – AB v Minister for 
Justice [2002] 1 IR 296 considered – Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), 
s 5(3)(a) – Motion dismissed (9/2012 – SC 
– 14/3/2013) [2013] IESC 18
A v Minister for Justice and Equality

Asylum
Application for leave to seek judicial 
review – Certiorari – Congo – Challenge 
to decision of  tribunal – Alleged failure 
to apply forward-looking assessment of  
risk – Alleged insufficient consideration of  
documentary evidence – Negative credibility 
findings – Material non-disclosure – Failure 
to disclose prior application for asylum 
in Belgium – Failure to disclose transit 
through Italy – Submissions on alleged risk 
based on sex simpliciter requested but not 
submitted – Acceptance of  gender and 
nationality of  applicant – Country of  origin 
information regarding egregious gender-
based persecution – Failure to address 
claim based on risk of  future gender-based 
persecution – Whether substantial grounds 
for review established – QFC v Refugee 
Appeals Tribunal [2012] IEHC 4, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 12/1/2012); MAMA v Refugee 
Appeal Tribunal [2011] IEHC 147, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 8/4/2011) and R v Secretary 
of  State ex parte Islam [1999] 2 AC 629 
considered – Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), 
s 13 – Leave granted (2009/788JR – Clark 
J – 26/6/2012) [2012] IEHC 487
B(C) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Asylum
Application for leave to seek judicial review 
– Submission of  Ghanaian nationality in 
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interview – Subsequent claim of  Nigerian 
nationality on appeal – Preliminary issue 
– Whether tribunal had jurisdiction to 
determine claim where all material facts 
changed – Alleged selective use of  country 
of  origin information – Alleged failure 
to weight information or provide reasons 
for discarding information – Credibility – 
Conclusions on demeanour – Explanation 
of  findings – Failure to explain previous 
misleading of  asylum authorities – DVTS v 
Minister for Justice [2008] IEHC 451, [2008] 
3 IR 476; MN v Refugee Appeals Tribunal 
[2008] IEHC 218, (Unrep, Birmingham J, 
2/7/2008); GO v Refugee Appeals Tribunal 
[2013] IEHC 89, (Unrep, Mac Eochaidh 
J, 18/6/2013); AAT v Refugee Appeals 
Tribunal [2009] IEHC 51, (Unrep, Clark 
J, 11/2/2009); FOO v Refugee Appeals 
Tribunal [2012] IEHC 46, (Unrep, Hogan J, 
2/2/2012) and Camara v Minister for Justice 
(Unrep, Kelly J, 26/7/2000) considered – 
Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), ss 11, 16 and 
17 – Leave refused (2009/565JR – Mac 
Eochaidh J – 18/6/2013) [2013] IEHC 350
F(R) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Asylum
Application for refugee status – Whether 
decision-maker considering claim of  
persecution arising from membership of  clan 
must consider whether applicant belongs to 
clan – Whether tribunal member considered 
claim of  membership of  par ticular 
minority in Somalia – Whether sufficient 
to reject claim of  persecution arising from 
membership of  particular clan on basis 
that account of  past events implausible – 
Whether requirement to consider risk of  
future persecution where applicant lied 
about past experiences – CB (DR Congo) v 
Refugee Appeal Tribunal [2012] IEHC 487, 
(Unrep, Clark J, 26/6/2012); Da Silveira v 
Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2004] IEHC 436 
, (Unrep, Peart J, 9/7/2004) and MAMA v 
Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2011] IEHC 147, 
[2011] 2 IR 729 followed – AFSJ v Refugee 
Appeals Tribunal [2010] IEHC 144, (Unrep, 
Clark J, 10/1/2010) and ASO v Refugee 
Appeals Tribunal [2009] IEHC 607, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 9/12/2009) considered – European 
Communities (Eligibility for Protection) 
Regulations 2006 (SI 518/2006) – Refugee 
Act 1996 (No 17), ss 2, 11 and 13 – Certiorari 
granted (2011/237JR – Clark J – 1/11/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 453
J(AMS)(Somalia) (No 2) v Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Defence 

Asylum
Application for leave to seek judicial review 
– Zimbabwe – Rejection of  claim for asylum 
as being not credible – Enlargement of  
claim at interview – Differences between 
claim at interview and that outlined in 
questionnaire – Claim of  acts of  persecution 
commencing with publication of  newspaper 
article about applicant – Adverse credibility 
findings – Oral appeal – Whether failure 

to conduct appeal in accordance with 
natural and constitutional justice – Whether 
conjecture in relation to finding that 
applicant not person named in newspaper 
article – Whether insufficient regard 
placed on article – Whether insufficient 
regard placed on medical report outlining 
injuries – Rationality and reasonableness of  
assessment of  credibility – Inconsistencies 
in changing claims – Overstating of  role of  
content of  article in decision – Whether 
decision on credibility vitiated by material 
error – Whether substantial grounds for 
review established – Pamba v Refugee 
Appeals Tribunal (Unrep, ex tempore, 
Cooke J, 19/5/2009) and ME v Refugee 
Appeals Tribunal [2008] IEHC 192, (Unrep, 
Birmingham J, 27/6/2008) considered – 
Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), ss 11B and 13 
–– European Communities (Eligibility for 
Protection) Regulations 2006 (SI 518/2006), 
reg 5 – Leave refused (2009/574JR – Clark 
J – 4/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 489
M(A) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Asylum
Application for judicial review – Moldova 
– Challenge to decision of  tribunal – 
Finding that applicant had failed to show 
that state protection was unavailable – 
Negative credibility findings at initial stage 
– Absence of  entitlement to oral hearing 
on appeal – Requirement for high degree 
of  care where appeal being considered on 
basis of  documents alone – Absence of  
opportunity to review demeanour – Finding 
that applicant failed to bring complaint 
to Ombudsman – Whether conclusion 
regarding Ombudsman fair having regard 
to prior efforts of  applicant and limited 
information available to tribunal regarding 
Ombudsman – Absence of  obligation to 
exhaust all possible avenues of  redress 
before seeking international protection – 
Reasonable steps to seek protection to be 
taken – Canada (AG) v Ward [1999] 2 SCR 
689; DK v Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2006] 
IEHC 132, [2006] 3 IR 368 and Llanaj v 
Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2007] IEHC 53, 
(Unrep, Feeney J, 9/2/2007) considered – 
Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), ss 11 and 13 
– Relevant part of  decision quashed and 
remitted to tribunal member (2008/1202JR 
– Clark J – 29/6/2012) [2012] IEHC 486
P(E) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Asylum
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Telescoped hearing – Iraq – Claim of  
persecution based on imputed political 
opinion or membership of  social group – 
Claim to be minor – Validity of  identity 
card questioned – Age assessment – Finding 
that applicant over 18 years – Refusal of  
application for reassessment of  age – 
Negative credibility findings – Adequacy 
of  age assessment – Whether interview 
unfair and oppressive – Whether core 
claim considered by decision maker – 

Correct method of  assessing facts and 
circumstances – Failure to make findings 
on well-foundedness of  fear of  persecution 
based on past of  father – Absence of  
reasons for decision to disregard seemingly 
reasonable explanation for not apply for 
asylum elsewhere – Treatment of  medical 
documentation – Whether appeal hearing 
fair – Whether decision based on peripheral 
findings rather than assessment of  core 
claim – S v Secretary of  State for Home 
Department [2006] EWCA Civ 1153, [2007] 
INLR 60 and GK v Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform [2002] 1 ILRM 
81 considered – European Communities 
(Eligibility for Protection) Regulations 2006 
(SI 518/2006), reg 5 – Decision quashed 
and fresh appeal before different decision 
maker directed (2009/139JR – Clark J – 
14/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 117
Q (KN) v Chairperson of  Refugee Appeals 
Tribunal

Asylum
Refusal of  application on behalf  of  son on 
basis of  fear of  kidnapping – Prior refusal 
of  application of  mother on grounds that 
basis for application ran counter to country 
of  origin information – Fears of  scarification 
and female genital mutilation – Answer 
given in interview that claim of  son based 
on same claim as mother – Special position 
of  children in asylum system – Whether 
tribunal erred in treating failed application 
of  mother as relevant to claim of  applicant 
son – Whether tribunal acted irrationally 
in considering evidence and country of  
origin information – Okunade v Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2012] 
IESC 49, [2013] 1 ILRM 1 and Tierney v An 
Post [2000] 1 IR 536 followed – Refugee Act 
1996 (No 17), ss 11 and 16(16) – Decision 
quashed (2011/1102JR – MacEochaidh J – 
9/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 455
Reagan Oloo-Omee (A Minor) v Refugee Appeals 
Tribunal

Asylum
Application for judicial review – Somalia – 
Challenge to decision of  tribunal – Alleged 
failure to assess whether well-founded 
fear of  persecution on grounds of  Bajuni 
ethnicity – Alleged failure to make specific 
finding regarding ethnicity – Alleged error 
of  fact in stating documentation not 
submitted – Rebuttable presumption that 
applicant not refugee where prior application 
in another State submitted – Assessment 
of  prior application on basis of  Burundian 
ethnicity – Standard of  decision making 
required – Whether clear finding on ethnicity 
made – Whether fear of  persecution on 
grounds of  ethnicity assessed Meadows 
v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 2 IR 701 
considered – Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), s 
11 – Decision quashed (2011/787JR – Mac 
Eochaidh J – 7/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 44
S(AA) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal
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Asylum
Application for leave to seek judicial review – 
Alleged unlawful depriving of  oral hearing – 
Pakistan – Alleged persecution by Taliban – 
Negative credibility findings – Inconsistency 
in interviews – Implausibility of  claims 
– Finding that no Convention reason for 
harm existed – Entitlement to oral hearing 
– Whether advantage in presenting evidence 
orally – N(SU) v Refugee Applications 
Commissioner [2012] IEHC 338, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 30/3/2012); VZ v Minister for 
Justice [2002] 2 IR 135; AD v Refugee 
Applications Commissioner [2009] IEHC 
77, (Unrep, Cooke J, 27/1/2009); XLC 
v Minister for Justice [2010] IEHC 148 
(Unrep, Cooke J, 10/2/2010); S v Refugee 
Applications Commissioner [2008] IEHC 
399, (Unrep, Birmingham J, 8/12/2008) and 
WMM v Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2009] 
IEHC 492, (Unrep, Cooke J, 11/11/2009) 
considered – – Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), 
s 13 – Leave refused (2012/310JR – Mac 
Eochaidh J – 19/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 71
W(A) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Deportation
Application for leave to seek judicial review 
– Challenge to validity of  deportation order 
– Substantive proceedings abandoned as 
leave to remain granted – Whether certificate 
of  leave to appeal ought be granted against 
limited costs order – Whether certificate 
necessary – Whether certificate ought be 
granted – Applicable test – Whether decision 
involved point of  law – Whether point of  
law of  exceptional public importance – 
Whether desirable in public interest that 
appeal be taken – I v Minister for Justice, 
Equality and Law Reform [2011] IEHC 
66, (Unrep, Hogan J, 21/2/2011); L & O 
v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2003] 1 IR 1; Alli v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2009] 
IEHC 595, [2010] 4 IR 45; Gerardo Ruiz 
Zambrano v Office National de l’Emploi 
(Case C-34/09) [2012] 2 WLR 886 and Canty 
v Private Residential Tenancies Board [2008] 
IESC 24, [2008] 4 IR 592 considered – Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), 
s 5(3)(a) – Certificate refused (2010/548JR 
– Hogan J– 9/5/2013) [2013] IEHC 501
I(K) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform

Deportation
Application for leave to apply for judicial 
review – Deportation order – Applicant 
refused marriage to second named applicant 
on grounds of  lack of  proper identification 
– Whether application for review of  decision 
not to grant refugee status outside time 
limit – Whether time limit for application 
for review of  decision applicable where 
rights under European Union law asserted 
– Whether time limit for judicial review 
provided for by Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986, O 84 applicable where time limit 
under Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking Act) 

2000 not applicable – Whether indefinite 
and potentially lifelong expulsion from 
State under Immigration Act 1999, s 3 
unconstitutional or incompatible with 
European Convention on Human Rights 
1950, art 8 as being disproportionate – 
Whether indefinite and potentially lifelong 
expulsion from State under Immigration 
Act 1999, s 3 unconstitutional as not being 
governed by principles and policies provided 
for by Oireachtas in exercise of  power 
to revoke deportation order – Whether 
procedure for application for asylum 
compliant with requirement of  effective 
remedy under Council Directive 2005/85/
EC, art 39 – Whether first named applicant 
precluded from challenging procedures 
under Act of  1996 having engaged in and 
availed of  them – Whether fundamental 
error of  fact for file on which decision 
based to state that permission to marry 
refused where permission merely suspended 
– Whether leave to remain application 
of  first named applicant complied with 
obligation to advance all relevant grounds 
for relief  promptly or within reasonable 
time – Whether deportation of  first named 
applicant in breach of  constitutional right to 
marry and European Convention on Human 
Rights 1950, art 8 – Whether unreasonable, 
irrational or disproportionate to deport first 
named applicant in light of  intention to 
marry – Whether decisions to deport first 
named applicant and to refuse to revoke 
deportation order to be made by Minister 
– Whether decisions capable of  devolution 
to civil servants – The Illegal Immigrants 
Trafficking Bill 1999 [2000] 2 IR 360; BM-JL 
v Minister for Justice and Equality, Attorney 
General and Ireland [2012] IEHC 74, (Unrep, 
Cross J, 14/2/2012); G v Director of  Public 
Prosecutions [1994] 1 IR 374; HID and 
BA v Refugee Applications Commissioner, 
Refugee Appeals Tribunal [2011] IEHC 
33, (Unrep, Cooke J, 9/2/2011); Jerry 
Beads Construction Limited v Dublin 
Corporation [2005] IEHC 406, (Unrep, 
McKechnie J, 7/9/2005); Lennon v Cork 
City Council [2006] IEHC 438, (Unrep, 
Smyth J, 19/12/2006); O’Shea v Ireland 
[2006] IEHC 305, [2007] 2 IR 313; S v 
Minister for Justice and Equality [2012] 
IEHC 244, (Unrep, Kearns P, 21/6/2012); 
TD v Minister for Justice, Equality and 
Law Reform [2011] IEHC 37, (Unrep, 
Hogan J, 25/1/2011) and Re Worldport 
Limited [2005] IEHC 189, (Unrep, Clarke 
J, 16/6/2005) followed – A v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2007] 
IEHC 19, [2007] 3 IR 603; Afolabi v Minister 
for Justice and Equality [2012] IEHC 192, 
(Unrep, Cooke J, 17/5/2012), TC v Minister 
for Justice [2005] IESC 42, [2005] 4 IR 109; 
Carltona Limited v Commissioner of  Works 
[1943] 2 All ER 560; OTD v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Unrep, ex 
tempore, Clarke J, 25/06/2009), Devanney 
v Shields [1998] 1 IR 230; O v Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2008] 

IEHC 190, [2010] 2 IR 19; Omoregie v 
Norway (App No 265/07), (Unrep, ECHR, 
31/7/2008); LAT v Minister for Justice and 
Equality [2011] IEHC 404, (Unrep, Hogan J, 
2/11/2011) and Tang v Minister for Justice 
[1996] 2 ILRM 46 considered – PM (No 
1) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2011] IEHC 409, (Unrep, Hogan 
J, 28/10/2011) not followed – Meadows v 
Minister for Justice [2010] IESC 3, [2010] 
2 IR 701 distinguished – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 84, 
O 84 r 21 and O 84 r21(1) – European 
Communities Act 1972 (No 27) – Refugee 
Act 1996 (No 17), ss 5, 13(6), 17 and 17(1) – 
Immigration Act 1999 (No 22), s 3, 3(1), 3(2)
(t), 3(6), 3(6)(c), 3(6)(h) and 3(11) – Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking Act) 2000 (No 29), 
ss 5, 5(1), 5(2)(a) and 5(2)(b) – Planning and 
Development Act 2000 (No 30), s 50(2) 
– Constitution of  Ireland 1937, arts 40.3, 
40.3.1º and 41 – Council Directive 2005/85/
EC, Ch 5, arts 8(3), 9(2), 10(1), 15, 39, 43 
and annexe 1 – Charter of  Fundamental 
Rights of  the European Union, arts 9 and 
47 – Treaty on European Union, Protocol 
on Position of  United Kingdom and Ireland, 
art 3 – European Convention on Human 
Rights 1950, art 8(1) – Leave refused 
(2012/575JR – McDermott J – 6/11/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 458
O(PU) v Minister for Justice and Equality 

Family reunification
Application for judicial review – Somalia – 
Refusal of  application for family reunification 
– Relationship with family members living in 
refugee camp – Whether respondent erred 
in finding money transfers insufficient to 
establish financial dependency – Whether 
wrong test applied – Whether inability 
to maintain family members relevant to 
assessment of  dependency – Relevant factors 
for assessment of  dependency – Finding of  
lack of  dependence in absence of  objective 
information setting out rational basis for 
finding – Absence of  objective yardstick 
for assessment of  economic dependency – 
RX v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2010] IEHC 446, (Unrep, Hogan J, 
10/12/2010); Jassan Sheekh Ali v Minister 
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform [2011] 
IEHC 115, (Unrep, Cooke J, 25/3/2011); 
Centre Public d’Aide Social de Courcelles 
v Lebon (Case C-216/85) [1987] ECR 
2811; Yunying Jia v Migrationsverket (Case 
C-1/105) [2007] 2 WLR 1005 and SM (India) 
v Entry Clearance Officer (Mumbai) [2009] 
EWCA Civ 1426 considered – Refugee Act 
1996 (No 17), s 18 – Decision quashed and 
remitted to Minister for fresh consideration 
(2012/317JR – Clark J – 15/2/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 68
M (AA) v Minister for Justice and Equality

Leave to appeal
Deportation of  non-national with health 
difficulties – Application for leave to appeal 
judgment of  High Court – Whether decision 
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involved point of  law of  exceptional 
public importance – Whether desirable 
in public interest that appeal be taken – 
Whether constitutional obligation on State 
to continue to provide medical treatment 
where diagnosis made while person present 
in State as asylum seeker – Whether removal 
in foreign health care case not in breach of  
European Convention on Human Rights 
1950, art 3 could breach art 8 – Arklow 
Holidays Ltd v An Bord Pleanála [2006] 
IEHC 102, [2007] 4 IR 112; Glancre Teo 
v An Bord Pleanála [2006] IEHC 250, 
(Unrep, MacMenamin J, 13/7/2006) and 
IR v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2009] IEHC 510, (Unrep, Cooke 
J, 26/11/2011) applied – Agbonlahor v 
Minister for Justice [2007] IEHC 166, [2007] 
4 IR 309; D v United Kingdom (App No 
30240/96) (1997) 24 EHRR 423; MEO 
v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2012] IEHC 394, (Unrep, Cooke 
J, 5/9/2012); R (Razgar) v Home Secretary 
[2004] UKHL 27, [2004] 2 AC 368 and 
State (Polymark) v Labour Court [1987] 1 
ILRM 357 considered – Illegal Immigrants 
(Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), s 5(3)(a) – 
Constitution of  Ireland 1937, arts 40.3 and 
40.3.2º – European Convention on Human 
Rights 1950, arts 3 and 8 – Leave granted on 
constitutional issue (2010/956JR – Cooke 
J – 2/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 448
O(ME) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform

Practice and procedure 
Amendment of  pleadings – Entitlement of  
court to amend statement of  grounds in 
absence of  motion – Applicable principles 
– Whether amendment to statement of  
grounds appropriate – Leave to challenge 
decision of  respondent – Documentation 
before respondent – Nature of  documents – 
Duty on respondent regarding consideration 
of  documents – Credibility – Adverse 
findings – Whether well-founded – Muresan 
v Minister for Justice (Unrep, Finlay 
Geoghegan J, 8/10/2003) approved – 
Voga v Refugee Appeals Tribunal (Unrep, 
ex tempore, Ryan J, 3/10/2010) considered 
– Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 
15/1986), O 84 – European Communities 
(Eligibility for Protection) Regulations 
2006 (SI 518/2006) – Illegal Immigrants 
(Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), s 5 – Leave 
refused (2009/303JR – Clark J – 21/3/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 164
H(SB) v Refugee Appeals Tribunal

Subsidiary protection
Application for subsidiary protection – 
Whether decision that protection from 
serious harm available in home country 
irrational given negative country of  origin 
information – Whether irrational finding 
that protection available tainted refusal 
where decision-maker did not believe 
that applicant required protection – GT 
v Minister for Justice [2007] IEHC 287, 

(Unrep, Peart J, 27/7/2007) followed – 
Elgafaji v Staatssecrataris van Justitie (Case 
C-465/07) [2009] ECR I-921; [2009] 2 
CMLR 45 and NA v United Kingdom 
(App No 25904/07) (2009) 48 EHRR 
15 considered – European Communities 
(Eligibility for Protection) Regulations 
2006 (SI 518/2006), regs 2, 2(1), 5(1)(c) 
and 5(2) – Council Directive 2004/83/EC, 
arts 2(e), 7, 7(2), 15, 15(a), 15(b) and 15(c) 
– European Convention on Human Rights 
1950, art 3, protocols 6 and 13 – Application 
dismissed (2011/800JR – MacEochaidh J – 
9/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 454
Bondo v Minister for Justice and Equality

Subsidiary protection
Application for judicial review of  refusal 
of  subsidiary protection – Compelling 
reasons – Serious harm – Prospective risk 
of  serious harm – Credibility – Non-state 
actor – Whether Minister retaining residual 
discretion to grant subsidiary protection 
where no risk of  serious harm – Whether 
a purposive or literal approach should 
apply to interpretation of  European Union 
Directives – Whether State of  origin must be 
willing to provide protection – FN v Minister 
for Justice [2008] IEHC 107, [2009] 1 IR 88 
and MST v. Minister for Justice, Equality 
and Law Reform [2009] IEHC 529, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 4/12/2009) followed – 
WA v Minister for Justice and Equality [2012] 
IEHC 251, (Unrep, Cooke J, 26/6/2012) 
and JTM v Minister for Justice and Equality 
[2012] IEHC 99, (Unrep, Cross J, 1/3/2012) 
not followed – ND v Minister for Justice 
and Law Reform [2012] IEHC 44, (Unrep, 
Cooke J, 2/2/2012); In re Haughey [1971] 
IR 217; Kadri v Gov Wheatfield Prison 
[2012] IESC 27, [2012] 2 ILRM 392; JCM 
v Minister for Justice and Equality [2012] 
IEHC 485, (Unrep, Clark J, 12/10/2012); 
JTM v Minister for Justice, Equality and 
Law Reform [2011] IEHC 393, (Unrep, 
High Court, Hogan J, 11/10/2011) and MM 
v Minister for Justice and Equality (Case 
C-277/11) (Unrep, First Chamber of  the 
Court of  Justice of  the European Union, 
22/11/2012) considered – Relief  refused 
(2011/631JR – Clark J – 28/11/2012) [2012] 
IEHC 499 
N(N) (Cameroon) v Minister for Justice and 
Equality

Library Acquisitions
McAdam, Jane
Complementary protection in international 
refugee law
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2007
C205

Articles
Arnold, Samantha K
The child in Irish refugee law: points for 
consideration for the immigration, residence 
and protection bill
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 16

INJUNCTIONS
Interlocutory injunction
Fair issue to be tried – Good arguable 
case – Adequacy of  damages – Balance 
of  convenience – Invitation for tenders 
for contract – Contract awarded to third 
party – Interlocutory injunction sought to 
stop performance of  contract – Whether 
fair issue to be tried – Whether good 
arguable case – Whether damages adequate 
remedy – Whether balance of  convenience 
favoured injunction – Campus Oil v Minister 
for Industry (No 2) [1983] IR 88 applied – 
European Communities (Award of  Public 
Authorities’ Contracts) Regulations 2006 (SI 
329/2006) – European Communities (Public 
Authorities’ Contracts) (Review Procedures) 
Regulations 2010 (SI 130/2010), arts 2 and 
5 – Planning and Development Act 2000 
(No 30), s 179 – Directive 89/665/EEC – 
Directive 2007/66/EC – Injunction refused 
(2013/58JR – Birmingham J – 22/2/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 159
O’Kelly Brothers Civil Engineering Company Ltd 
v Cork City Council

INSOLVENCY
Articles
Holohan, Bill
Circuit Court to the rescue of  small business?
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 24

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY
Library Acquisitions
Bainbridge, David
Information technology and intellectual 
property law
6th ed
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Professional, 
2014
N348.4

INTERNATIONAL LAW
Library Acquisitions
Ostrove, Michael
Salomon, Claudia
Shifman, Bette
Choice of  venue in international arbitration
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N398.8

Woss, Herfried
San Roman Rivera, Adriana
Spiller, Pablo
Damages in international arbitration under 
complex long-term contracts
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N398.8 
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JUDICIAL REVIEW
Library Acquisitions
Anthony, Gordon
Judicial review in Northern Ireland
2nd ed
Oxford : Hart Publishing Limited, 2014
M306.C4

JURISPRUDENCE
Articles
Keating, Albert
Substantive and adjunctive jurisprudence
2014 (32) (4) Irish law times 61

LAND LAW
Security
Interpretation of  “demand” – Application 
for delivery of  possession under Registration 
Act 1964, s 62 – Whether demand made 
before right to apply under s 62 expired 
– O’Sullivan v Superintendent in charge 
of  Togher Garda Station [2008] IEHC 
78, [2008] 4 IR 212; Chief  Adjudication 
Officer v Maguire [1999] WLR 1778 and 
Start Mortgages Limited v Gunn [2011] 
IEHC 275, (Unrep, Dunne J, 25/7/2011) 
approved – Registration of  Title Act 1964 
(No 16), s 62 – Interpretation Act 2005 (No 
23), s 27 – Land and Conveyancing Law 
Reform Act 2009 (No 27), s 8, 96 and 97 to 
111 – Proceedings struck out (2011/205SP 
– Moriarty J – 5/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 138
ACC Bank Plc v Ruddy 

Articles
Hoy, Kevin
Cat’s cradle
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 34

LEGAL AID
Articles
Cullinane, Pádraig
Aid memoire
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 32

LEGAL EDUCATION
Articles
Geske, Janine
Why do I teach restorative justice to law 
students?
19 (1) 2014 Bar review 14

LEGAL PROFESSION
Articles
McDermott, Mark
Memory man
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 44

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Library Acquisitions
Morrissey, John J
Local authority enforcement
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
M361.C5

Statutory Instruments
Local government act 2001 (appointment of  
manager) (Waterford) order 2013
SI 583/2013

Local government act 2001 (specified 
council) (Waterford) order 2013
SI 582/2013

Local government (financial procedures and 
audit) (amendment) regulations 2014
SI 8/2014

Local government services (corporate 
bodies) act 1971 (designation of  bodies) 
order 2014
SI 83/2014

Valuation act 2001 (Dublin City Council) 
(rate limitation) order 2013
SI 517/2013

LOTTERY
Statutory Instruments
National Lottery act 2013 (commencement) 
order 2014
SI 102/2014

MEDICAL LAW
Articles
Bartak-Healy, Jessica
Embryos in limbo
19 (1) 2014 Bar review 2

NEGLIGENCE
Medical negligence
Standard of  care – Causation – Damages 
– Symphysiotomy – Whether failure to 
diagnose risk of  symphysiotomy – Whether 
failure to manage treatment to avoid 
symphysiotomy – Whether failure fell below 
standard of  care – Whether failure caused 
symphysiotomy – Appropriate damages 
– Reddy v Bates [1983] IR 141 applied – 
Damages awarded (2003/1932P – O’Neill 
J – 8/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 152
Nelson v McQuillan

PENSIONS
Statutory Instruments
Direc to r  o f  Pub l i c  P rosecu t ions 
superannuation scheme 2014
SI 48/2014

Electricity Supply Board (superannuation) 
order 2014
SI 18/2014

Occupational pension scheme (revaluation) 
regulations 2014
SI 71/2014

Social welfare and pensions act 2012 (section 
19) (commencement) order 2014
SI 93/2014

Social welfare and pensions (miscellaneous 
provisions) act 2013 (commencement) 
order 2014
SI 103/2014

Superannuation (designation of  approved 
organisations) regulations, 2014
SI 89/2014

Articles
Dixon, Sonya
Pensions: defined benefit and defined 
contribution schemes
2014 (1) Irish family law journal 16

PERSONAL INJURIES 
Library Acquisitions
Buchan, Andrew
Kennedy, Jenny
Woolf, Eliot
Personal injury practice
6th edition
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Professional, 
2014
N38.1

PERSONAL INSOLVENCY 
& BANKRUPTCY
Library Acquisition
Burke, James
Comyn, Amanda-Jayne
Personal insolvency law
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
N313.C5

Articles
Glynn, Brendan
Personal guarantees and problems that arise
2013 (32) (3) Irish law times 46

PLANNING & 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Appeal
Date determination of  application took 
effect – Withdrawal of  objection – Whether 
jurisdiction to determine appeal – Whether 
court agreed with prior decision – Whether 
decision to be followed based on principles 
of  stare decisis – Urrinbridge Limited v An 
Bord Pleanála [2011] IEHC 400, (Unrep, 
MacMenamin J, 28/10/2011) and Kadri v 
Governor of  Cloverhill Prison [2012] IESC 
27, (Unrep, SC, 10/5/2012) considered 
– Orders in favour of  applicant granted 
(2011/364JR – Hedigan J – 22/1/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 34
Ecological Data Centres Limited v An Bord 
Pleanála
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Permission
Application for judicial review – Certiorari – 
Alleged non-compliance with requirements 
of  planning regulations – Alleged inadequacy 
of  site notices – Whether site notice erected 
in conspicuous position – Whether failure 
to comply with requirements where no 
sign erected to entrance of  right of  way – 
Alleged failure of  site plans to show public 
well and stream – Alleged failure to state 
nature and extent of  proposed development 
– Whether site notice failed to satisfy tests 
of  visibility or legibility – Whether site 
notice placed at all entrances from public 
roads – Whether relevant land or structure 
adjourned public road – Marshall v Arklow 
Town Council [2004] IEHC 249 & [2004] 
IEHC 313, [2004] 4 IR 92 considered – 
Planning and Development Regulations 
2001 (SI 600/2001), arts 17, 19, 20 and 
23 – Interpretation Act 2005 (No 23) – 
Decision quashed (2012/153JR – Kearns 
P – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 122
Kelly v Cork County Council

Planning permission
Challenge to grant of  permission – 
Objection by owner of  adjacent property 
– Whether proposed development material 
contravention of  development plan – 
Whether decision of  local authority on 
account of  material contravention – 
Distinction between material contravention 
and non-material contravention – Absence 
of  word ‘material’ in decision – Whether 
decision manifestly unreasonable – 
Obligation to give reasons – Standard of  
review – Planning history of  site – Whether 
manifestly unreasonable for Board to hold 
that residential user of  site had not ceased 
– Entrance and traffic safety – Effluent 
treatment – Special area of  conservation 
– Whether Board obliged to conduct 
assessment of  impact on special area of  
conservation – O’Keeffe v An Board 
Pleanála [1993] 1 IR 39 applied – Planning 
and Development Act 2000 (No 30), ss 
34 and 37(2) – Council Directive 92/43/
EEC on the Conservation of  Natural 
Habitats and Wild Fauna and Flora, art 
6 – European Communities (Natural 
Habitats) Regulations 1997 (SI 94/1997) 
– Relief  refused (2011/878JR – O’Malley 
J – 12/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 532
Nee v An Bord Pleanála

Permission
Judicial review – Role of  court in judicial 
review – Permission granted to develop 
road near two national monuments – 
Whether material flaws in procedure – 
Whether decision unreasonable – Practice 
and procedure – Application to amend 
pleadings by lay litigant plaintiffs – Whether 
application ought to be granted – O’Keeffe 
v An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 IR 39 applied 
– Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 
15/1986), O 99 – Planning and Development 
Regulations 2001 (SI 600/2001) – Planning 

and Development Act 2000 (No 30), ss 34 
and 50b – Council Directive 85/337/EEC, 
arts 3, 6, 8 9 and 10A – Council Directive 
97/11/EC – Directive 2003/35/EC – 
Directive 2009/31/EC – Application to 
amend refused; reliefs refused (2011/431JR 
– O’Malley J – 12/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 
571
Stack Shanahan v Ireland

Waste
Application for leave to seek judicial 
review – Mandamus – Application on 
notice – Whether arguable grounds for 
review – Whether application out of  time 
– Whether locus standi for application – 
Concerns regarding waste water treatment 
in area – Licence for waste water discharge 
– Orders of  mandamus in relation to 
waste water treatment sought – Whether 
basis for extending time for application – 
Whether applicant entitled to seek relief  
as private citizen – Prosecuting function 
of  local authority – Whether court could 
interfere with statutory function of  bodies 
– Water Framework Directive 2000/60EC 
– Waste Water Discharge (Authorisation) 
Regulations 2007 (SI 684/2007) – European 
Communities Environmental Objectives 
(Surface Water) Regulations 2009 (SI 
272/2009) – European Communities 
Environmental Objectives (Surface Water) 
Regulations 2010 (SI 9/2010) – Leave 
refused (2012/371JR – Peart J – 8/2/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 51
Duffy v Clare County Council

Articles
O’Malley, Terry
Blinded by the light
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 28

PRACTICE AND 
PROCEDURE
Abuse of Process
Access to courts – Application to dismiss 
claim as being frivolous and vexatious, as 
disclosing no reasonable cause of  action 
and as being abuse of  process – Application 
for order that no further proceedings be 
instituted by plaintiff  without leave of  court 
– Fay v Tegral Pipes Ltd [2005] IESC 34, 
[2005] 2 IR 261 applied – Dykun v Odishaw, 
(Unrep, Alberta Court of  Queen’s Bench, 
3/8/2000); Riordan v An Taoiseach, (Unrep, 
SC, 19/10/2001); Riordan v Ireland (No 5) 
[2001] 4 IR 463; Talbot v McCann Fitzgerald 
Solicitors [2010] IEHC 383, (Unrep, Hanna 
J, 8/10/2010); Talbot v Hibernian Group 
Plc [2007] IEHC 385, (Unrep, Irvine J, 
14/11/2007); Talbot v Hibernian Insurance 
[2009] IESC 27, (Unrep, SC, 26/03/2009); 
Talbot v McCann Fitzgerald Solicitors 
[2009] IESC 25, (Unrep, SC, 26/3/2009) 
considered – Rules of  the Superior Courts, 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 19 r 28 – Applications 

granted (2007/433P & 2009/8581P – 
Dunne J – 25/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 464
Talbot v Hibernian Group Plc 

Amendment of pleadings
Application to amend statement of  claim 
– Applicable principles – Whether real 
questions in controversy – Judicial discretion 
– Whether amendment necessary – Whether 
pleadings already adequately reflected 
case to be made by plaintiff  – Croke v 
Waterford Crystal Ltd [2004] IESC 97, 
[2005] 2 IR 383; O’Leary v Minister for 
Transport [2001] 1 ILRM 132; Cornhill v 
Minister for Agriculture (Unrep, O’Sullivan 
J, 13/3/1998); GE Capital Woodchester v 
Aktiv Kapital Investment Ltd [2009] IEHC 
512, (Unrep, Clarke J, 19/11/2009); Foss 
v Harbottle (1843) 67 ER 189 and Aforge 
Finance SAS v HSBC Institutional Trust 
Services (Ireland) Ltd [2011] IEHC 6, 
(Unrep, Clarke J, 10/1/2011) considered 
– Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 
15/1986), O 28, r 1 – Application refused 
(2008/10983P – Charleton J – 20/2/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 76
Thema International Fund Plc v HSBC 
Institutional Trust Services (Ireland) Limited
Costs
Declarations in relation to recognition 
of  order for winding up of  company – 
Jurisdiction to make declarations where not 
sought in statement of  claim – Discretion 
of  court – Costs – Applicable principles 
– Defendants successful on central issue – 
Complex litigation – Success of  plaintiffs 
on discrete issues – Veolia Water UK Plc 
v Fingal County Council [2006] IEHC 
240, [2007] 2 IR 81 and McAleenan v 
AIG (Europe) Limited [2010] IEHC 279, 
(Unrep, Finlay Geoghegan J, 16/7/2010) 
considered – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 74 – Directions made; 
Defendants awarded 75% of  costs; Plaintiffs 
awarded 25% of  costs (2010/6631P – Finlay 
Geoghegan J – 25/6/2012) [2012] IEHC 
462
Fairfield Sentry Limited v Citco Bank Nederland 
NV

Delay
Statute of  Limitations – Date of  knowledge 
– Pleadings – Personal injuries summons 
– Claim for negligence, breach of  duty 
and trespass to person – When date of  
knowledge accrued – Whether claim for 
negligence and breach of  duty statute-barred 
– Whether use of  personal injury summons 
for trespass to person claim fatal to claim – 
Whether prejudice to defendant – Bolger v 
O’Brien [1999] 2 ILRM 372; Gough v Neary 
[2003] 3 IR 92 and Cunningham v Neary 
[2004] IESC 43, (Unrep, SC, 20/7/2004) 
applied – Spargo v North Essex District 
Health Authority [1997] PIQR 235; Bank 
of  Ireland v Lady Lisa Ireland Ltd [1992] 
1 IR 404; Meares v Connolly [1930] IR 
333; Wicklow County Council v Fenton 
[2002] 2 IR 583 and Earl v Cremin [2007] 
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IEHC 69, [2008] 1 ILRM 226 approved – 
Superior Court Rules 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 
1, 19, 74 and 124 – Statute of  Limitations 
(Amendment) Act 1991 (No 18), s 3 – Civil 
Liability and Courts Act 2004 (No 31), s 2 
– Statute of  Limitations Acts 1957 to 1991 
– Application granted in part (2008/7571P 
– Gilligan J – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 131
Connolly v Health Service Executive 

Enforcement of judgment
Attachment of  debts – Equitable execution 
– Receiver – Appeal of  appointment of  
receiver by way of  equitable execution over 
development bond – Condition of  planning 
permission – Insurance bond paid to bank by 
developer – Whether entitlement to appoint 
receiver by way of  equitable execution – 
Whether defendant had entitlement to be 
paid from bond – Bourne v Coldense [1985] 
IRLR 339 and Cohen v Ruddy [1905] 2 IR 56 
considered – Appeal allowed (2012/118CA 
– Charleton J – 14/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 
504
Eugene Lacey Tarmacadam Limited v Four Seasons 
Homes (Kilkenny) Limited

Joinder
Applications by financial institutions to 
be joined as notice parties – Proceedings 
challenging injection of  capital by Minister 
– Diminution of  shareholding value – 
Entitlement to participate claimed by bank 
and holding company – Discretion of  court 
– Joinder of  parties – Whether submissions 
of  financial institutions required for just and 
complete adjudication – Alleged vital interest 
in ensuring direction order not overturned 
– Alleged necessity to participate to ensure 
order tailored to particular circumstances 
– Effects of  reversal of  order – Form of  
alternative order – Application to amend 
proceedings to include constitutional 
challenge to section – Whether constitutional 
challenge might be included on originating 
notice of  motion – Whether separate 
plenary proceedings required – Case 
management – Re Haughey [1971] IR 217; 
Haughey v Moriarty [1999] 3 IR 1; Barlow 
v Fanning [2002] 2 IR 593; Fincoriz SAS 
Di Bruno Tassin Din e C v Ansabacher & 
Co Ltd (Unrep, Lynch J, 20/4/1987); Yap 
v Children’s University Hospital Temple 
Street Ltd [2006] IEHC 308, [2006] 4 IR 
298; BUPA Ireland Ltd v Health Insurance 
Authority (No 1) [2006] 1 IR 201; Buckley 
v Attorney General [1950] IR 67; Blake v 
Attorney General [1982] IR 117; O’B v S 
[1984] IR 316; People (DPP) v JT [1988] 
3 Frewen 141; Re Kevin Kelly (1974) 108 
ILTR 97; Murphy v Dublin Corporation 
[1972] IR 215; Carroll v Ryan [2003] 1 IR 
309; Riordan v An Taoiseach (No 2) [1999] 
4 IR 343; State (Lynch) v Cooney [1982] 
IR 337 and Carmody v Minister for Justice 
[2009] IESC 71, [2010] 1 IR 635 considered 
– Credit Institutions (Stabilisation) Act 2010 
(No 36). ss 2, 7, 11 and 63 – Rules of  the 
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 15, r 

13 – Orders joining institutions for specific 
purpose and directing proceedings be heard 
together made; Amendment of  proceedings 
refused (2011/239MCA – Charleton J – 
21/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 75
Dowling v Minister for Finance

Jurisdiction
Brussels Regulation – Jurisdiction of  court 
where prior proceedings initiated in another 
jurisdiction – Interpretation of  cause of  
action – Obligation not to ignore court 
of  first proceedings – Obligation where 
jurisdiction of  court of  first proceedings 
not yet established – Entitlement to agree 
applicable jurisdiction – Loan agreements 
entered with predecessor to plaintiff  – 
Proceedings taken by defendants in France 
regarding loan agreements – Application 
to stay within proceedings – Whether same 
cause of  action in both proceedings – 
Whether cause of  actions related – Whether 
jurisdiction of  French court established 
– Gubisch Maschinenfabrik v Palumbo 
(C-144/86) [1987] ECR 4861; The Tatry 
(C-406/92) [1994] ECR 1-5439; Gantner 
Electronic Gmbh v Basch Exploitatie 
Maatschappij (C-111/01) [2003] ECR 
1-4207; Erich Gasser GmbH v MISAT 
Srl (C-116/02) [2003] ECR I- 14693 and 
Overseas Union Ltd v New Hampshire Co 
[1992] QB 434 applied – Popely v Popely 
[2006] IEHC 134, [2006] 4 IR 356 approved 
– Council Regulation (EC) 44/2001, ss 2 
to 7, arts 2 to 24, arts 27 and 28 – Treaty 
of  Rome 25/3/1957, art 3 – Convention 
80/934/EEC – Convention 27/9/1968, arts 
17, 18, 21 and 22 – Proceedings adjourned 
(2012/2858S – Cooke J – 23/4/2013) [2013] 
IEHC 178
Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Limited v 
Higgins 

Limitation of actions
Cause of  action – Accrual of  cause of  action 
– Aid given by defendant under government 
scheme – Breach of  scheme leading to 
liability to reimburse – Determination by 
plaintiff  that defendant liable to reimburse – 
Proceedings issued – Whether determination 
condition precedent to proceedings being 
commenced – Whether cause of  action 
accrued date breach occurred – Whether 
proceedings statute-barred – Gibbs v Guild 
(1881) 8 QBD 296 and Central Electricity 
Board v Halifax Corpn [1963] AC 785 
approved – Read v Brown (1888) 22 QBD. 
128; Board of  Trade v Cayzer, Irvine & Co 
[1927] AC 610; Scott v Avery (1855-56) 
ER 1121; Caledonian Insurance Company 
v Gilmour [1893] AC 85; Meyappa Chetty 
v Supramanian Chetty [1916] AC 603 
and Haylock v Sparke (1853) 118 ER 512 
considered – Electricity Act 1847 (5 & 6 Eliz 
2, c 48), ss 14 and 15 – Statute of  Limitations 
1957 (No 6), s 11 – Council Regulation No 
2078/92 – Commission Regulation (EC) No 
746/96 – Appeal dismissed (2012/11CAT 
– Dunne J – 15/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 144

Minister for Agriculture and Food v Julian 

Security for costs
Professional negligence claim against 
solicitors – Insolvency of  plaintiff  – Whether 
after the event insurance mitigated risk of  
inability to discharge costs order – Whether 
reason to believe plaintiff  would be unable 
to pay costs – Analysis of  ‘reason to believe’ 
Whether weight and objectively reasonable 
grounds to believe plaintiff  would be unable 
to pay costs – Insurance policy – Whether 
security absent given breadth of  avoidance 
provisions – Terms of  policy – Right to end 
policy on legal advice that plaintiff  would 
lose claim – Impossibility of  determining 
content of  legal advice – Jirehouse Capital 
v Beller [2008] EWCA Civ 908, [2009] 1 
WLR 751 and Michael Phillips Architects 
Ltd v Rilkin [2010] EWHC 834, [2010] 
Lloyds Rep IR 479 considered – Companies 
Act 1963 (No 33), s 390 – Proceedings 
adjourned to allow insurer give assurance 
regarding repudiation; Order to be made if  
no assurance given (2009/7548P – Hogan 
J – 19/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 74
Greenclean Waste Management Limited

Strike out
Application to strike out proceedings for 
no cause of  action – Workplace accident 
– Negligence of  employer – Employer 
in liquidation – Repudiation of  liability 
by insurer – Insurer joined as defendant 
– Application by insurer to strike out 
proceedings as bound to fail – Whether 
plaintiff  entitled to rely on Civil Liability 
Act 1961, s 62 – Intention of  legislature – 
Whether monies payable to insured under 
policy – Jurisdiction to strike out proceedings 
– Whether proceedings might be amended 
to mount claim in negligence against insurer 
– Whether duty of  care owed to plaintiff  
– Power v Guardian PMPA Insurance 
Ltd [2007] IEHC 105, (Unrep, Laffoy J, 
2/2/2007); McCarron v Modern Timber 
Homes Ltd [2012] IEHC 530, (Unrep, 
Kearns P, 3/12/2012); Dunne v PJ White 
Construction Co Ltd [1989] ILRM 803 and 
McKenna v Best Travel Ltd [1995] 1 IR 577 
considered – Civil Liability Act 1961 (No 41), 
s 62 – Proceedings struck out (2011/5209P 
– Peart J – 5/2/2013) [2013] IEHC 50
Bing Hu v Duleek Framework Limited

Strike out
Abuse of  process – Rule against duplication 
of  proceedings – Whether practice of  
leaving proceedings lie pending conclusion 
of  other proceedings appropriate – 
Equality claim taken by plaintiff  rejected 
– Proceedings issued – Whether equality 
claim and proceedings arose out of  same 
matters – Whether rule against duplication 
breached – Woodhouse v Consignia plc 
[2002] 1 WLR 2558 and Ntoko v Citibank 
[2004] ELR 116 approved – Johnson v Gore 
Wood & Co [2002] 2 AC 1 and Henderson 
v Henderson (1843) 67 ER 313 considered 
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– Employment Equality Act 1998 (No 21), 
s 101 – Proceedings dismissed (Hedigan J – 
2009/8510P – 15/5/2013) [2013] IEHC 207
Cunningham v Intel Ireland Ltd

Strike out
Family law – Reasonable cause of  action 
– Abuse of  process – Interpretation of  
frivolous and vexatious – Defamation 
– Entitlement to sue lawyers in family 
proceedings – Negligence – Duty of  care – 
Whether duty owed by lawyers to person not 
represented by them in court – Jurisdiction 
of  court to determine personal injury claim 
– Role of  county registrar in application to 
appoint guardian ad litem – Tort of  deceit 
– Misfeasance in public office – Injunction 
– Whether injunction appropriate where set 
aside of  prior court order consequence of  
injunction – Whether medical legal reports 
privileged – Whether affidavit sworn by 
solicitor appropriate – Appointment of  
guardian ad litem under section not in force 
– Appointment subsequently reversed – 
Proceedings issued against parties involved 
in application for appointment – Whether 
reasonable cause of  action – Whether 
frivolous and vexatious – Whether abuse 
of  process – Whether proceedings to be 
held in camera – Farley v Ireland (Unrep, 
SC, 1/5/1997) and Kennedy v Law Society 
of  Ireland (No 4) [2005] IESC 23, [2005] 3 
IR 228 applied – Eastern Health Board v E 
(No 2) [2000] 1 IR 451; Rayan Restaurant 
Limited v Gerald Kean practising as Kean 
Solicitors [2012] IEHC 29, (Unrep, White J, 
17/1/2012); Bula Holdings v Roche [2008] 
IEHC 208, (Unrep, Edwards J, 6/5/2008); 
Sherry v Primark t/a Penneys [2010] IEHC 
66, [2010] 1 IR 407; Cunningham v North 
Eastern Health Board [2012] IEHC 190, 
(Unrep, Hedigan J, 15/5/2012); Talbot v 
McCann Fitzgerald Solicitors [2010] IEHC 
383 (Unrep, Hanna J, 8/10/2010); Dykun 
v Odishaw, [2000] AJ No 915; Riordan v 
Ireland (No 5) [2001] 4 IR 463 and McCabe 
v Minister for Justice [2006] IEHC 208, 
(Unrep, Murphy J, 29/6/2006); Ennis v 
Butterly [1996] 1 IR 426 and Al-Kandari v 
JR Brown & Co [1988] QB 665 approved – 
Aer Rianta cpt v Ryanair Ltd [2004] IESC 
23, [2004] 1 IR 506 considered – Rules of  
the Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O 
19, r 28 – Civil Legal Aid Regulations 1996 
to 2013 – Guardianship of  Infants Act 1964 
(No 7), ss 20, 21, 22, 26, 28 and 29 – Courts 
Acts 1981 (No 11) – Civil Legal Aid Act 1995 
(No 32), ss 5 and 11 – Children’s Act 1997 
(No 40), s 11 – Defamation Act 2009 (No 
31), ss 6 and 17 – Constitution of  Ireland 
1937, art 40 – Motions granted (2012/462P – 
Birmingham J – 22/3/2013) [2013] IEHC 135 
O’N(J) v McD(S) 

Summary judgment
Application for summary judgment – Loan 
facilities for acquisition and development 
of  commercial site – Revision of  loan 
facilities without fresh letter of  sanction – 

Alleged oral agreement – Alleged absence of  
agreement on term of  extension – General 
terms and conditions – Whether plaintiff  
entitled to call in monies due – Principles 
applicable to application for summary 
judgment – Whether leave to defend should 
be given – Whether very clear no defence 
– Whether evidence of  facts giving rise to 
arguable defence – Whether act of  default 
had occurred – Position of  guarantor – 
Absence of  recollection of  signing guarantee 
– Whether variation in original agreement 
had effect of  releasing surety – Alleged 
material variation of  terms between lender 
and borrower – Provision for variation 
included in terms of  guarantee – Lloyds 
Bank plc v Lampert [1999] 1 All ER 161; 
Harrisrange Ltd v Duncan [2003] 4 IR 1; 
Consulnor Gestion SGHC SA v Optimal 
Multiadvisors Ireland plc [2009] IEHC 173, 
(Unrep, Kelly J, 27/3/2009); GE Capital 
Woodchester Ltd v Aktiv Kapital [2009] 
IEHC 512, (Unrep, Clare J, 19/11/2009) 
and Aer Lingus v Ryanair [2001] 4 IR 607 
considered – Judgment granted (2010/3861S 
– Dunne J – 23/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 516
Allied Irish Banks Plc v Keane

Summary judgment
Application for summary judgment – 
Whether sufficient basis of  defence – 
Whether matter to be transferred to plenary 
hearing – Loan facilities – Letters of  
sanction – Whether valid demand – Whether 
repayments terms merely agreements to 
reach agreement – Ambiguity – Whether 
necessity for oral evidence – Whether loans 
repayable on date of  demand – Absence 
of  defence in relation to two accounts – 
Querying of  amount due – Aer Rianta 
v Ryanair [2001] 4 IR 607 considered 
– Judgment granted in respect of  two 
accounts; balance remitted to plenary 
hearing (2011/735S – Ryan J – 17/1/13) 
[2013] IEHC 7
Allied Irish Banks Plc v Tobin

Summary judgment
Defences – Non est factum – Undue 
influence – Condition precedent – Guarantee 
executed by second and third defendants 
– Whether arguable defence of  non est 
factum – Whether undue influence by first 
defendant to enter guarantee – Whether 
condition precedent to entering guarantee – 
Whether bona fide defence – Aer Rianta cpt 
v Ryanair Ltd [2001] 4 IR 607 applied – Ted 
Castle McCormick & Company Limited v 
McCrystal (Unrep, Morris P, 15/3/1999); 
Gallie v Lee [1971] AC 1004; Allied Irish 
Bank Plc v Higgins [2010] IEHC 219, 
(2010) 17(8) CLP 165; Irish Bank Resolution 
Corporation Limited v Quinn [2011] IEHC 
470, (Unrep, Kelly J, 16/12/2011); ACC 
Bank plc v Kelly [2011] IEHC 7, (Unrep, 
Clarke J, 10/1/2011); Lloyds Bank v Bundy 
[1975] QB 326 and Ulster Bank Ireland 
Limited v Fitzgerald (Unrep, O’Donovan 
J, 9/11/2001) approved – Ulster Bank 

(Ireland) Ltd v Roche [2012] IEHC 166, 
[2012] 1 IR 765 distinguished – Rules of  
the Superior Courts (SI 15/1986), O 63 – 
Statute of  Frauds (Ireland) 1695 (7 Will III, 
c 9), s 2 – Application granted (2011/2661S 
– Herbert J – 26/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 190
Danske Bank AA (t/a National Irish Bank) 
v Walsh 

Summary summons
Summary summons – Contract – Claim 
for rent and charges due on foot of  
lease – Application for liberty to enter 
final judgment – Sum claimed on motion 
increased above sum claimed on summons 
– Accrual of  interest in interval between 
summons and motion – Refusal by Master 
of  High Court to grant liberty to enter 
final judgment for greater sum – Appeal 
of  decision of  Master – Liquidated sum 
– Jurisdiction of  Master of  High Court 
– Jurisdiction of  court – Claims closely 
associated with original claims – Procedural 
efficiency – Avoidance of  unnecessary 
costs – Dublin Docklands Development 
Authority v Jermyn Street Ltd [2010] IEHC 
217, (Unrep, Clarke J, 1/6/2010); Stokes v 
Kerwick (1921) 56 ILTR 24 and Gold Ores 
Reduction Company Ltd v Parr [1892] 2 QB 
14 considered – Rules of  the Superior Courts 
1986 (SI 15/1986), O 37 – Judgment granted 
for additional claims (2011/4548S – O’Neill 
J – 14/12/2012) [2012] IEHC 546
Quarryvale Two Limited v Beere

Library Acquisitions
Holohan, Bill
Circuit Court to the rescue of  small business?
2013 (Jan/Feb) Law Society Gazette 24

Articles
Murphy, Trevor
To strike or not to strike? a review of  the 
jurisdiction to dismiss proceedings in the 
superior courts
2014 (21) 2 Commercial law practitioner 33

Statutory Instruments
District Court (civil procedure) rules 2014
SI 17/2014

District Court (fees) order 2014
SI 22/2014

Rules of  the Superior Courts (courts and 
civil law (miscellaneous provisions) act 
2013) 2014
SI 16/2014

PRISONS
Statutory Instruments
Wheatfield Prison partial closing order 2013
SI 512/2013

PROBATE 
Wills
Declaratory relief  sought regarding status 
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of  will – Will made prior to marriage – 
Declaration of  trust providing that plaintiff  
to receive life interest and 40% share in 
apartment –Whether deceased died testate – 
Whether will revoked by subsequent marriage 
– Whether will made in contemplation of  
particular marriage – Whether issue of  
revocation for determination in accordance 
with lex domicilii or with lex situs – Absence 
of  evidence of  domicile – Absence of  clear 
evidence that will made in contemplation 
of  marriage – D’ambra v Cole (1990) 572 A 
2d 268; O’Malley v Estate of  Dolan (1995) 
CA KP 94; In Estate of  Fuld (No 3) [1965] 
All ER 776 and Re Martin [1900] P 21 
considered – Succession Act 1965 (No 27), 
ss 85 and 102 – Finding that Plaintiff  had not 
established will not revoked (2012/210SP 
– Laffoy J – 15/4/2013) [2013] IEHC 156
Re Estate of  Thomas J McLaughlin

Library Acquisitions
Frost, Martyn
Reed, Penelope
Baxter, Mark
Risk and negligence in wills, estates, and 
trusts 
2nd edition
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2014
N125.5

Articles
Hammond, Richard
Holding to account
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 42

PROFESSIONS
Medical profession
Application for judicial review – Certiorari 
– Application for injunction restraining 
publishing of  decision of  fitness to practice 
committee – Complaints alleging professional 
misconduct and poor profess ional 
performance – Inquiry – Findings of  
committee – Decision to advise public of  
outcome of  inquiry – Whether respondent 
acted unlawfully in deciding to advise the 
public of  imposition of  sanction – Whether 
residual power to publish – Interpretation 
of  statute – Whether impugned action 
reasonably incidental to express power 
– Whether impugned action implied 
power conferred by statute – Intention 
of  legislature – Expressio unius exclusio 
alterius – Whether court could consider 
matter not relied on to ground application 
for leave – Whether new facts came to 
light – Whether exceptional circumstances 
existed – Attorney General v Great Eastern 
Railway Company [1885] AC 31; Crilly v T 
& J Farrington Limited [2001] 3 IR 251; An 
Blascaod Mór Teoranta v Commissioners of  
Public Works (Unrep, Kelly J, 18/12/1996); 
Director of  Consumer Affairs v Bank of  
Ireland [2003] 2 IR 217 and McCormack v 
Garda Síochána Complaints Board [1997] 2 
IR 489 considered – Medical Practitioners 
Act 2007 (No 25), ss 7, 65, 71, 84 and 

85 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 
(SI 15/1986), O 84, r 23 – Relief  refused 
(2011/376JR – White J – 9/10/2012) [2012] 
IEHC 527
H(H) v Medical Council

RATING
Valuation
Mootness – Principles to be applied where 
issue moot between parties – Jurisdiction 
of  respondent – Time limit to give appeal 
decision – Jurisdiction to adjourn appeal 
beyond time limit – Interpretation of  
Valuation Act 2001, s 37 – Whether provision 
mandatory or directory – Whether decisions 
made outside time limit valid – Appeal from 
Valuation Commissioner adjourned beyond 
time limit – Date to determine appeal 
given – Whether proceedings rendered 
moot – Whether respondent permitted to 
adjourn appeal beyond time limit – Irwin 
v Deasy [2010] IESC 35, [2011] 2 IR 752 
applied – The State (Doyle) v Carr [1970] 
IR 87; G v Collins [2004] IESC 38, [2005] 
1 ILRM 1 and PV (a minor) v The Courts 
Service [2009] IEHC 321, [2009] 4 IR 264 
and Cork County Council v Valuation 
Tribunal [2007] IEHC 311, [2010] 1 IR 57 
considered – Guardianship of  Infants Act 
1964 (No 7) – Valuation Act 2001 (No 13), 
s 37 – Interpretation Act 2005 (No 23), s 5 – 
Reliefs granted in part (2012/694JR – Peart 
J – 29/04/2013) [2013] IEHC 180
Celtic Roads Group (Portlaoise) Limited v 
Valuation Tribunal 

RESIDENTIAL 
INSTITUTIONS
Judicial review
Certiorari – Statutory time limit for 
application for redress from Residential 
Institutions Redress Board – Extension of  
time limit for application in ‘exceptional 
c i r cumstances ’  –  W hethe r  Board 
misdirected itself  in considering meaning 
of  ‘exceptional circumstances’ – Whether 
ignorance of  existence of  Redress Scheme 
or time limit within meaning of  ‘exceptional 
circumstances’ – Whether appropriate to 
depart from recent High Court authorities 
– Kadri v Governor of  Cloverhill Prison 
[2012] IESC 27, [2012] 2 ILRM 392 and Re 
Worldport Ltd [2005] IEHC 189, (Unrep, 
Clarke J, 16/6/2005) followed – JO’B v 
Residential Institutions Redress Board [2009] 
IEHC 284, (Unrep, O’Keeffe J, 24/6/2009) 
and MG v Residential Institutions Redress 
Board [2011] IEHC 332, (Unrep, Kearns 
P, 9/12/2011) applied – Bank of  Ireland 
v Purcell [1989] IR 327; Cork City Council 
v An Bord Pleanála [2006] IEHC 192, 
[2007] 1 IR 761; Cork County Council v 
Shackleton [2007] IEHC 241, [2011] 1 IR 
443; Re Howard’s Will Trusts, Leven & 
Bradley [1961] Ch 507; Police Authority 
for Huddersfield v Watson [1947] KB 

842; Marbury v Madison 5 US 137 (1803); 
O’Keeffe v An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 IR 39 
and Shannon Regional Fisheries Board v An 
Bord Pleanála [1994] 3 IR 449 considered – 
A v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law 
Reform [2011] IEHC 397, (Unrep, Hogan 
J, 25/10/2011) distinguished – Hepatitis C 
Compensation Tribunal Act 1997 (No 34), s 
4(15) – Residential Institutions Redress Act 
2002 (No 13), ss 5(1)(b) and 8 – Constitution 
of  Ireland 1937, art 41 – Application 
dismissed (2011/1103JR – Hogan J – 
6/11/2012) [2012] IEHC 492
G(A) v Residential Institutions Redress Board

Statutory Instruments
Residential Institutions Statutory Fund act 
2012 (commencement) order 2014
SI 20/2014

Residential Institutions Statutory Fund 
(appeals) regulations 2014
SI 21/2014

REVENUE
Disclosure 
Application for order directing provision of  
information and documentation relating to 
financial transactions – Investigation into 
use of  off  shore bank accounts – Whether 
reasonable grounds for suspecting tax 
payers failed to comply with tax code – 
Whether any failure liable to cause serious 
prejudice to assessment or collection of  tax 
– Whether material sought relevant to proper 
assessment or collection of  tax – Client 
confidentiality – Legal professional privilege 
– Interpretation of  statutory provision – 
Application limited to identities of  parties 
– Duty of  confidentiality – Public interest 
– Balancing of  rights – Menolly Homes 
Limited v Appeal Commissioners [2010] 
IEHC 49, (Unrep, Charleton J, 26/2/2010); 
Viera v Revenue Commissioners [2009] 
ITR 141 and Miley v Flood [2001] IR 50 
considered – Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 
(No 39), s 902A – Application granted 
(2012/154MCA – Moriarty J – 21/2/2009) 
[2013] IEHC 67
Inspector of  Taxes v A Firm of  Solicitors

SOCIAL WELFARE
Articles
Shortall, Derek
The right of  a social welfare claimant to seek 
a revision of  a decision
19 (1) 2014 Bar review 9

Acts
Road Traffic Act 2014
Act No.3 of  2014
Signed on the 25th of  February

Statutory Instruments
Social welfare (consolidated supplementary 
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welfare allowance) (amendment) (no. 1) (diet 
supplement) regulations 2014
SI 36/2014

SOLICITORS
Solicitors
Appeal against finding of  disciplinary 
tribunal – Finding that respondent solicitor 
not guilty of  misconduct – Alleged pressure 
to accept settlement offer – Evidence 
of  parties – Supporting documentation 
supporting version of  respondent – Appeal 
dismissed (2012/57SA – Kearns P – 
21/1/2013) [2013] IEHC 10
Esan v Williams

Solicitors
Misconduct – Appeal of  finding by tribunal 
that no prima facie case of  misconduct 
existed –Whether prima facie case of  
misconduct – Solicitors (Amendment) Act 
1994 (No 27), s 68 – Appeal dismissed 
(2013/13SA – Kearns P – 29/04/2013) 
[2013] IEHC 196
Sheerin v Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal

Library Acquisitions
Law Society of  Ireland
A guide to good professional conduct for 
solicitors
3rd ed
Dublin : Law Society of  Ireland, 2013
L87.C5

Articles
Walsh, Keith
Communication is key to keeping complaint 
free
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 24

SPORTS
Library Acquisitions
Lewis, Adam
Taylor, Jonathan
Sport law and practice
3rd ed
Haywards Heath : Bloomsbury Professional, 
2014
N186.6

SUCCESSION
Administration
Application for summary judgment – 
Preliminary issue – Whether proceedings 
properly constituted – Whether proceedings 
mainta inable against  defendants  – 
Proceedings issued prior to issue of  grant 
of  administration – Appointment of  
defendants as joint administrators of  estate 
of  borrower – Whether defendants estopped 
from objecting to validity of  proceedings 
– Applicable law – Whether fundamental 
defect in proceedings – Differing views 
taken by High Court judges – Status of  
defendants in relation to estate between 

order administration be granted and issue 
of  grant – Correspondence between parties 
– Contingent competency to represent 
estate – Justice – Doctrine of  relation 
back – Gaffney v Faughnan [2005] IEHC 
367, [2006] 1 ILRM 481 and Finnegan v 
Richards [2007] IEHC 134, [2007] 3 IR 
671distinguished – Flack v President of  the 
High Court (Unrep, Costello J, 29/11/1983); 
Creed v Creed [1913] 1 IR 48; Ingall v 
Moran [1944] KB 160; Austin v Hart [1983] 
2 AC 640; Finnegan v Cementation Co Ltd 
[1953] 1 QB 688 considered – Succession 
Act 1965 (No 27), s 27(4) – Determination 
that proceedings properly constituted and 
maintainable (2011/4759S & 2012/16COM 
–Finlay Geoghegan J – 14/12/2012) [2012] 
IEHC 545
Bank of  Scotland Plc v Gray

Administration of estates 
Road traffic accident – Claim for personal 
injuries – Proceedings issued against estate 
before grant of  administration – Trial of  
preliminary issue – Whether proceedings 
statute barred – Time limits for cause of  
action surviving against estate of  deceased – 
Whether proceedings issued properly against 
estate within relevant statutory period 
– Whether defendant could be identified 
with estate at time of  commencement 
of  proceedings – Doctrine of  relation 
back – Authority of  administrator deriving 
from grant of  administration – Whether 
fundamental defect in proceedings – 
Whether fundamental defect cured by 
subsequent grant – Possibility of  application 
for appointment of  administrator ad litem 
– Application to consolidate proceedings – 
Discretion of  court – Whether appropriate 
to consolidate – Finnegan v Richards [2007] 
IEHC 134, [2007] 3 IR 671 and Gaffney v 
Faughnan [2005] IEHC 367, [2006] 1 ILRM 
481 considered – Civil Liability Act 1961 (No 
41), s 9 – Rules of  the Superior Courts 1986 
(SI 15/1986), O 18, r 1 – Succession Act 
1965 (No 27), s 27(4) – Proceedings against 
MIBI struck out (2008/210P – Feeney J – 
11/9/13) [2011] IEHC 550
Leonard v Motor Insurance Bureau of  Ireland

Library Acquisitions
Feeney, Michael
Taxation of  companies 2014
Dublin : Bloomsbury Professional, 2014
M337.2.C5

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Statutory Instruments
Wireless telegraphy (transfer of  spectrum 
rights of  use) regulations 2014
(REG/19-2011, REG/9(11)-2011
SI 34/2014

TORT
Dismissal of claim
Personal injuries – Application to dismiss 
claim – Claim that false and misleading 
evidence given by plaintiff  – Onus of  proof  
on defendant – Evidence of  constant pain 
– Evidence of  continual disability in normal 
activities of  daily living – Non-disclosure 
to doctors and court regarding work – 
Absence of  physical explanation for injuries 
– Private investigator – Whether evidence 
false and misleading – Gross exaggeration 
– Withholding of  vital information – 
Systematic misdescription of  injuries – Civil 
Liability Act and Courts Act 2004 (No 31), s 
26 – Claim dismissed (2012/1770P – O Neill 
J – 11/10/2012) [2012] IEHC 478
Rahman v Craigfort Taverns Limited

Personal injuries
Slip and fall at petrol station – Claims 
for special damages abandoned late in 
proceedings – Allegation that claims made 
by solicitor – Allegations of  exaggeration 
made by solicitor in affidavit seeking to come 
off  record – Causation – Whether account 
of  fall credible – Whether fall caused by 
negligence of  defendants – Action dismissed 
(2010/4368P – O’Neill J – 30/11/2012) 
[2012] IEHC 495
De Cataldo v Petro Gas Group Limited

Personal injuries
Road traffic accident – Nature of  injuries 
– Impact of  injuries on capacity to work 
– Loss of  earnings –Actuarial evidence – 
Assessment of  general damages – Special 
damages – Judgment granted (2009/11214P 
– Peart J – 14/12/2012) [2012] IEHC 548
Richardson v Premimionas

TRANSPORT
Library Acquisitions
Girvin, Stephen D.
Carriage of  goods by sea
2nd ed
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2011
N337

WHISTLEBLOWERS
Articles
Farrell, Remy
Providing comfort for whistleblowers
2014 (March) Law Society Gazette 20

Kinsley, Michael
Protected disclosures bill 2013
2014 (32) (4) Irish law times 55
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BILLS INITIATED IN DÁIL 
ÉIREANN DURING THE 
PERIOD 29TH JANUARY 
2014 TO 25TH MARCH 2014
[pmb]: Private Members’ Bills are 
proposals for legislation in Ireland 
initiated by members of the Dáil or 
Seanad. Other Bills are initiated by 
the Government.
Companies (Amendment) Bill 2014
Bill 5/2014
[pmb] Deputy Stephen S. Donnelly

Seanad Reform Bill 2014
Bill 6/2014
[pmb] Deputy Micheál Martin

Thir ty-Four th Amendment of  the 
Constitution (Members of  the Houses of  
the Oireachtas) Bill 2014
Bill 10/2014
[pmb] Deputy Peter Mathews

Protection of  Residential Mortgage Account 
Holders Bill 2014
Bill 11/2014
[pmb] Deputy Michael McGrath

Garda Síochána (Amendment) Bill 2014
Bill 12/2014
[pmb] Deputy Niall Collins

Equality (Amendment) Bill 2014
Bill 14/2014
[pmb] Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett

Broadcasting (Amendment) Bill 2014
Bill 15/2014
[pmb] Deputy Stephen S. Donnelly

Wind Turbine Regulation Bill 2014
Bill 19/2014
[pmb] Deputy Michael Colreavy, Deputy 
Martin Ferris, Deputy Brian Stanley

Open Adoption Bill 2014
Bill 18/2014
[pmb] Deputy Anne Ferris

Ir i sh  Human Rights  and Equal i ty 
Commission Bill 2014
Bill 20/2014

BILLS INITIATED IN 
SEANAD ÉIREANN 
DURING THE PERIOD 29TH 
JANUARY 2014 TO 25TH 
MARCH 2014
Planning and Development (Strategic 
Infrastructure) (Amendment) Bill 2014
Bill 13/2014
[pmb] Senators Rónan Mullen, Feargal 
Quinn, Mary Ann O’Brien

PROGRESS OF BILLS 
AND BILLS AMENDED 
DURING THE PERIOD 29TH 
JANUARY 2014 TO 25TH 
MARCH 2014
County Enterprise Boards (Dissolution) 
Bill 2013
Bill 92/2013
Committee Amendments
Amendment made by the Dáil
Report Amendments (Dáil)
Enacted

ESB (Electronic Communications Networks) 
Bill 2013
Bill 135/2013
Committee Amendments (Dáil)
Report Amendments (Dáil)
Passed by Dáil Éireann
Committee Amendments (Seanad)
Amendments made by the Seanad
Enacted

Health Identifiers Bill 2013
Bill 130/2013
Committee Amendments (Seanad)
Passed by Seanad Éireann

Oireachtas (Ministerial and Parliamentary 
Offices) (Amendment) Bill 2013
Bill 100/2013
Committee Amendments (Dáil)

Road Traffic (No. 2) Bill 2013
Bill 74/2013
Committee Amendments (Seanad)
Report Amendments (Seanad)
Enacted

Upward Only Rent (Clauses and Reviews) 
Bill 2013
Bill 94/2013
Committee Amendments
Passed by Seanad Éireann

Criminal Justice (forensic evidence and 
DNA database system) bill 2013
Bill 93/2013 
Committee Amendments (Dail)

Open Adoption Bill 2014
Bill 18/2014
First Stage Introduced (Dail) 

Wind Turbine Regulation Bill 2014 
Bill 19/2014
First Stage Introduced (Dail) 

For up to date information please 
check the following websites:

Bills & Legislation
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/

Government Legislation Programme 
updated 15th January 2013
ht tp ://www. tao i seach .g ov. i e/eng/
T a o i s e a c h _ a n d _ G o v e r n m e n t /
Government_Legislation_Programme/
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Defrauding the Public Purse; 
Sentencing for Revenue Fraud 

aaron DesmonD BL

a more serious deterrent was required. In that regard, the 
court suggested that those found guilty of  Revenue fraud 
should generally face an “immediate and appreciable custodial 
sentence”. Thus the Murray case appeared to, not only, outline 
the seriousness of  Revenue fraud but also to suggest a need 
for a serious deterrent against such crimes. 

DPP v John Hughes
Almost nine months later, the case of  The DPP v John Hughes 
was appealed from the Circuit Court to the Court of  Criminal 
Appeal. The facts of  this case involved the fraudulent use of  
a VAT number of  a company that was no longer trading. This 
failure to make VAT payments amounted to €226,000 and 
took place over a three year period. The Plaintiff  successfully 
made great efforts to settle all matters with Revenue and 
pleaded guilty to the above matter. In imposing a four year 
sentence in the Circuit Court, the Judge Stated that in cases 
of  tax evasion/Revenue fraud that a custodial sentence was 
a viable option for a sentencing Judge in that it would be a 
significant deterrent for future would be criminals. 

In the Court of  Criminal Appeal, it was stated that the 
Circuit Court Judge rightly took a serious view of  Revenue 
fraud and the notion of  social solidarity as outlined in the 
Murray case. However, the Court then attempted to ring fence 
the Murray decision to its own unique facts and downplay 
notions that it created any new sentencing principle in relation 
to Revenue frauds. Accordingly, the Hughes case could appear 
to be an attempt to contain and/or row back from the Murray 
decision.

The Court of  Criminal Appeal also found that the Circuit 
Court Judge had erred in his suggestion that defaulting 
taxpayers could “buy themselves away or out of  a custodial 
sentence”. The Court stated that this was an error in that it 
suggested that payments by way of  tax, interest and penalties 
should wholly or largely be discounted which is not the case 
because if  the civil penalties are met it does not mean that 
criminal punishment will not be administered. Alternatively, 
it suggested that in administrating a criminal sentence, the 
extent of  financial reparations should be seriously taken into 
account as a mitigating factor. In the present case it was found 
that the Circuit Court Judge had erred in focusing too much 
on deterrence without adequately taking mitigating factors 
into consideration. The appellant’s sentence was reduced 
from four years to two years on account of  his very extensive 
settlements; cooperation with Revenue; his guilty plea; his 
rehabilitation and other mitigating factors. Therefore, it would 
appear that the Hughes case demonstrated that Murray did not 
alter or set any new sentencing principles. Furthermore, it is 
also clear that all other mitigating factors must be weighted 

Introduction
The onset of  the financial crisis has caused the Courts to 
re-examine their perception and approach towards Revenue 
fraud. In recent years, three cases have dealt with Revenue 
fraud in depth: DPP v. Paul Murray, [2012] IECCA 60 (2012); 
DPP v John Hughes [2012] IECCA 85 and Paul Begley v DPP 
[2013] IECCA. Although these cases deal with three different 
types of  fraud with different levels of  moral culpability; 
nonetheless all such crimes involve defrauding the public 
purse. Therefore, these cases should give a clear indication 
of  the attitude of  the Irish courts towards sentencing for 
Revenue fraud. 

DPP v. Paul Murray
This case involved the largest unearthed social welfare fraud 
in the history of  the State. The Defendant committed this 
fraud by claiming social welfare under eight different aliases 
and was said to have enriched himself  by a quarter of  a million 
euros as a result. In the Circuit Court, the Defendant pleaded 
guilty to having a false passport and twenty five counts of  
social welfare fraud but was only able to repay €11,000 of  the 
defrauded amount to the State. The Plaintiff  was convicted 
and received a total sentence of  twelve and a half  years. 

The case was appealed to the Court of  Criminal Appeal 
where the applicant submitted that the length of  the sentence 
infringed on the totality principle and that it was excessive for 
such a crime. The judgment is significant in that it focused 
on how a court should sentence Revenue frauds in a time 
of  financial crisis. The court acknowledged the sentence 
imposed by the Circuit Court did infringe on the totality 
principle. However, it also acknowledged the seriousness of  
the crime and the current economic reality in the country 
holding that:

“… [o]ffences of  this kind strike at the heart of  the 
principles of  equity, equality of  treatment and social 
solidarity on which the entire edifice of  taxation and 
social security systems lean. This is especially so at a 
time of  emergency so far as the public finances are 
concerned.”

The court reasoned that social solidarity should be upheld: 
those who earn pay their taxes so those in need can be taken 
care of. To this end, the court made it clear that these crimes 
were not victimless or with trivial moral delinquency. While 
the Court viewed the twelve year sentence as violating the 
totality principle, it substituted a nine year sentence and 
emphasised that the culpability was considerable. 

What is interesting about this case is that it suggested 
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4. Admissions and pleas are crucial in dealing with 
white collar crimes;

5. Incentivising co-operation must not be lost. 
• Furthermore, the court found that such guidelines 

would also be contrary to the Supreme Court’s 
decision in The People (Director of  Public Prosecutions) 
v. Tiernan [1988] I.R. 250 and so the court instead 
pointed to the Hughes case as how to interpret the 
Murray case correctly.

Secondly, the court dealt with the notion of  mitigating 
factors and again highlighted the importance of  such factors 
in considering an appropriate sentence. On this point, the 
court stated that “Consideration, without effect and without 
explanation, is of  no value”. Therefore, a court must not only 
take such mitigating factors into consideration but it must also 
do so transparently and expressly when coming to a decision. 

The Court of  Criminal Appeal then reduced the six year 
sentence to one of  two years. 

Conclusion 
From the above examination, a number of  conclusions 
can be drawn from the law in this area. Firstly, Revenue 
fraud, although viewed consistently as very serious, does 
not attract an automatic custodial sentence. Secondly, it 
appears that mitigating factors, especially paying back the 
entire defrauded amount, are given significant weight when 
sentencing. Moreover, these mitigating factors must not only 
be considered but must also be seen to be considered. 

Two years after the Murray case, it is fair to say that the 
decision has been clarified. It is also clear that the freedom 
of  the courts surrounding Revenue fraud and sentencing has 
been copper fastened and is unchanged by time, tolerance 
or financial crisis. ■

and taken into account in sentencing without placing 
deterrence above other factors. 

DPP v Paul Begley
The DPP v Paul Begley is the most controversial and prominent 
case involving import duty in the State. This case involved 
the defendant labelling imported garlic from China as apples 
over a four year period; resulting in an estimated avoidance of  
payment to the Revenue of  €1.6 million. In the Circuit Court, 
the Defendant pleaded guilty and the court acknowledged that 
he had fully co-operated with the investigation and adhered 
to an agreement, through his company, to refund Revenue 
an agreed amount. In sentencing, the Judge noted that “I’m 
sentencing Mr.Begley on two principles alone: punishment 
for Mr Begley and deterrence for others who may attempt 
to enter upon such a scheme”. Begley was subsequently 
sentenced to six years imprisonment which was the longest 
sentence handed down for such a crime in the State.

The case was appealed to the Court of  Criminal Appeal 
where the Court reviewed the Murray case in both facts 
and judgement with the objective of  giving clarity to the 
sentencing of  Revenue fraud. To achieve this aim, the court 
first dealt with whether there were sentencing guidelines 
handed down for Revenue fraud in the Murray case. In 
deciding this point, the court held that the judgement did not 
intend to, nor did it, in fact, create any substantial departure 
from existing principles. This was reinforced by the notion 
that such guidelines would create a blanket approach in tax 
fraud cases which the court voiced five concerns over:

1. The fact that such crimes were totally dissimilar 
to more serious crimes;

2. The variation in such cases being so great;
3. The reality that such cases are not frequently 

prosecuted and are rather dealt with in the civil 
side, where publicity and/or penalties and interest 
were more appropriate;
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aspects of  the child’s life, for example, choosing where 
the child should be educated, according to which religious 
belief  he or she is to be reared, and whether the child should 
undergo serious medical treatment.2 Guardianship is not 
however a right for the parent. Rather, as Shannon explains, it 
entails both rights and responsibilities, “in particular the duty 
to ensure that the child is properly cared for and that decisions 
relating to the child are made in his or her best interests.”3 

At present in Ireland, where the parents of  a child are 
married to each other, both parents are automatically made 
joint guardians of  the child.4 Where the child is born outside 
of  marriage, the mother is deemed to be the sole automatic 
guardian.5 A non-marital father may obtain guardianship 
rights in relation to his child, either by agreement with the 
mother6 or by court order.7 

Currently, there is only a limited facility, namely 
testamentary guardianship, available for a non-genetic spouse 
or partner to be made a guardian of  his or her partner’s child. 
Under section 7 of  the Guardianship of  Infants Act 1964, a 
guardian may, by will, make any other person a guardian in 
the event of  his or her death. Should the biological parent 
fail to make such an appointment, the spouse or partner may 
apply to the court for guardianship.8 

Outside of  this context, however, the non-biological 
partner cannot be made a guardian. This partner is also 
precluded from applying for custody of  his or her partner’s 

2 Shannon, Child Law, 2nd ed. (Dublin: Thomson Reuters, 2010) at 
p. 724.

3 Ibid. It should also be noted that the Law Reform Commission of  
Ireland has recommended that the term “guardianship” be replaced 
with that of  “parental responsibility”. This proposed change in 
terminology would reflect the fact that guardianship entails both 
parental rights and duties and would arguably encourage a more 
child-centred approach to the concept. The General Scheme, 
however, retains the existing terminology of  “guardianship” on 
the basis that this is the terminology used in Article 42A of  the 
Constitution. Law Reform Commission, LRC 101-2010, Report 
on Legal Aspects of  Family Relationships (Dublin: Law Reform 
Commission, 2010). 

4 Guardianship of  Infants Act 1964, section 6(1)
5 Ibid., section 6(4)
6 Ibid., section 2(4), as inserted by section 4 of  the Children Act 1997
7 Ibid., section 6A(1), as inserted by section 12 of  the Status of  

Children Act 1987. It should be noted though that the General 
Scheme, does, however, propose to change the allocation of  
guardianship to an unmarried father in circumstances where he 
has resided with the mother for certain periods. 

8 Guardianship of  Infants Act 1964, section 8.

Guardianship Reform: An Assessment 
of the Children and Family 
Relationships Bill 2014

LyDia Bracken BL*

Introduction
The Children and Family Relationships Bill 2014 seeks to 
reform and modernise many aspects of  Irish family law. 
Included in the package of  reforms are provisions which 
will allow for guardianship to be extended to civil partners, 
step-parents, persons co-habiting with a biological or adoptive 
parent and persons acting in loco parentis for a specified 
period. The General Scheme of  this Bill was published on 
30th January 2014 and it has clarified that the appointment of  
a new guardian will not affect the previous appointment of  
any other person as a guardian. Initially, the briefing note to 
the Bill, which was published in November 2013, stated that 
although the extension of  guardianship would be possible, 
the child would only be permitted to have a maximum of  
two guardians.1 This proviso would have meant that despite 
the fact that a child may have three persons acting in the 
role of  parent, it would not have been possible to extend 
guardianship to the third person without severing the 
guardianship rights of  one of  the parents—something which 
does not seem to be possible under Irish law. The proposals 
contained in the General Scheme, however, if  ultimately 
enacted, will mean that guardianship could be extended to 
a non-parent in a manner which would effectively allow for 
the child to have three or more guardians. 

This paper will assess the suitability of  the proposed 
scheme and it will address the perceived advantages and 
disadvantages of  allowing for the appointment of  multiple 
guardians. The discussion will begin with an analysis of  the 
current legislative framework for guardianship in this country 
so as to highlight why guardianship reforms are necessary 
in the first place. The nature of  non-parent guardianship 
will then be discussed and finally the arguments in favour 
and against the appointment of  multiple guardians will be 
addressed. 

Current legislative provisions
Guardianship refers to the rights and duties associated with 
raising a child. It is concerned with the most significant 

* PhD Candidate, Faculty of  Law, UCC. The author’s doctoral research 
is funded by the Department of  Children and Youth Affairs Research 
Scholarship. 

1 Children and Family Relationships Bill 2013 Briefing Note http://
www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Children%20and%20Family%20
Relat ionships%20Bil l%202013%20141113.pdf/Fi les/
Children%20and%20Family%20Relationships%20Bill%20
2013%20141113.pdf  (Accessed: 17/02/2014).
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Reform: Children and Family Relationships Bill 
2014
The General Scheme to the Children and Family Relationships 
Bill contains proposals which, if  enacted, will allow for a 
person who is not the child’s parent to apply for guardianship 
where certain conditions are met: 

1. The intended guardian must be married to or in 
a civil partnership with a parent of  the child or 
be cohabiting for over 3 years in an intimate and 
committed relationship with the parent14 and have 
shared responsibility for caring for the child with 
the child’s parent for at least two years;15 or

2. The intended guardian is an adult who has provided 
for a child’s day-to-day care for a continuous period 
of  more than 12 months16 in circumstances where 
the child has no existing parent or guardian able 
and willing to care for him or her.17 

In applying for the appointment of  an additional guardian, 
the consent of  each guardian of  the child is required as is 
the consent of  the child if  he or she is over 12 years of  age 
and that of  the proposed guardian.18 The court may, however, 
dispense with the consent of  one of  the existing guardians 
or that of  the child where “it is satisfied that the consent is 
unreasonably withheld and that it is in the best interests of  
the child to do so.”19

These reforms represent a progressive step forward 
for Irish family law. In particular, it is encouraging the 
Government has not included the proviso set out in the 
briefing note which sought to limit the child to a maximum of  
two guardians. Head 39(2) of  the General Scheme specifically 
states that the appointment by the court of  a guardian “shall 
not affect the prior appointment of  any person as guardian...
unless the court otherwise orders.” Thus, where a non-parent 
guardian is appointed, he or she will act alongside the parent 
guardians and the appointment will not affect the parent’s 
rights. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the appointment of  
multiple guardians is not a novel concept in Irish law. In the 
context of  testamentary guardianship, the current law does 
not impose a cap on the number of  guardians who may be 
appointed by will or by deed.20 Therefore, if  the Government 
had chosen to limit the appointment of  guardians in the 
proposed legislation, it would create an anomaly in the law 
whereby up to four guardians could be appointed upon the 
death of  the parents but only two guardians could hold office 
while the parents are alive. 

The following sections will discuss the arguments for 
and against the appointment of  multiple guardians. Before 

14 General Scheme of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 
2014, Head 39(3)(a)(i). 

15 Ibid., Head 39(3)(a)(ii). 
16 Ibid., Head 39(3)(b)(i). 
17 Ibid., Head 39(3)(b)(ii). 
18 Ibid., Head 39(3)(4). 
19 Ibid., Head 39(3)(5). 
20 Section 9(1) of  the Guardianship of  Infants Act 1964 specifically 

states that “where two or more persons are appointed to be 
guardians they shall act jointly and on the death of  any of  them 
the survivor or survivors shall continue to act.”

child9 and is, at present, only permitted to apply for access.10 
Furthermore, it should be noted that these provisions apply 
not only in the perhaps more obvious “step-parent” scenario 
but also in circumstances where the child has been born via 
artificial reproductive technologies using donated genetic 
material. The 2014 Bill does also propose to deal with the 
question of  parentage where such technologies are used but, 
at present, there is no Irish legislation governing this area. 
Therefore, currently, where a child is born using donated 
genetic material, only the genetic parents will be entitled to 
apply for guardianship.11 

The absence of  any mechanism to extend guardianship 
and custody to the non-biological partner poses a major 
obstacle to that social parent to fully protect his or her 
partner’s child. For example, if  the child were to become ill, 
the non-biological parent would not be permitted to consent 
to his or her medical treatment. This parent may also be 
prevented from attending parent-teacher meetings, or from 
signing a consent form for a class trip. 

More pertinent however, is the fact that with no legal 
relationship, there are much fewer obligations imposed on 
a non-biological parent to provide for the child, despite the 
fact that he or she is acting in a parental role. While some 
such duties are conferred upon step-parents, no equivalent 
obligations are placed upon civil partner parents. The Civil 
Partnership and Certain Obligations of  Cohabitants Act 
2010 makes virtually no reference to children. As such, 
disparities have been noted between the position of  step-
children and the children of  civil partners in a number of  
areas including maintenance, family home protection, the 
dissolution of  a civil partnership, the protection of  tenancies, 
and civil liability.12 Such disparities leave the children of  
same-sex relationships in a more vulnerable situation than 
step-children and this weaker legal position stems from the 
sexual orientation of  their parents.

Therefore, the current legislative scheme for guardianship 
in this country only accommodates genetic parents or, where 
they have died, testamentary guardians. It is submitted that 
this scheme leaves the children of  non-traditional families in a 
vulnerable position given that they have no legal relationship 
with their social parents who care for them on a daily basis. 
In addition, it could be argued that in failing to provide a 
mechanism to legally recognise existing de facto family ties, 
Ireland is acting in breach of  its obligations under Article 8 of  
the European Convention on Human Rights.13 Consequently, 
it is submitted that reforms in this area are long overdue. 

9 Ibid., section 10(2)(a). 
10 Guardianship of  Infants Act, section 11B provides that persons 

“in loco parentis” may apply for access.
11 As per the judgment in M.R. & Anor. v An tArd Chlaraitheoir [2013] 

IEHC 91. It should be noted that this decision is, however, currently 
under appeal to the Supreme Court.

12 For a detailed comparison between the position of  step-children 
and the children of  civil partners see: Barrington, Opinion on the 
Civil Partnership Bill 2009 (Marriage Equality, 2009); Ryan, The Civil 
Partnership Bill: Your Questions Answered. A Comprehensive Analysis 
of  the Civil Partnership Bill (Dublin: GLEN, 2009); Daly, “Ignoring 
Reality: Children and the Civil Partnership Bill in Ireland” (2011) 
4 I.J.F.L. 82. 

13 For a discussion of  the ECHR case law in this area see: Bracken, 
“Is there a case for Same-Sex Adoption in Ireland?” (2013) 3 Irish 
Journal of  Family Law 79 pp. 84-85.



turning to these arguments, however, it is necessary to outline 
the nature of  non-parent guardianship. 

The nature of non-parent guardianship
Head 34 of  the General Scheme provides that the fact of  
having guardianship in relation to a child means that the 
guardian has:

(a) all the duties, powers, rights and responsibilities 
that a parent of  the child has in relation to the 
upbringing of  the child;

(b) every duty, power, right and responsibility that is 
vested in the guardian of  a child by any enactment; 
and 

(c) every duty, power, right and responsibility, that 
immediately before the commencement of  this 
Act was vested in the guardian of  a child by any 
enactment or rule of  law.21

Guardianship therefore includes all of  the rights and 
obligations of  a parent (whether or not that parent is a 
guardian).22 As such, it would seem that a non-parent guardian, 
appointed by court order, would consequently enjoy the all of  
the same rights and obligations as parent guardians. Whether 
all such rights and obligations are indeed conferred upon non-
parent guardians is, however, open to question. In particular, 
it is notable that section 3(1) of  the English Children Act 
1989 is broadly similar to Head 34 in that it gives a person 
with parental responsibility “all the rights, duties, powers, 
responsibilities and authority which by law a parent of  a child 
has in relation to the child.” Notwithstanding this wording, 
however, it is understood that non-parents who obtain 
parental responsibility do not have all of  the same powers and 
duties as parental guardians. For example, non-parents who 
obtain parental responsibility do not have the right to object 
or consent to the making of  an adoption order or any right 
to appoint a different guardian to replace them upon their 
own death.23 These are rights which only parents may exercise. 

However, the fact that the English scheme limits the 
powers of  non-parents in certain areas does not necessarily 
mean that the same interpretation will be given to Head 34 
in this jurisdiction. As such, it could be argued that a strict 
reading of  Head 34 implies that the appointed guardian’s 
consent would be required before an adoption order could 
be made. Whether this is indeed the case, however, remains 
to be seen. The 2014 Bill does specifically state that where an 
additional guardian is to be appointed, the consent of  “each 
guardian of  the child”, as opposed to “each parent of  the 
child” is required. Therefore, it would seem that the appointed 
guardian will nonetheless have the same input in relation to 
the appointment of  another guardian as the parents will have. 

In relation to testamentary guardianship, however, the 

21 General Scheme of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 
2014, Head 34(1). 

22 A guardian who is neither a parent nor a person who is in loco 
parentis of  the child does not, however, have any legal duty to 
support the child from his or her own resources. General Scheme 
of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 2014, Head 36(8).

23 Hoggett, Parents and Children, 4th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 
1993) at p. 110. 

General Scheme only makes provision for “a child’s parent 
who is guardian” to appoint a guardian by will or by deed 
to replace them upon their death. Furthermore, it should be 
noted that where a testamentary guardian has been appointed, 
Head 40(3) of  the General Scheme provides that “[t]he 
testamentary guardian shall act jointly with the surviving 
parent of  the child so long as the surviving parent remains 
alive, unless the surviving parent objects to his so acting.”24 
This Head would seem to establish that only the surviving 
parent and not the non-parent guardian may object to the 
appointment of  the testamentary guardian. That said though, 
if  Head 34 is to be interpreted in a manner which gives the 
guardian all of  the rights of  the parent, it could be argued 
that a non-parent guardian should also be able to make use 
of  the parental powers in relation to the appointment of, 
and objection to, a testamentary guardian. This is, however, 
by no means clear and so it is submitted that this Head will 
require clarification going forward. 

In addition, it is important to note that there are 
still differences between the nature of  guardianship and 
that of  natural parenthood or adoption. For example, 
guardianship does not create a line of  lineage and so the 
child does not acquire any inheritance rights in respect of  
the social parent, although, of  course, the social parent is 
at liberty to voluntarily provide for the child in his or her 
will.25 Furthermore, guardianship does not create any legal 
relationship between the child and the appointed guardian’s 
extended family, as would be the case where an adoption 
order is made. Finally, it should be noted that guardianship 
effectively “expires” once the child reaches the age of  
majority. As such, once the child reaches the age of  18 years, 
the rights and responsibilities of  the non-parent will come 
to an end. By contrast, a natural parent guardian, while also 
losing his or her specific guardianship rights, will remain a 
legal parent for life. These points should be borne in mind in 
considering the arguments for and against the appointment 
of  multiple guardians. 

Arguments in favour of three or more guardians
It is submitted that the central argument to be made in 
favour of  a scheme which allows for three or more guardians 
is that, in many cases, the child will already have three or 
more persons acting in a parental capacity and so the law 
should reflect this. This point was made by the Law Reform 
Commission in its Report on Legal Aspects of  Family 
Relationships. In this Report, the Commission emphasised 
that the statutory framework for guardianship in this country 
needed to “reflect the reality that in some circumstances 
a child may have more than two adults fulfilling parental 
roles.”26 As such, it recommended that legislation should 
be enacted so as to facilitate the extension of  parental 
responsibility to civil partners and step-parents in a manner 

24 General Scheme of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 
2014.,Head 40(3). 

25 Furthermore, it should be noted that where that social parent is 
a step-parent or civil partner parent, the child will be treated the 
same as a biological child for the purposes of  inheritance tax. 

26 Law Reform Commission, LRC 101-2010, Report on Legal Aspects 
of  Family Relationships (Dublin: Law Reform Commission, 2010) at 
p. 39.
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termination of  a natural parent’s guardianship rights could 
be similarly criticised as being inappropriate for this reason. 

Therefore, if  guardianship is to be regarded as a viable 
alternative to adoption, it is submitted that the proposed 
legislation is correct in allowing for a third person to be 
appointed as a guardian. After all, given that the intention 
of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 2014 is to 
acknowledge contemporary family forms, it would arguably 
have failed in this objective if  the appointment of  guardians 
was to be restricted in the manner proposed by the briefing 
note. 

Arguments against the appointment of multiple 
guardians
Perhaps the main concern raised against the appointment of  
multiple guardians relates to the fact that to share guardianship 
between three, as opposed to two, persons would create a 
more difficult environment for the adults involved. Each 
guardian would have an equal say in matters concerning the 
most important aspects of  the child’s life which would mean 
that the parents would then be required to consult with a 
third or fourth person on such matters, where previously 
they simply had to consult with one another. However, while 
this may be regarded as a burden for the parents, it should 
be borne in mind that guardianship exists for the benefit of  
the child. As such, if  the appointment of  the non-parent 
guardian is deemed to be in the child’s best interests, this 
would clearly be more relevant than consideration of  any 
potential inconvenience which the parents may suffer. 

Another perceived difficulty associated with an enhanced 
status for step-parents, noted by Bainham, is that “it could 
be seen as shutting out, or at least diluting, the parental 
contribution of  the non-resident parent...”34 Indeed, he 
contends that this is precisely what has occurred in some 
cases in England.35 As such, he opines that “to share decision-
making for a child between three rather than two adults is 
clearly a weakening of  the position of  the parent who is not 
in the household.”36 This issue will not, of  course, arise in 
every case but where it does, it is arguably not so much a 
problem with the extension of  parental responsibility to a 
non-parent, but rather one which stems simply from the fact 
that the parents are living apart. The parent with custody will 
naturally have more control over the day-to-day care of  the 
child. However, in relation to the most important aspects of  
the child’s life, the non-resident parent has an equal input and 
this will not be diluted where a third guardian is appointed. 

This point is specifically addressed by Head 36 of  the 
General Scheme which requires that all of  the guardians 
act jointly with each other and that they “use their best 
efforts to co-operate with one another”.37 This provision 
also expressly states that, unless otherwise provided for 
by the court, a guardian will continue to exercise his or 
her rights and duties whether or not the child resides with 

34 Bainham, Children: The Modern Law, 3rd ed. (Family Law, 2005) at 
p. 236.

35 Ibid.
36 Ibid. 
37 General Scheme of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 

2014, Head 36(3). 

which would not remove parental responsibility from the 
biological parents of  the child.27 

A proviso limiting the number of  guardians would 
therefore run contrary to the recommendations of  the LRC. 
In addition, imposing a cap on the number of  guardians 
would, in effect, mean that one of  the existing guardians—a 
natural parent—would have to give up his or her guardianship 
rights so as to accommodate a new guardian. This, however, 
does not seem to be possible under Irish law. Certainly, for 
the post-divorce child, the briefing note proposals would 
be inapplicable given that married natural parents (even if  
they are now divorced) cannot be removed as guardians 
nor can they voluntarily give up their rights other than in 
the case of  adoption as envisaged by Article 42A.28 Outside 
of  this context, the rights of  natural parents are deemed 
to be imprescriptible and inalienable. As Henchy J. stated 
in G v An Bord Uchtála,29 “married parents are not allowed 
by the Constitution to cast off  with impunity their duty to 
educate their children (the duty being an inalienable one).”30 
Therefore, married parents are not permitted to abdicate 
their guardianship rights other than where an adoption order 
is made. 

Questions also arise as to whether unmarried parents 
could voluntarily give up their guardianship rights. In G v 
An Bord Uchtála, Henchy J. did state that the “constitutional 
inhibition” applying to married parents does not apply to 
the unmarried mother.31 That case was, however, concerned 
with the withdrawal of  an unmarried mother’s consent to 
the adoption of  her child and so, although it is arguable the 
statement could be applied in the context of  guardianship, 
this is not altogether clear. The present legislation does 
specifically provide that an unmarried father who has been 
appointed as a guardian may be removed as such by court 
order,32 but there is no equivalent provision relating to 
unmarried mothers. Indeed, it is notable that the Department 
of  Justice and Equality website states that guardianship rights 
cannot be removed from a mother “unless it is the case that 
the child is placed for adoption.”33 Therefore, it would seem 
that only an unmarried father may be removed as a guardian 
but an unmarried mother cannot. 

In any case, even if  it was possible to remove unmarried 
mothers as guardians, the potential for their removal would 
mean that there would be no particular benefit in choosing 
to extend guardianship to a non-parent rather than applying 
for an adoption order. The effect of  an adoption order is 
to extinguish all legal ties with the other natural parent and 
it is seen as an inappropriate method for regulating existing 
family relationships for this reason. As such, a model of  
guardianship which allowed for, or indeed required, the 

27 Ibid.
28 Article 42A.2.2 provides that provision shall be made by law for the 

adoption of  any child where the parents have failed in their duty 
towards the child for a specified period, while Article 42A.3 states 
that provision shall be made by law for the voluntary placement 
for adoption of  any child.

29 G v An Bord Uchtála [1980] IR 32. 
30 Ibid. at p. 91. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Guardianship of  Infants Act 1964, section 8(4) as inserted by 

section 7 of  the Children Act 1997.
33 “Guardianship” <http://www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/

Guardianship> (Accessed 23/01/2014). 
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(c) has failed in his or her duty towards the child such 
that the safety or welfare of  the child is likely to 
be prejudicially affected if  the guardianship is not 
terminated, or

(d) substantial reasons exist such that the court 
considers it necessary or desirable to remove this 
person as a guardian.41 

This provision would ensure that only those actually caring 
for the child and acting in his or her best interests would 
enjoy the status of  guardian. Thus, it is submitted that the 
potential for the appointment of  multiple guardians should 
not be viewed in a negative light. As long as each guardian 
continues to act in the child’s best interests, it is submitted 
that there is no real reason to bemoan the potential for the 
proliferation of  guardianship.

Conclusion 
To conclude, it is submitted that the provisions contained 
in the General Scheme which allow for guardianship to be 
extended to non-parents represent appropriate reforms 
for Irish family law. In particular, it is encouraging that the 
General Scheme does not propose a cap on the number 
of  guardians. By allowing for three or more guardians to 
be appointed, the proposals represent a viable alternative 
to adoption and they acknowledge that, in many cases, the 
child will already have three or more persons acting in a 
parental role. The proposals contained in the Children and 
Family Relationships Bill 2014 would be of  great benefit 
to the increasing number of  non-traditional families in this 
country and so it is hoped that the Government will not 
delay in debating this Bill and that it will be enacted by the 
end of  this year. ■

41 General Scheme of  the Children and Family Relationships Bill 
2014, Head 44(1). 

that guardian.38 Therefore, under the proposed scheme, it 
would not be possible for the resident parent and his or her 
partner to shut out or dilute the guardianship rights of  the 
non-resident parent other than where a court order has been 
made to this effect. 

Finally, concern has also been expressed due to the 
seemingly unlimited nature of  the appointment of  non-parent 
guardians. In England and Wales, the parental responsibility 
of  non-parents does not cease by virtue of  a divorce or 
dissolution of  a civil partnership alone, although it may be 
brought to an end by court order.39 As such, unease has been 
expressed due to the fact that a child could potentially have 
a number of  guardians during his or her lifetime. Bainham, 
for example, questions “whether the proliferation of  parental 
responsibility which could occur where children are caught 
up in serial marriages would be in their best interests, or 
workable at all, on a practical level.”40 

In terms of  the Irish proposals, the guardianship rights of  
non-parents would not come to an end simply upon divorce 
or dissolution of  a civil partnership and it is submitted that 
this is the correct approach. After all, the very reason for the 
initial appointment will have been due to the fact that the 
appointed guardian was acting as a parent towards the child 
and that the appointment was deemed to be in the child’s best 
interests. Therefore, it does not follow that the child should 
lose his or her connection to this guardian simply because 
the parent may wish to end his or her relationship. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that where the 
appointment is no longer of  benefit to the child, the General 
Scheme does provide a mechanism for the removal of  a 
non-parent guardian. Such guardians may be removed by the 
court where it is satisfied that this is in the best interests of  
the child, and the appointed guardian either:

(a) consents to his or her removal,
(b) is unable or unwilling to act, 

38 Ibid., Head 36(2). 
39 Section 4A(3) of  the Children Act 1989, as inserted by section 112 

of  the Adoption and Children act 2002. 
40 Bainham, Children: The Modern Law, 3rd ed. (Family Law 2005) at p. 

237. 
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How Moot is Moot?
meG mcmaHon BL 

It is, generally speaking, not the role of  the courts to 
issue advisory opinions. Article 26 of  the Constitution is 
a notable exception and provides for the situation where 
Bills of  a certain type are referred by the President to the 
Supreme Court in order for that court to determine their 
constitutionality. In the normal course of  events, however, 
the courts are not obliged to determine issues that are no 
longer live or no longer affect the parties to the proceedings. 

It was stated by Finlay C.J in Murphy v. Roche6 that:

“There can be no doubt that this Court has decided 
on a number of  occasions that it must decline, either 
in constitutional issues or other issues of  law, to 
decide any question which is in the form of  a moot 
and the decision of  which is not necessary for the 
determination of  the rights of  the parties before it.” 

He went on to say that “the principle must, of  course be 
subject in any individual case to the overriding consideration 
of  doing justice between the parties.”

The Supreme Court decision in Lofinmakin
The Supreme Court decision in Lofinmakin is one of  the most 
recent judicial pronouncements in the area. In that case, a 
deportation order was made against one of  the appellants. 
An application was made to the High Court for certain reliefs 
including leave to seek an order of  certiorari quashing the 
deportation order. On 1st February, 2011, Mr. Justice Cooke in 
the High Court refused leave to seek any relief. He adjourned 
the application for a certificate for leave to appeal.

On 7th March, 2011 the European Court of  Justice (ECJ) 
delivered judgment in Zambrano v Belgium7. In that case it was 
held that the rights of  citizen children of  the European Union 
(EU) were held to derive from Article 20 of  the Treaty of  
the EU. Essentially the ECJ in Zambrano granted rights of  
residence and permission to work to the non-EU parents of  
EU citizens where such children were dependent on their 
non-EU national parents.

The High Court, in Lofinmakin, granted a certificate 
for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court. On foot of  the 
decision in Zambrano, the Minister revoked the deportation 
order made in respect of  the mother and she was granted 
temporary residence. Thus, there was no longer a deportation 
order in respect of  any of  the appellants. The Supreme Court 
noted that: 

“As the deportation order has been revoked, there 
is no basis upon which to proceed. Furthermore, 
any decision by this Court would be based on a 
hypothesis, and would be an advisory opinion. It 

6 [1987] IR 106
7 (Case C-34/09) 

Introduction
Two recent Supreme Court decisions reaffirm the position 
relating to the doctrine of  mootness in this jurisdiction. 
Following the decisions in Lofinmakin (a minor) & ors v Minister 
for Justice1and W v HSE2, it is clear that, in general, a court 
will not proceed to determine a matter where there is no 
real dispute between the parties and will not, as a matter 
of  course, issue advisory opinions. This rule is subject to 
exceptions and “in exceptional circumstances where one or 
both parties has a material interest in a decision on a point 
of  law of  exceptional public importance, the Court may in 
the interests of  the due proper administration of  justice 
determine such a question3.” This article will examine the 
general doctrine of  mootness in this jurisdiction, as outlined 
in the above decisions, as well as the circumstances in which 
exceptions may be made. 

Mootness
Legal proceedings are moot when there is no longer a legal 
dispute between the parties. Hardiman J. explained the 
doctrine eloquently in Goold v Collins4:

“A proceeding may be said to be moot where there is 
no longer any legal dispute between the parties. The 
notion of  mootness has some similarities to that of  
absence of  locus standi but differs from it in that 
standing is judged at the start of  the proceedings 
whereas mootness is judged after the commencement 
of  proceedings. Parties may have a real dispute at the 
time proceedings commence, but time and events may 
render the issues in proceedings, or some of  them, 
moot. If  that occurs, the eventual decision would be 
of  no practical significance to the parties.”

Hardiman J. further stated that the rationale for modern 
mootness rules was well expressed by the Supreme Court 
of  Canada in Borowski v. Canada5 in which it was held that:

“An appeal is moot when a decision will not have 
the effect of  resolving some controversy affecting or 
potentially affecting the rights of  the parties. Such a 
live controversy must be present not only when the 
action or proceedings is commenced but also where 
the Court is called upon to reach a decision. The 
general policy is enforced in moot cases unless the 
Court exercises its discretion to depart from it.”

1 [2013] IESC 49
2 [2014] IESC 8
3 [2010] IESC 35
4 [2004] IESC 38
5 [1989] 1 S.C.R. 342
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& ors.11 In that case the issue was, strictly speaking, moot. It 
was, however, held to be a test case. Clarke J. stated:

“This case had, therefore, been, in a sense, designated 
as an appropriate test case by reference to which the 
broad issues which are addressed in this judgment 
were to be determined. That designation occurred at a 
time prior to the issue becoming moot by virtue of  the 
decision of  Cross J. In those unusual circumstances, 
the Minister was anxious, and the court agreed, that 
this appeal should be heard notwithstanding the fact 
that the issue had, by the time the appeal actually 
came on for hearing, become moot…..the problem 
which emerged in this case, being that arrangements 
for an expedited appeal had been set up with a date 
set but that the issue became moot by virtue of  the 
hearing and determination of  the leave application 
before that date was reached, has a significant risk 
of  occurring in any other case. In those special and 
unusual circumstances, this court felt that it was 
appropriate to hear the appeal notwithstanding its 
mootness.”

The Supreme Court, in Lofinmakin, said that the fact that a 
case raises an important point of  law is not of  itself  a reason 
to bring it within the exceptional category. The foundations 
of  a case that is moot have fallen away and so they are usually 
not appropriate cases upon which to decide important points 
of  law, unless there are other factors such as arose in O’Brien 
v. Personal Injuries Assessment Board and Okunade.

The Supreme Court in Lofinmakin noted, in conclusion, 
that the grounds of  appeal related to a deportation order 
which had been revoked and held that:

“There is no matter left in issue between the parties. 
Thus, the appeal is moot and, accordingly, the general 
rule should apply and the appeal should not be 
heard. While the Court has a discretion to hear and 
determine a moot case in exceptional circumstances, 
no such exception arises in this case.”

Public Interest litigation
Public interest litigation is the pursuance, through the courts, 
of  test cases which seek to change the law as well as securing 
a benefit for the individual involved in the case. Public interest 
litigation often involves systemic problems; an issue may be 
settled for an individual and yet be bound to recur leaving a 
systemic problem unresolved.

The doctrine of  mootness may act as a barrier to public 
interest litigation as it means that a plaintiff  may not be able 
to pursue their claim, if  their individual problem, upon which 
their claim is based, has been resolved. The Supreme Court 
of  the United States in the case of  Honig v Doe12 held that 
an issue may not be moot if  “it is capable of  repetition yet 
evading review”. As seen above in the case of  O’Brien v PIAB, 
where an issue concerns a body exercising statutory functions 

11 [2013] 1 I.L.R.M. 1, [2012] IESC 49
12 484 U.S. 305 (1988)

has long been the jurisprudence of  this Court that it 
will not give advisory opinions, except in exceptional 
circumstances, such as under Article 26 of  the 
Constitution, or as identified in the case law of  the 
Court. Thus, while the parties had a real dispute when 
the proceedings were commenced, this is no longer 
the case.”

The Supreme Court decision in Lofinmakin is a reaffirmation 
of  the law on the doctrine of  mootness in this jurisdiction. 
An issue will be deemed to be moot where there is no longer 
any legal dispute between the parties, except in exceptional 
circumstances. 

Exceptions to the general rule
The justification for the doctrine of  mootness (and for its 
exceptions) is set out very clearly by Gerry White in Social 
Inclusion and the Legal System; Public Interest Law in Ireland8:

“In the context of  the traditional model of  litigation, 
where the impact of  the judgment is confined to the 
parties the rule whereby the courts will not adjudicate 
on moot points is easily defended as a prudent use 
of  scarce judicial resources. However where the 
litigation is capable of  clarifying the legal rights of  
many individuals who are not party to the litigation, a 
prudent use of  scarce judicial resources might actually 
be better served by allowing the court to clarify those 
rights, even though the point might now be moot 
in relation to the particular litigants by virtue of  an 
agreed settlement.”9

The Supreme Court in Lofinmakin held that the issues in the 
case were moot and therefore applying the general rule of  
court the appeal would not be heard. 

The cour t however was obliged to consider, 
nothwithstanding the fact that the issue between the parties 
was moot, whether it should go on to hear and determine 
the issue. 

In some cases, an exception may arise if  the issue being 
determined affects many other cases. Thus, in O’Brien v. 
Personal Injuries Assessment Board (No. 2)10 Murray C.J. stated:

“Where, as in this case, a party has a bona fide interest 
in appealing against a declaratory order of  the High 
Court which is not confined to past events peculiar 
to the particular case which has been resolved in one 
way or another, the Court should be reluctant to 
deprive it of  its constitutional right to appeal. In this 
case, the respondent continues to be constrained in 
the exercise of  public powers under statute by virtue 
of  the declaration granted in the High Court at the 
instance of  the applicant.”

What constitutes a test case, in the context of  mootness, 
was analysed by Clarke J. in Okunade v. The Minister for Justice 

8 Social Inclusion and the Legal System: Public Interest Law in Ireland, White, 
Gerry, Institute of  Public Administration, 2002

9 ibid at101
10 [2007] 1 I.R. 328
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High Court also rejected the rather cruel argument that the 
child was ineducable. Whilst the respondents had granted a 
place to the applicant, they had done so on a concessional 
basis and were therefore free to withdraw it. Accordingly the 
High Court had to decide whether the issue was moot. The 
High Court judge held that:

“I am of  the opinion that it is not sufficient for 
the respondents to grant as a matter of  grace and 
concession, educational benefits which the Applicant 
is entitled to claim as of  right. Were this to foreclose 
any further action by the Applicant in pursuance of  
his claim, he would be left in a position where the 
benefits thus conferred could be withdrawn or varied 
at any time at the discretion of  the Respondents, 
leaving the Applicant in the position of  having to 
start afresh in seeking to establish his legal entitlement 
in the matter. I think it is important for all parties to 
have a determination at this stage of  their respective 
rights and duties.”

The Supreme Court in W v HSE17 refused to hear an 
argument concerning the right of  respondent parents to be 
heard in applications for emergency care orders for their 
children in circumstances where the issue in question was 
moot as the child had been returned to his parents.

The child had been taken into care on foot of  an 
emergency care order and the parents, on the child’s behalf, 
had brought a habeas corpus application under Article 40 of  
the Constitution. The High Court had ruled that the child 
was lawfully detained for the period of  the emergency care 
order. The parents appealed that decision to the Supreme 
Court. In the meantime the child was returned to his parents 
after the District Court refused to grant an interim care order. 

The legal representatives for the HSE argued that the 
matter was moot due to the fact that the child had now 
been returned to the parents. It was submitted that as a 
matter of  logic, you cannot hold an Article 40 inquiry when 
the person in issue is no longer in custody. The parents’ 
legal representatives argued that there were issues of  public 
importance which are recurring in the District Court which 
made this an exceptional case which should be considered 
by the court.

In refusing to consider the case, on the grounds that 
the issue between the parties was moot, the Supreme 
Court referred specifically to the fact that the remedy for a 
successful habeas corpus application is the immediate release of  
the person. The Supreme Court held that “it does not have 
a wider ambit. It is not a judicial review, nor is it a plenary 
summons.” 

It is arguable that if  the challenge to the District Court 
order had been brought some other way, other than under 
an Article 40 enquiry, the Supreme Court might have decided 
the case differently. If  for example it had been litigated as a 
test case, challenging the parents’ constitutional rights or as a 
judicial review, the result could arguably have been different. 

17 [2014] IESC 8

and powers and its determination may impact future cases, 
the court may proceed to issue a decision. 

The case of  Condon & Ors. v Minister for Labour and 
the Attorney General13 concerned a challenge to temporary 
legislation (which had expired) by bank employees. The 
Supreme Court heard the matter as it was not satisfied that 
similar legislation would not be reintroduced. O’ Higgins 
C.J referred to the defendants’ arguments as “extremely 
dangerous to constitutional rights”. He observed that if  
“access to the courts is denied or prevented or obstructed, 
then such an encroachment, being unchallenged, may become 
habitual and therefore acceptable”. Allowing the legislature 
to escape judicial scrutiny through temporary legislation 
would permit that arm of  government to exercise a “form of  
legislative intimidation”. Kenny J endorsed U.S jurisprudence, 
in particular the case of  Southern Pacific Terminal Co. v Interstate 
Commerce Co14. which applied the test of  whether the issue 
was “capable of  repetition, yet evading review” which had 
been applied in Honig v. Doe.

Children and the law
In the case of  M.F v Superintendent Ballymun Garda Station & 
Ors15, the Supreme Court proceeded to hear an appeal of  a 
matter notwithstanding the strict rule against giving a decision 
on a moot point. The court recognised that cases concerning 
the care and custody of  children and the protection of  their 
rights were in a special and possibly unique category in 
that the fundamental rights of  persons might be in issue in 
litigation in which they were not represented.

O Flaherty J. indicated that the doctrine of  mootness 
could be modified in relation to cases concerning the 
protection of  childrens’ rights so as to enable the courts to 
give decisions which would be as helpful as possible to all 
those concerned with the welfare of  children. The court held 
that such cases are special because they concern children and 
are possibly unique in that the fundamental rights of  persons 
are in issue in litigation in which they are not represented. 

The applicant in M.F was the mother of  five children 
who were removed from her care by social workers on foot 
of  an order from the District Court. The applicant argued 
that her children’s detention was unlawful as she had not 
been informed of  the basis on which her children were being 
detained nor as to their whereabouts. The applicant also 
argued that the relevant legislation had not been followed 
correctly. The High Court held that the children’s detention 
was unlawful. The notice parties (including a social worker 
and the Eastern Health Board) appealed that decision to the 
Supreme Court but indicated that they would not seek the 
children’s return should they be successful. 

In the case of  O’Donoghue v Minister for Health & Ors16 a 
mentally handicapped child sought to vindicate his right to 
primary education notwithstanding that the State had granted 
him a place on a concessionary basis. The High Court held that 
a determination of  the rights and duties in issue was required. 
The High Court found that the State had a constitutional 
obligation to provide for the education of  children. The 

13 [1981] IR 62
14 (1911) 219 U.S. 498
15 [1991] 1 I.R 189
16 [1993] IEHC 2
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Conclusion
The doctrine of  mootness is founded upon the notion that 
judicial resources should not be spent on cases where there is 
no longer a contentious issue at stake between the parties. The 
proceedings may have become moot as a result of  different 
occurences; be it through the defendant settling or other 
circumstances intervening with the effect that the motivation 
to fight the case has fallen away. This author is of  the opinion 
that in most situations, the courts should not offer advisory 
opinions where matters have ceased to be contentious (by 
whatever means) where this results in the crux of  the case 
becoming moot. 

However, there are situations when, even though a case or 
an issue may be technically moot, there serves a wider purpose 
in hearing the case. For example in W. v HSE, referred to 
above, counsel for the parents argued that there is a systemic 
trend of  not allowing parents be heard in the District Court 
when the HSE, now the Child and Family Agency (CFA) is 
seeking to take children into care by means of  an emergency 
care order. A balance must be struck between saving resources 
on cases that no longer contain live issues between the parties 
and determining which cases should be designated test cases 
or should be heard in the public interest. Such test cases can 
often resolve contentious issues that will inevitably be the 
source of  further litigation in the future. ■

Bar of Ireland Rugby  

Pictured are the participants in the recent Bar of  Ireland 
Rugby club’s challenge against the giants from the Bar of  
Northern Ireland. The annual fixture took place on the 29th 
March last in Old Belvedere RFC and resulted in victory for 
the Bar of  Ireland.  A hearty post-match drinks reception and 
banquet took place in the 17th century Smock Alley theatre 
where players, supporters and alickadoos enjoyed a wonderful 
evening with speeches from the respective captains, Lord 
Justice Coghlin and Niall O’Driscoll B.L.

The next fixture, the final Bar match of  the legal year, 
will take place on 10th May in Manchester. The match will 
celebrate the 40th anniversary of  the fixture between the Bar 
of  Ireland and the Northern Circuit. A post match banquet 
will be held at the wonderful Midland Hotel in Manchester 
and owing to the 40th anniversary it is expected that there 
will be large numbers attending. If  you’re interested, please 
get booking. Each tourist makes his/her own arrangements.
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Meath Solicitors Bar Association 
Dinner 

9093200, olivershanley@securemail.ie or Mark Dillon of  
Dillon Geraghty & Co, Telephone (046) 9432583, info@
dillongeraghty.ie. 

We will be holding our AGM some evening shortly after 
our Dinner immediately following a CPD Lecture. We are 
always delighted to welcome our friends in the Bar at our 
CPD Evenings. If  you would be interested in addressing 
our Members or attending any Lectures, please contact 
Elaine Byrne, Regan McEntee & Partners, High Street, Trim, 
Telephone (046) 9431202 for details.

The Meath Solicitors’ Bar Association is delighted to 
announce our upcoming black tie Gala Evening to be held 
in the Knightsbrook Hotel, Trim on Friday the 16th of  
May next. Drinks Reception at 7.30 pm followed by the 
dinner. The Evening will mark the recent appointment of  
Judge Grainne Malone to County Meath, the retirement of  
Judge Patrick McMahon, the appointment of  Judge Mary 
O’Malley as Specialist Circuit Court Judge. We also hope to 
welcome County Registrar Mairead Ahern who is covering 
Louth and Meath currently.  For tickets, please contact 
Declan Brooks of  Oliver Shanley & Co, Telephone (046) 
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